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Tout ce qui ne se consume pas, pourrit.1
Roger Caillois, L'homme et le sacré (1933)
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‘Everything that doesn’t consume itself, rots’ (Caillois 1988, my translation).
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Introduction
In September 2015, Hiroyuki Nishimura – founder and owner of the Japanese website 2chan (Katayama
2008) – acquired 4chan from its longtime owner Christopher Poole (Robertson, 2015). In the days after
Nishimura took over the site, 4chan’s frontpage displayed a photograph of the defunct Space Shuttle
Atlantis with the website’s clover leaf logo superimposed on it (fig. 1). Supposedly taken by Nishimura
himself, the photograph shows the defunct Atlantis sitting at what appears to be a military airbase lot,
before being put on display to the general public at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex in
Florida (fig. 2). The NASA program it starred in was terminated in 2011.1
Fascinated by this choice for 4chan’s frontpage banner, and seeing the vehicle’s patched-up nose
with tiny oval windows, I imagined the Atlantis being repurposed as an underground living facility for
outcasts and other good-for-nothings. Resting in a cemetery for extraterrestrial space technology in a
strip of mildly classified US desert, in my fantasy the nose would serve as a sleeping bunk, and the
electric circuits of the cockpit panels would make for a small kitchenette. Descending into the shuttle’s
belly, one would find a library as well as a gaming room. The rear end would harbor several washing
facilities, and the tail would provide a place of meditative retreat. In my utopian musings, this new use
of the Atlantis would be merely one of many experiments in living beyond the expansionist
temporalities of US space exploration, nested in the very material and symbolic embodiments of that
imperial regime – the shuttle that itself referenced that mythical lost city, Atlantis. This story serves to
raise the following question: what can be done with a thing once it has outlived its official purpose? By
putting the Atlantis on display at the Kennedy Center, this question is answered in a particular way:
things of the past are to be musealized and fixed as objects facilitating a sentimental journey into history.
My own fantasy suggests an alternative answer, one that imagines a place formerly at the center of US
power where historical time is supplanted by an ahistorical, profane time of everyday human needs
hovering just below the threshold of capital-H History – offering an alternative and novel use that,
perhaps, the musealization of the Atlantis was precisely supposed to forestall.

Figure 1. Image of 4chan’s frontpage banner showing the Atlantis space shuttle, at the time 4chan was acquired
by Hiroyuki Nishimura in September 2015 (accessed 27 August 2019). http://i.imgur.com/EGUehkk.jpg.

1

“NASA's Proud Space Shuttle Program Ends with Atlantis Landing” (accessed 15 May 2019). NASA.
https://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2011/jul/HQ_11-240_Atlantis_Lands.html.

1

Figure 2. The Space Shuttle Atlantis on display at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida (accessed 27 August
2019). https://www.trbimg.com/img-560ab6e8/turbine/os-kennedy-space-center-30-years-atlantis-20150929.

When I encountered the image of the Atlantis on 4chan, I was struck by its aptness as a metaphor
for the imageboard and the Internet as a whole. Just as the Atlantis stands as one of the dominant
symbols of US imperial power, so the Internet has its origins in the US military-industrial complex of
the Cold War.2 And just as in my (fictional) account of the Atlantis, in the 1990s and early 2000s the
Internet expanded beyond its original purpose and came to be utilized in a new way: namely, as a place
to waste time, watch porn, socialize with strangers around fringe interests, and play online multiplayer
games, to name only a few of its attractions.3
From the early 2000s onward, however, the Internet was reclaimed to fit a new “official use” as the
driver of an expanding big data and immaterial labour economy, where the infrastructures of a handful
of social media platforms gradually came to dictate the paradigmatic modes of expression, social
interaction, and identity on the web. By coupling online interaction to persistent personal identities
doubling as commodifiable data profiles, by framing the digital other as a “friend” with whom the user
engages in a personally filtered “community” or “social network”, and by dictating that the online self
be an authentic extension and reflection of the “offline” self (being tied to your real name and profile),
platforms have structurally reconfigured the ways we interact online. This new configuration of digital
sociality has largely replaced that of an earlier phase of web culture shaped by forums, chatrooms, and
online multiplayer games, all of which offered a space to cultivate anonymity as a form of (identity)
play in the presence of, and together with, a swarm of digital strangers. What I will refer to throughout
this study as the online “mask culture” of imageboards like 4chan is rooted historically in this earlier
formation – as opposed to the “face culture” dominant on social media platforms like Facebook today.
I argue that online mask culture comprises a set of web-native media practices that are anti- and
impersonal rather than personal; ephemeral and aleatory rather than persistent and predictable; strangerrather than friend-oriented; collective rather than individual; and public and contagious rather than
privatized, filtered, and contained. In order to understand these modes of sociality and culture that
comprise mask culture – as well as how they depart from those that characterize social media platforms
– this study analyzes four types of subcultural tropes that together constitute 4chan’s unique subcultural

2

On the historical connections between networking technologies and the US military industrial complex, see Abbate (1999);
Chun (2006); Edwards (1996); Galloway (2004).
3
Of course, the Internet serves a variety of military and intelligence purposes to this day, as well as offering a venue for
corporate media expansion, creating a hybrid that Shoshana Zuboff refers to as surveillance capitalism (Zuboff 2019).
Nevertheless, even when structurally embedded within commercial ISPs from the start, the Internet also opened up spaces
(like 4chan) that swerved from these “official” purposes, revealing a discrepancy between the affordances of new technologies
and the visions, intentions, or functional implementations that they were instigated by.
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Internet imaginary,4 each of which has its hegemonic counterpart in face culture.5
The first type of trope belonging to online mask culture can be seen to reflect and embody the
impersonal character of online interaction on imageboards such as 4chan, as mediated by its three main
affordances: anonymity, ephemerality, and contingency. It includes the anon and Anonymous
pseudonyms, the Guy Fawkes mask, and the stock avatar, and has as its face-cultural counterpart the
personal user name and unique profile picture on platforms like Facebook. The second type of maskcultural trope imagines the Internet in carnivalesque and comic-materialist terms, as an inverted,
parodic, and pornographic play world opposed to the serious worlds of official school and working life,
as well as to mainstream media. This type includes the Rules of the Internet and the “Internet. Serious
Business” memes, and has its face-cultural counterpart in the imperative to be authentic, i.e. to present
yourself as you really are. The third type of trope represents the web as a grotesque media body at (and
as) the bottom of the web. It includes depictions of 4chan as the cesspool, asshole, or Freudian id of the
Internet, as well as the human centipede, naked obese man, and green monster images. This type of
trope has as its counterpart the disembodied figure of the social network and the individual user. Finally,
the fourth type revolves around the systemic violence exerted by mediatic globalization and its cruel
modes of spectatorship and interaction. This type includes the memetic phrases “Co-existence has
created a fucking monster”, “No one is as cruel as all of us”, and “Internet Hate Machine”, and has as
its counterpart the idealizing discourses that present the Internet as fostering love and community
through connectivity.
In each case, as I will argue, the subcultural significance of these tropes derives not only from how
they incorporate the shared experience of navigating the strange new underworlds of anonymous
imageboards, but also from their opposition to the dominant configurations of online sociality and
identity that came to prevail on social media platforms. Exploring the im-personal modes of digital
sociality and culture that characterize imageboards like 4chan, the aim of this study is twofold. First, it
is to show how the politics and aesthetics of its mask culture contrast with the dominant face culture of
platforms. Second, it is to understand what the study’s title refers to as the “profane media logic” of
anonymous imageboards, as having its roots in the long-standing historical configurations of both mass
media culture and popular festive culture. Engaging these larger constellations and their resonances in
contemporary digital culture, I claim, is necessary to get at the deeper cultural politics at play in online
mask culture, including its opposition to face culture. As I will show, the latter also has its historical
counter-part in the persistent opposition to the “profanating” forces of both mass media and popular
festive culture.
As a key theoretical and critical concept that I will rely on at various junctions in this study and that
is rooted in the philosophical tradition of critical theory from Marx and Benjamin to Agamben, the term
“profanation” refers to the liberation from pre-established identities and social formations potentialized

4

The framing of these tropes in terms of a subcultural imaginary means that my analyses will engage with how they are
imagined by the relevant actors. Based on the contention that ‘cultural forms are not a reflection of the social, or merely a
detached “set of ideas,” but rather the means by which subjects work through their connections to a larger totality and
communicate a sense of relatedness to a particular time, place, and condition’, my use of the concept of the imaginary refers
to ‘a symbolic field in which people come to understand and describe their social being’ (Schmidt Camacha 2008, 5).
Understood as embodying vernacular forms of (self)knowledge, and paraphrasing Althusser’s famous definition of ideology
(Althusser 2001), the tropes I will discuss articulate the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real digital conditions of
existence. However, ways of imagining the social world do not merely reflect but also constitute and retroactively shape it:
they reflect the way users who engage in these media practices imagine and come to terms with them. They are, in other words,
performative and self-reflexive, actively reclaiming the practices that they purport to represent. Charles Taylor accordingly
defines “social imaginary” as ‘the ways in which people imagine their social existence, how they fit together with others, how
things go on between them and their fellows, the expectations that are normally met, and the deeper normative notions and
images that underlie these expectations’ (Taylor 2004, 23).
5
On the concept and analysis of subcultures, see Hebdige (1979). Given the ephemerality of imageboards, for the retrieval of
these images and phrases I relied on various web-cultural heritage sites like Encyclopedia Dramatica, Urban Dictionary, and
Know Your Meme.
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by modernity and its media. My contribution to this philosophical analysis of mass media culture is to
be found in how I connect it to the carnivalesque tradition in art and popular culture, as described by
Mikhail Bakhtin and by others in the field of cultural analysis, whose approach can be summarized as
‘cultural memory in the present’ (Bal 1999, 1) – revealing a series of affinities that, as I will show in
Chapter 4, philosophers like Benjamin already perceived. In the chapters that follow, my aim is thus to
think through the affinities between mass and mask, as the two central metaphors for the kinds of
sociality and culture that characterize both mass media and popular festive culture, and that I argue
anonymous imageboard culture radically embodies. In the case of anonymous imageboards like 4chan,
profanation refers to the free and playful use, creation, and circulation of images and speech, including
the new forms of identity, subjectivity and collectivity they enable. As such, the concept of profanation
allows me to account for its opposition to the dominant face culture, understood as an attempt to
neutralize what I contend are the Internet’s profanating potentials.
Chapter 1 develops this opposition between mask and face culture. I start by introducing 4chan,
which, as a representative and influential part of online mask culture, will act as the main case study.
My aim here is not to develop an exhaustive overview of the site in all of its idiosyncratic complexities,
but rather to introduce the basics of its interface and subculture. Extending this general introduction,
section 1.2 looks at how the anonymous modes of sociality and culture pervasive on 4chan are rooted
in Japanese imageboard culture (notably 2chan) and the North American forum Something Awful. I
then go on, in section 1.3, to describe the media practices and subcultural sensibilities that I argue
characterize online mask culture, and contextualize its emergence on 4chan in the period 2006-2011
within several major transformations of the Internet in the last two decades. Specifically, I look at how
these mask-cultural configurations of online interaction undercut the platformization of the Internet that
started around the same time, and the new face-cultural paradigms the latter gave rise to. This
contextualization also shows 4chan to be rooted in many of the practices and values of an earlier phase
of web culture associated with the saying that, on the Internet, ‘nobody knows you’re a dog’.
Given the centrality of anonymity to imageboards like 4chan, Chapter 2 probes the different
meanings, functions, and effects of anonymity as expressed through the anon and Anonymous
pseudonyms, the Guy Fawkes mask, and the stock avatar (2.1). Understanding the way these tropes
enact the anonymity that characterizes imageboards requires mapping the different connotations that
anonymity has accumulated over the years, from signifying a form of unknown authorship to a
symptomatically modern condition in sociology (2.2), to naming the impersonal subject of everyday
life (2.3). It is here that, as I will show, the association of anonymity with the mass social forms of
modernity comes to be established, ultimately finding its way into common speech. In the sentence ‘for
hours, she roamed the anonymous streets of Paris’, for example, the reference to anonymity makes sense
in a way that would appear strange from the perspective of an earlier usage, which constricted
anonymity to written documents. It is this kind of anonymity that I argue characterizes the media
practices of mask culture, and that is reflected by images like the stock avatar. Historicizing anonymity
thus helps to make sense of its present online form, revealing a common figure that I refer to as Anon
– which is not the same as anon, as it does not exclusively apply to 4chan users but to all of us, insofar
as we live an anonymous existence, off- and/or online. Anon signifies an im-personal life that belongs
to no one in particular or, rather, to anyone and everyone. In these examples, anonymity acts as an
allegorical image for the forms of existence without identity that mass modernity potentializes – forms
that are, moreover, tied up with new media technologies like photography, film, and, presently, the
Internet.
Addressing the specifically media-cultural significance and history of anonymity that imageboards
can be said to inherit, Chapter 3 looks at how 4chan’s impersonal iconography traces back to the larger
deterritorializing and profanating forces unleashed in and by capitalist modernity, including the new
forms of mass-mediated publicness enabled by new media technologies like photography and film.
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Section 3.1 looks at how the modern formulation of a right to privacy in the US at the end of the 19th
century can be linked to class-specific anxieties over the increasingly impersonal forces of modernity
and its new mass publics, who, in Benjamin’s account of the anti-auratic thrust of new media, desired
to bring things closer by means of their technological reproduction. Similarly, in Siegfried Kracauer’s
reflections on the mass ornament, discussed in 3.2, modernity harbors the potential for a progressive
mass culture, even when this potential is ultimately thwarted by the capitalist culture industry. Section
3.3 discusses the term “profanation” as the name Agamben gives to this conflicted development, as well
as the roots of this idea in Marxist and sociological accounts of modernity as entailing the
“disenchantment” of the world. I argue that, for Agamben, the becoming nameless and faceless of
people under the destructive forces of capitalist modernity not only proceeds under the malevolent sign
of economic exploitation and social domination, but points to a deliverance from the cumulative weight
of tradition.
Before I turn to my reading of imageboards as radically embodying the profanating logic Benjamin,
Brecht, Kracauer, Agamben, and others attribute to mass media culture, the last section of Chapter 3
discusses two instances of anonymous mass publicness that help me to better isolate and bring into
focus the generalizable social form of anonymity that I see as a crucial part of online mask culture: the
public restroom as a place for anonymous reading and writing, as well as for fleeting (homo)sexual
encounters, and the random videochat portal Chatroulette. What these examples show is that there is an
affect in, and an ethical charge to, anonymity, understood as a pleasurable loss of self that opens up a
passage to others. Whereas calls for privacy emphasize the person’s right to immunity from the prying
eyes of the mass other, these practices of anonymity hint at a non-immunitary and even celebrative
appropriation of the stranger-based forms of publicness that modernity and its media enable, creating
new forms of im-personal intimacy.
I argue that the genealogy of anonymity as a modern media-cultural form and its profane legacy that
Chapters 2 and 3 develop is essential to get at the deeper cultural politics of mask culture and its
opposition to face culture. But this is only one half of the story. Moving from the mass to the mask (and
back again), Chapter 4 sets out to investigate the affinities that pertain between them, i.e. between the
“profanations” of mass media culture and those of popular festive culture. The first section turns to the
way mass-modern forms of collectivity are described in terms of the carnivalesque, e.g. as a monster,
masquerade, or carnival procession. The next section looks at how this thematic intersection of mass
and mask manifests itself in anonymous imageboard culture. Specifically, I discuss how the use of socalled reaction pictures on 4chan enacts a carnivalesque commoning of faces, in a way that reflects the
imageboard’s profane media logic. By circulating as stock images, human beings are subjected to a
ceaseless process of carnivalesque substitutions and exchanges, exposed to and interpenetrating each
other and the world of things alike. The third section then turns to the carnivalesque significance of
laughter as tethered to the impersonal world view inherent to online mask culture: specifically, its
comic-materialist sensibilities and its pornographic imagination. Finally, the last section takes up the
connection between mass and mask once more in the context of 4chan’s essentially parodic and playful
use of online discourse, revealing the profanating function of parody as a play of, and on, language.
Having gained a better understanding of the affinities between mass and mask, as well as their
significance in the context of anonymous imageboard culture, Chapter 5 explores the subcultural
meaning of 4chan’s “excremental visions”, i.e. the way it describes itself in the carnivalesque language
of scatology and the lower bodily stratum, as a grotesque media body. The first section discusses how
4chan is represented by both insiders and outsiders as the bottom of the web, e.g. as its sewer or
underbelly. As part of 4chan’s scatological Internet imaginary, the next section discusses the human
centipede meme, which represents the Internet as a gigantic digestive tract, imagining dialogue as
diarrhea. The third section then analyzes the image of a naked obese man sitting behind a computer
with the caption ‘4chan.org: 87% of the posts are written by this man’, which represents 4chan as a
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single, mass body. The main focus here will be on how this bodily grotesque figuration of digital
sociality contrasts with the dominant aesthetics of social media platforms, using Bakhtin’s distinction
between the grotesque and the classical body. In the fourth section I argue that images like the obese
man celebrate the collective and im-personal life of language and subjectivity, the common element in
culture, and the constant metamorphosis of the mass body over the self-same identity of the individual
person, as these phenomena are manifested on 4chan, thus revealing yet another crucial element in the
opposition between mask and face culture.
A similar celebrative attitude seems to be present in the image of a green monster, as it envisions a
carnivalesque immersion in the grotesque body of 4chan. However, the caption below this image that I
discuss in the final section – “Co-existence has created a fucking monster” – suggests otherwise. In its
reference to co-existence as a monster, the image can be seen to enact the darker, more problematic
aspects of online mask culture, and of the modes of anonymous spectatorship that the Internet enables
more generally (including social media platforms). The image’s subcultural over-identification with
what I refer to as “mediatic globalization and its discontents”, I argue, is also present in the vernacular
phrases “No one is as cruel as all of us”, “What has been seen, cannot be unseen”, and “Internet Hate
Machine”.
Situated at the intersection of critical theory, media studies, and cultural analysis, this study develops
a new and critical perspective on the profane media logic of anonymous imageboards and contemporary
digital culture as a whole, with the aim of understanding its emancipatory legacies and its more
problematic aspects. As digital media have come to pervade people’s lives, mediating and thus
influencing the way they engage with and experience themselves, others, and the world at large, having
such a perspective has also grown in importance. It is to the more encompassing critical project of
fleshing out the social, cultural, and political consequences of this development that the present study
hopes to contribute.

6

1. Anonymous Imageboard Culture
1.1 4chan’s /b/ Random Board
Since this chapter primarily deals with a specific imageboard called 4chan (www.4chan.org), I wanted
to start with an image that not only comes from 4chan but is also about 4chan (a so-called self-reflexive
or self-referential image). It contains a weird instruction you may have felt like executing: ‘smash face
on keyboard: post results’ (fig. 3). If you thought about this, what random characters may have
transmitted your pain as your face hit the keyboard? ‘nmkl hybhj’. For a change, instead of the hands,
it is the head that leaves its mark, and does so on the surface of the communicative medium itself. In its
random and violent intensity, the idea of smashing your face on the keyboard marks both the opposite
of the conversational public sphere that the Internet was once envisioned to be, and, strangely enough,
its purest expression. What results is not a rational exchange of ideas, not democratic participation in
the political process, but a random string of symbols surging through the global digital infrastructure at
high velocity. The blunt and violent gesture serves no higher purpose than to communicate, in its
etymological sense as a “communing” of faceless face smashers: ‘65ty7g’.
The caption accompanying it reveals that the image doubles as a form of satirical self-critique; given
the stupidity of the face-smashing game depicted by the image inside the black frame, this is obviously
not the ‘single most important website you will ever visit’. As such, both the image and the caption
allude to the everyday, the mundane, the trivial, as that which is per definition not important, significant,
esteemed. They also allude to play, as that which is inherently un-serious, un-weighty, and
inconsequential. 4chan is visited sporadically or intensively, during the day or late at night, at home or
during a break from work, out of fandom or boredom, as a guilty pleasure or an obsession, to search or
to be found, but these visits, in almost all cases, are not worth mentioning. And yet we would probably
not want to say that everyday life – and the large portion of it spent online, including on 4chan – does
not matter.

Figure 3. Demotivational poster with the caption: ‘4chan: The single most important website you will ever visit’
(accessed 27 August 2019). https://hackt1v1sm.wordpress.com/tag/4chan/.
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The present chapter argues that these mundane forms of anonymous media life do indeed matter and
deserve scholarly attention. The chapter starts by describing the weird subcultural worlds of
imageboards like 4chan. The first two sections introduce 4chan and its roots in Japanese imageboard
culture and the North American forum Something Awful. The third section offers an overview of mask
culture and face culture as opposing paradigms of online sociality and identity. This section also shows
how mask culture is rooted in an earlier formation of web culture where, supposedly, “nobody knew
you were a dog”. Finally, it formulates a critique of face culture as the socio-cultural complement to
platform capitalism (Srnicek 2017), acting as its ideological justification and naturalization, and
providing the paradigms of online sociality and identity required for its exploitative data-extractivist
apparatuses to operate.
4chan falls under the category of imageboards or chans: simple online bulletin boards mostly used
to share images. 4chan hosts over seventy boards, each of which has its own niche theme and
corresponding community of anonymous comers and goers. The topics of these boards range from
anime wallpapers and cosplay to sports and toys, to hentai and LGBT issues.1 What differentiates 4chan
from most other sites is that no registration is required to add to the seemingly endless stream of posts,
that there is hardly any moderation, and that content is rapidly depreciated and deleted as new content
is added, making interactions both anonymous, ephemeral, and contingent.
Totaling over 3 billion posts, and drawing 703 million monthly page views and 22 million unique
visitors per month,2 4chan is one of the most popular websites in Internet history. It resembles only
Wikipedia in terms of the absence of any financial profit gained from the contents and metadata its
contributors so abundantly generate. Whereas other sites have turned into billion-dollar platforms
whose stocks surged way beyond that of the giants of the industrial age, 4chan still has difficulties
paying its relatively modest server bills. Compared to more well-known platforms like Twitter or
Instagram, 4chan is quite unique in terms of its affordances, as well as in terms of its quaint subcultural
sensibilities – quaint in the sense of being attractively unusual as well as old-fashioned. Described as ‘a
discordant bricolage of humour, geek cultures, fierce debates, pornography, in–jokes, hyperbolic
opinions and general offensiveness’ (Knuttila, 2011), 4chan was set up in October 2003 by then fifteenyear-old American high school student Christopher “moot” Poole with the aim of providing a simple,
low-cost, and easily accessible way for English-speaking fans to exchange and discuss Japanese anime
(Bernstein et al. 2011). The site’s code and design were inspired by (and largely copied from) the highly
popular Japanese imageboard repository 2chan (Coleman 2014, 41). Its earliest user-base consisted
mostly of goons, as users of the North American comedy forum Something Awful were called. From
2003 onward, 4chan quickly established itself as the most popular of English-language imageboards.
In the following years, it became one of the central places to cultivate a festive and mock-affirmative
relation to online anonymity, understood as an anti- and impersonal mode of sociality and culture that
is collective, ephemeral, and authorless – and, in that sense, nameless and faceless. This is particularly
true for the only board on 4chan that does not have a definite theme, or whose theme is that it does not
have one: /b/ Random. Geared towards ephemeral encounters with anonymous others with little or no
moderation, /b/ gave rise to a vibrant male youth subculture steeped in Japanese anime, video games,
warez, hacking, porn, gore, trolling, comics, and memes (Auerbach 2012; Coleman 2012; Phillips
2015).
When you visit 4chan you are presented with a list of boards categorized by topic: Japanese Culture,
Video Games, Interests, Creative, Other, Misc. (for miscellaneous), and Adult (fig. 4). The latter two

1

For an explanation of the term hentai and similar Japanese terms, see section 1.2.
“Interesting 4chan Statistics and Facts”. Expanded Ramblings (accessed 29 June 2019).
https://expandedramblings.com/index.php/4chan-statistics-facts/.
2
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categories are stamped NSFW (not safe for work). You can customize the way the frontpage looks by
selecting Filter in the top right-hand corner. This allows you to show only non-NSFW categories, for
example. It also allows you to display the board index in an HTML frame on the left side rather than
the top of the page, as is conventional on 4chan’s Japanese equivalent 2chan. When you enter one of
the boards, an index with the letter codes representing each board will appear at the top as well as the
bottom of the page. The Random board has /b/ as its code, is flagged NSFW, and is placed in the
category “Misc.”. The frontpage also contains a list of current popular threads. Here, you can filter
according to the thread’s NSFW status as well. Finally, the frontpage lists various statistics about the
site: the number of total posts, current users and active content: at the time of writing (25 June 2019):
3,128,325,090, 199,174, and 1,094 Gigabyte, respectively.
When you move past the frontpage to the /b/ Random board, you are met with a list of collapsed
threads spread over several pages, with the most recently active or newest one on top. The list displays
the original post as well as the three most recent replies. When you click Reply, you are taken to a page
that displays the original post as well as all replies in chronological order, with the most recent one
appearing at the bottom.3 If a picture is appended to a post, it appears aligned to the left, with the text
aligned to the right. In replies, images can be appended anywhere in the post’s field. You enlarge the
image by clicking on its thumbnail, and scale it back by clicking it once more. In addition, each post or
reply contains the poster’s name (typically Anonymous), a date stamp, the name of the attached file,
and a string of numbers that uniquely identifies it and allows other users to refer to that specific post or
reply within the thread. It also provides a triangular menu button to report, hide, or do an image search
on the appended image (fig. 5). In the index, when you reach the bottom of the page, you can select
Next, a specific page number, or All, which allows you to scroll through all the available threads on
that particular board on a single page. The top of each page has a link to start a new thread or post a
reply. This brings you to a simple web form with the following fields: Options (commands to customize
your post or reply), Comment (the message to be posted), Verification (a reCAPTCHA to check if you
are not a robot), and File (allowing you to upload a document) (fig. 6). It also has a blotter containing
administrative messages on the creation of new boards or policies, and the availability of new janitor
positions (an assistant to the board’s administrators). Finally, it shows one or two advertisements or adholders created by 4chan users.
In the top right corner of each page an extensive Settings menu can be found, allowing the user to
customize many aspects of the site’s appearance and organization, pertaining to monitoring (e.g. autoupdating threads by default versus manually refreshing the page), navigation, the behavior of images,
date conversion, and so on. There are two static pages that list 4chan’s policies and rules, the FAQ and
Rules pages. The FAQ gives an extensive overview of how 4chan works, explaining the terminology,
its features and typical issues, its technical setup, as well as its administrative and legal structure. It also
provides a (largely satirical) description of its culture, including the participatory ethos essential to its
success (fig. 7). Finally, the Rules page consists of Global Rules and board-specific rules, including a
short description of the theme and stated purpose of each board (fig. 8).

3

The fact that you need to select Reply to enter the thread gives a sense of how on 4chan viewing and participating converge
much more than on social media platforms.
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Figure 4. Screenshot of 4chan’s frontpage (by author, 20 March 2019). http://www.4chan.org.
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Figure 5. Screenshot of a typical thread structure on 4chan’s /b/ Random board, with the original post
appearing on top and replies added to it below (by author, 11 September 2016). http://www.4chan.org./b/.

Figure 6. Screenshot of the post/reply field on 4chan’s /b/ Random board (by author, 4 September 2018).
http://www.4chan.org./b/.

Figure 7. Screenshot of a part of 4chan’s Culture section (Who is “Anonymous”) on the FAQ page (by author,
14 May 2019). http://www.4chan.org/faq#culture.
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Figure 8. Screenshot of 4chan’s Rules page (by author, 27 August 2019). http://www.4chan.org/rules.
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Like the Japanese boards that preceded it, 4chan has not been without its fissures and antagonisms,
or what anons refer to as “dramas”: formative moments of the community as conveyed in its digital
folklore. Anon (Anon 2015) distinguishes between different ages of 4chan, each one starting and ending
with a transformative rupture, induced by a technically or socially anomalous event itself fueled or
followed by significant changes in its user base. What Anon calls the “golden age” of 4chan ended with
an incident the response to which is known as /b/day. The event is dated 23 August 2006, when moot
created a so-called sticky (a post that stays on top of a board’s first page) announcing stricter rules
concerning jailbaits and raids, as the posting of sexualized images of minors and the malicious invasions
of other sites are called, respectively. According to the anonymous chronicler, this triggered an exodus
of users active on /b/, because they wanted to continue engaging in these activities, and/or because they
principally objected to any restriction of their freedom of online speech. The outrage generated so much
web traffic (including automated spam message storms created by angry tech-savvy anons) that 4chan’s
image servers crashed, leaving the site broken and deserted. This perfect storm – where technical
breakdown triggers social breakdown and vice versa – led to the creation of many new chans, issuing
in an overall ‘diversification of chan culture’ (Anon 2015).4 Some of the more successful chans to
emerge from /b/day are 7chan, 12chan, 2ch.ru, 420chan, WAKAchan, AnonIB, and WTFux (see fig. 9
for an overview map).5

4

The ironic effect of moot’s decision to distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate forms of behavior on 4chan was to
make the illegitimate legible as a distinct type of activity and agency. By making this distinction, moot unwillingly paved the
way for what Anon calls /b/’s ‘legion identity’ (Anon 2015, 16). Subsequently, so-called /i/ (for Insurgency or Invasion) boards
were created on various chans to organize and facilitate raids. This in turn was a first step in the transformation of Anonymous
from an in-joke of the /b/ community to a swarm-like hacktivist movement (Coleman, 2014).
5
Besides triggering many intra- and inter-chan wars that were typically decided by DDoS attacks and doxes planned in private
IRC channels like Lulznet, Raidchan, Partyvan, and AnonTalk, /b/day also added to the reputation of /b/ and related boards as
‘The Shithole of the Internet’ (Anon 2015, 17).
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Figure 9. Map showing the diversification of chan culture from the mid-nineties onward, as well as its origins in
Japanese imageboard culture and the website Something Awful (accessed 4 September 2018).
https://4archive.org/board/qa/thread/475435/qa-lets-make-a-map-of-imageboards#p475697.
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Nevertheless, 4chan’s /b/ Random board survived and became more popular than ever. The so-called
Newfag Summer of 2007 in particular saw an enormous expansion of 4chan’s user base. Added to this
was the proliferation and increased visibility of Anonymous in realms outside of 4chan, on 711chan,
invite-only IRC channels, blogs, and mainstream platforms like YouTube and Twitter.6 As memes
produced on 4chan traveled to other more mainstream platforms, users active on these sites first found
their way to 4chan through these memes. These new users were not acquainted with the socio-cultural
codes that are quite strictly observed on /b/.7 Consequently, insiders of the board (unflatteringly called
/b/tards or Oldfags) would often subject newcomers (so-called Newfags, see fig. 9) to stigmatization by
means of various tests of belonging. As hubs of dense and complex significations of intricate insider
know-how, producing both inclusion and exclusion, memes were often used as such a test. The triforce
meme – a symbol that appears in Nintendo’s Zelda video game series – provides an example of such a
memetic test of belonging. It comprises three small triangles forming a single larger triangle, and can
only be reproduced in text through a complex combination of keystrokes. The image in fig. 10 applies
the triforce to distinguish insiders from outsiders. It apparently offers a tutorial for new anons to help
them pass the triforce test. But what the tutorial actually describes is what any tech-savvy computer
user would immediately recognize, namely that opening a plain text file with the “.bat” extension
containing the code “@echo off del c:\WINDOWS\system32” may act as a script that, when executed,
supposedly shuts down the computer and wipes its entire hard drive to boot (pun intended). Here, the
distinction between those who do and those who do not understand computers is identified with the first
scene of inclusion/exclusion (those who do and do not know how to reproduce the triforce symbol).
Indeed, users of /b/ tend to identify themselves as highly knowledgeable about computers, in contrast
to “normal” Internet users (so-called normies).

6

The Newfag Summer coincided with the first full-scale monetization of chan culture, e.g. when Eric Nakagawa created the I
Can Haz Cheezburger website. The latter received a lot of pushback from anons committed to upholding meme culture’s antiproprietary copy and remix ethos. It is also in this period that sites documenting chan culture first appeared. Sites like
Encyclopedia Dramatica, Know Your Meme, Lurk More, TV Tropes, and, more recently, Yotsuba Society archive a vast
repository of influential memes and vernacular innovations, the intimate knowledge of which marks users’ affiliation and
identification with the subculture. Rather than providing a space for anonymous discussion, these subcultural heritage sites
combine documentary with entertainment purposes to retain anonymous materials and discursive artefacts otherwise
overwritten, deleted, or falsified, as well as providing an entry point for new users to its idiosyncratic vernacular.
7
Partly due to their recuperation by other (commercial) sites, in the fast-paced world of 4chan the jokes and memes in fashion
yesterday become the means to stigmatize the Newfags of today. At the same time, new users are often advised to “lurk moar”
(sic), which means to dwell in close vicinity to and observation of the in-crowd. Rather than merely scorning new users, the
community thus also encourages new anons to learn when to apply a specific subcultural script. This suggests that the type of
subcultural knowledge generated on 4chan is not of the dead letter kind: it is a living knowledge that cannot be disambiguated
or decontextualized, but only more or less correctly applied and innovated in practice. Consequently, it cannot be appropriated
without constant immersion in, and contribution to, the stream of anonymous messages from which it springs, and to which it
must return.
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Figure 10. Image circulated on 4chan deriding a Newfag. In this case, the Newfag is depicted as a hipster who
is interested in Anonymous activism (accessed 1 October 2015).
http://www.myconfinedspace.com/2010/04/06/filthy-dumb-newfag-scum/.

Figure 11. Image of a 4chan thread with an image depicting a version of the Triforce challenge (accessed 29
January 2019). https://www.reddit.com/r/4chan/comments/3d2ht7/anon_teaches_how_to_triforce/.

So far, this introduction to 4chan has discussed only a small slice of 4chan’s rich subcultural history.
I also have not talked about the rise of Anonymous as a hacktivist movement that originated on 4chan,
as this history is relatively well documented and scrutinized by both academics and journalists
(Coleman 2014; Beyer 2014; McDonald 2015; Mendoza 2011; Stryker 2011). Partly due to the
dominant focus on Anonymous hacktivism, the underlying mask culture that emerged in an earlier
period was never properly theorized on its own terms, including in terms of what I argue constitutes its
“profane” media logic. With some notable exceptions that nevertheless still focus on Anonymous as a
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hacktivist collective, such as the work by Gabriella Coleman, the underlying subcultural style was
scrutinized only to the extent that it either informed or conflicted with the hacktivist tactics of
Anonymous.
This selective focus somewhat repeated itself more recently (2016-2019), when the rise of the alt
right on 4chan’s /pol/ board – and, increasingly, the even viler and more extremist 4chan spinoff 8chan
(McLaughlin 2019) – justifiably came to dominate the discussion (Beran 2017; Wendling 2018).8 In
the aftermath of Trump’s election as U.S. president in 2016, and in light of its persistent issues with
misogyny, anti-feminism, anti-Semitism, and racism, chan culture’s imbrication with the alt right came
to be acutely questioned and critiqued (Nagle 2017; Cramer 2017).9 Although no one is barred from
posting on 4chan, historically the culture’s dominant voice has been, and still is, that of white men
(Milner 2013; Phillips and Milner 2017). Moreover, within this demographic it is mostly men that
identify as otaku, nerd, gamer, or betamale that have been attracted to 4chan from the start, explaining
the ‘toxic geek masculinity’ that pervades the site (Salter and Blodgett 2017).10 The failure of these
users to understand their own perspective as highly privileged and exclusive worked as a catalyst for
the current rise of online men’s rights and anti-feminist movements (Phillips 2019).11 Moreover, the
prevalence of this demographic points to the site’s continued proximity to early web culture, whose
pioneers were mostly white and young tech-savvy men (Chun 2006, 129-170; Nakamura 2002).
In light of these observations, it is paramount that we put into practice what the media historian
Charles Acland refers to as engagement:
Taking popular culture as well as its fans and audiences seriously is not a project of
celebration or apology. It does not mean that critical standards must be set in reserve or
lowered to accommodate all. Taking the popular in its entirety seriously means that the
work of the cultural critic is not the work of moralizing or prescribing. It is the work of
engagement. (Acland 2011, 32)

Responding to Acland’s call, my study engages with anonymous imageboard culture by looking
critically at the statements it generates about itself. Although there is something funny about taking
popular culture seriously, as it generally does not purport to do this itself, on the level of engagement
even the seemingly silliest and most innocuous phenomena of popular culture turn out to be quite
serious matters.
I will return to concerns over the vileness and reactionary turn of chan culture in the Conclusion. In
light of the present study’s focus on the profane media logic of online mask culture and the way it
subverts the dominant face culture of platforms, however, it makes sense to first go back to the little-
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“Politically Incorrect” (abbreviated as /pol/). 4chan. http://www.4chan.org/pol/.
Some of these criticisms accused chroniclers of Anonymous like Gabriela Coleman of glossing over the more problematic
aspects of trolling and meme culture. For a response to one of these criticisms, and its uncritical identification of chan culture
with the reactionary right, see Phillips et al. (2017). Although this response certainly holds water, it should be noted that
whereas Coleman, in her interview with the notorious Internet troll Weev could still interpret his remark on ‘the repulsive
order of the financiers’ as having the ‘ring of truth’ given the global financial crisis of 2008 (Coleman 2014, 22) or at least the
sympathetically juvenile ring of “the lulz”, in retrospect its anti-Semitic meaning is clear, even without appended echo brackets
(on the anti-Semitic meaning and use of echo brackets in the alt right, see Tuters and Hagen (2018).
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In the early days, the betamale was the default identity assumed by most 4chan users. Although there are no statistics,
glancing over 4chan’s frontpage shows that most of the boards’ themes and contents cater to this particular demographic’s
eclectic and idiosyncratic interests. The discourse prevalent on 4chan, moreover, tends to be agonistic and transgressive, filled
with profanity, cursing, and sexualized slurs, including discriminatory terms like “fag”. In its vernacular meaning on 4chan,
however, the term “fag” is not always or exclusively used as a homophobic slur, but also as a subcultural badge of honour that
users call each other in a convivial sense (for a history of the word “fag” as a slur, see Pascoe 2007). The Encyclopedia
Dramatica’s entry on Anonymous, for example, starts with a quote attributed to Anonymous that reads: ‘We are faggots. We
are virgins. We do not get laid. We never leave our basements. Expect us on the Internets’ (. In this example, “fag” seems be
used as a term of ironic endearment, even when it thereby still repeats a discriminatory stereotype.
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The toxic forms of masculinity that 4chan hosts especially came to the surface during the events known as Gamergate and
The Fappening (Massanari 2017; Manivannan 2013; Vickery and Everbach 2018).
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discussed period before 2003 (the year 4chan was founded) to explore 4chan’s roots in Japanese
imageboard culture and the North American forum Something Awful. This will also be the moment to
discuss what I consider to be the three main affordances of 4chan that structurally shaped its subculture
vis-à-vis the mainstream web: anonymity, ephemerality, and contingency.

1.2 Japanese Imageboards and Something Awful

My nerves are like overused sandpaper – all dull; only the eye-catching, bizarre and grotesque can excite
me now.
Tanizaki Jun’ichirō, 1918 (cited in Driscoll 2010, 135).

In 1995, an underground computer game called Kasumigaseki started to circulate on the Japanese
Internet, which by that time was still relatively isolated from the American networks. The game quickly
attained notoriety for its abject subject matter. It featured the Aum Supreme Truth doomsday cult (Aum
Shinrikyo), which was held responsible for the deadly sarin nerve gas attack on the Tokyo subway on
20 March 1995. Considered one of the first domestic terrorist attacks using advanced chemical weapons,
thirteen people died and thousands were seriously injured (Guardian 2018). Founded in 1984 by its
religious leader Shoko Asahara and existing to this day, the cult’s philosophy is a postmodern hybrid
of Buddhism, yoga, and apocalyptic Christian thought, combined with science and technology
(Murakami 2000). Having built a massive following and accumulated great wealth, it recruited young
scientists to produce state of the art biochemical nerve agents. In the aftermath of the attack, Shoko
Asahara and other perpetrators were sentenced to death, a punishment which was executed by hanging
on 6 July 2018 (BBC News 2018).
The goal of the 1995 Kasumigaseki game mimicked that of the actual attack, to release sarin gas in
Tokyo’s subway network killing as many suburban travelers as possible: ‘Players of Kasumigaseki
compete to see how many people they can kill. Each player is allowed to scatter sarin at five places and
receives 10 points per kill and one point per injury’ (The Chicago Tribune 1995). Later, a Japanese
computer group called Friday warned players about the game containing a hidden computer virus that
would be released when they lost: in this event, a container of deadly poison gas would be
metaphorically “dropped” on the player’s computer, erasing its hard drive and any inserted floppy disks.
Contained in this anecdote are various levels of virality that reflect the highly unstable and contagious
character of mediatic globalization, and the propensity of various sorts of “agents” to spread and
multiply uncontrollably, using globally networked infrastructures as “hosts”. A game about a gas spread
in an urban transport network (the Tokyo subway) is itself circulated like a virus by being shared online,
and itself possibly carries a virus infecting its computer hosts. In addition, just as the horrific news of
the attack spread like a virus through the globalized news media, so controversy over the game
circulated online. As The Chicago Tribune writes in one of the few English language sources that
mention the game, ‘An anonymous computer programmer has unnerved operators of Japan’s Internet
with a recent offering – a game based on the deadly nerve gas attacks on Tokyo’s subways’ (Chicago
Tribune 1995, emphasis added).
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Figure 12. On 20 March 1995, members of the Aum cult left ‘punctured bags filled with liquid nerve agent on
central train lines, striking down commuters in a matter of seconds, leaving them choking and vomiting, some
blinded and paralysed’ (BBC News 2018).

The story of the Kasumigaseki game is clearly connected to the popularization of the personal
computer and the Internet in Japan. As such, it helps to situate the Japanese chan culture of the mid1990s and early 2000s. Although not much is known about the early days of Japanese text- and
imageboards, Anon (2015) claims the bulletin-board-system (BBS) Ayashii World (“Ayashii Warudo”)
was at the center of its development.12 Set up and maintained by Masayuki Shiba between 1996 and
1998, the Ayashii World site ran on an adapted BBS commercially exploited as Home Parties by a
Japanese service provider called Nifty-Serve. On its boards, users were automatically assigned the
pseudonym nanashii, which translates as No Name, ‘being without a name, being nameless,
namelessness’.13 The term was later adopted by 4chan’s founder as Anonymous, which is still the
default pseudonym on 4chan’s /b/ Random board (Beran 2019, 50).
Around 2000, Ayashii World – after various failed attempts to resurrect it – was superseded by the
imageboard 2channel as the most popular Japanese board.14 Its user base had split due to internal
conflicts, forking into a BBS called 97 for general topics and 2000 for technology discussions. The
latter would later morph into the gesu (scum) and Guess BBS, whose main activities included forum
raids, hacking, and software piracy. In 1999, Hiroyuki Nishimura set up 2channel (Ni Channeru). In
2001, 2channel switched domains from 2ch.net to 2chan.net, where it was renamed 2chan but became
popularly known as Futaba Channel (fig. 13). In the early 2000s, it became the center of anonymous
imageboard culture in Japan, and it remains so today. At its peak, it reached over ten million users per
month and hosted over 600 different boards (Anon 2015). From its inception, there were many
disagreements, both within and between the different board-based communities on the site, as well as
with other sites. In what was essentially a form of bonding through antagonism often seen in male youth
12

Unfortunately, beyond this and other non-academic and unverifiable sources there is not much written on the history of
these imageboards (at least nothing I could find in English). See “A small history of Ayashii World (1)”.
http://ayashiiworldhistory.blogspot.com). “2ch Chronicle/2ch History Timeline”.
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/2ch_Chronicle/2ch_History_Timeline. “The Protochannel and the First Channel – Ayashii
World and Amezou World – The Grandparents of the Western Imageboard Culture”. http://yotsubasociety.org/ayashii-andamezou/.
13
“Nanashi”. Japanese Dictionary. https://www.japandict.com/名無し.
14
Whereas Ayashii World was mostly text and ASCII-graphics oriented, in 1997 there was a short-lived attempt at an
imageboard called Licentious Notice Board, by a Mr. Fujinami.
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cultures, including on 4chan, these boards prefigured /b/ Random’s notoriously anarchic atmosphere
and culture of trolling, doxing, and raiding.

Figure 13. Screenshot of 2chan’s frontpage (by author, 10 June 2016). http://www.2chan.net.

What distinguishes the imageboards that comprise chan culture from more conventional BBSs and
forums is the emphasis on visual content (mostly images), the absence of user registration, the
systematic conflation of viewing and posting content, and the non-persistence or ephemerality of
content: the permanent deletion of materials no longer actively engaged with by users (Bernstein et al.
2011). The existence and persistence of user profiles, as well as the persistence of content, is currently
perceived as inherent to the Internet, since most social media platforms have implemented it. Even most
North American forums in early web culture worked with profiles and maintained an archive. The fact
that both are absent in the case of Japanese imageboards attests to their radicality and shows that the
Internet’s affordances can be appropriated in an entirely different manner than is now the case.
Connected to the anonymity and ephemerality of imageboards is the notion of contingency, which
names the default mode of digital dwelling on such boards: the fact that every time a user refreshes a
page, ‘new arrangements of the random images and comments emerge’ (Knuttila 2011). These new
arrangements stem from the fact that many new posts and replies are added each second by the
contributors simultaneously active on any of its boards. Hence we can truly say, as Gilles Deleuze did
in his account of Friedrich Nietzsche’s theory of eternal return, that on 4chan ‘the same doesn’t come
back; only coming back is the same in what becomes’ (Deleuze 2001, 87).
In terms of the anonymous modes of sociality they provided for, Japanese imageboards initiated a
strange new form of private publicness (or public privateness). They combined a form of privateness
detached from the domestic sphere of the family and friends with a form of impersonal mass publicness
comprised of ephemeral and contingent interactions with strangers. As the Japanese blogger
Kusamisusa observed: ‘The popularization of the Internet [in Japan] has distorted the separation
between the “I” [uwabe] and “secretive” [kossori], the boundary between public and private, into a
strange shape’ (cited in Salzberg 2007). Acting out in public and in the presence of strangers what is
normally restricted to the private sphere in the presence of known and familiar others, these
imageboards thus undermined more traditional socio-spatial codifications that continue to be upheld in
20

most parts of Japan.
Regarding its social and subcultural milieu, chans proved especially attractive to a distinct,
predominantly male demographic known in Japan as otaku, which refers to ‘teens and adults who
withdr[a]w from society into fantasy worlds constructed by anime, video games, and now the Internet’
(Beran 2017). In its original use, however, otaku signified a polite and neutral form of address
equivalent to the personal pronoun You, and was typically used by middle- and upper-class women to
formally address their interlocutors (Gardner 2003). The word also has connotations with the home or
house. From the 1960s onward, it came to be purposely misappropriated in the vernacular of young
male sci-fi and anime lovers, from where it travelled to other fringe subcultures, including computer,
gaming, and pornography communities that increasingly congregated on online messageboards. As a
mode of addressing someone formally with whom you actually engage on casual terms, otaku in this
ironic sense means something like “Hello, dear sir”. Moreover, it is in reference to strange fringe
subcultures that for the general public otaku came to signify an unhealthily fanatic and perverse form
of fandom practiced by reclusive and “antisocial” young men seen to obsess over a particular niche
topic: ‘An otaku is considered to be somebody who can’t look other people in the eyes, who prefers to
be alone and pursue his or her own hobby, who doesn’t bother about their appearance and obsessively
follows their own field of interest’ (Grassmuck 2000).15 The term thus came to refer to people who are
deemed social outcasts, or hikikomori, which literally means pulling inward or being confined.16
Another important phenomenon associated with otaku culture is hentai, a term that literally means
‘“changed or strange figure” and can be used to denote metamorphosis, aberration and sexual perversion
or abnormality’ (Ortega-Brena 2009, 19). Heir to Japan’s long-standing tradition of sexual explicitness
and erotic grotesques (ero guro), hentai has ‘a penchant for what, in Western terms, could be described
as the grotesque and the carnivalesque’ with its ‘massive genitalia, ingenious sexual aids, couplings of
all kinds, a wide array of fetishes, bizarre viewpoints, physical anomalies, bawdy comedy, and satirical
vignettes’ (Ortega-Brena 2009, 20). Given Ortega-Brena’s observations about hentai’s ‘capacity to
transport the spectators […] into an imaginary space that escapes the severe everyday constraints
imposed by work and social and familial responsibility’ (Ortega-Brena 2009, 21), it becomes evident
why this genre would appeal to the isolated and inward life of the otaku, who is said to have retreated
to an infantile and fetishistic fantasy world.17 Like otaku, in Japan the term hentai is now predominantly
used to refer to individuals (typically men) whom a more conservative morality considers perverts,
deviants, or fetishists.18 It is also used in reference to sexual desires deemed abnormal or paraphilic
(para- [abnormal] + -philia [love], ‘love for the abnormal’).19 The transgressive and taboo character of
the contents shared on Japanese imageboards is reflected in some of their names. The word ayashii in
Ayashii World, for example, can be translated as “doubtful, strange, shady, eerie, unsteady, or dubious,
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Grassmuck considers the virtual communities enabled by bulletin boards and later the web to ideally accommodate ‘the
otaku style of communication’, which allows for connecting with likeminded others and roaming the most remote outskirts of
inner fantasy life, without the kind of social immersion that brings obligation and the subsequent loss of independence.
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“Hikikimori”. Self Harm (accessed 29 August 2019). https://www.selfharm.co.uk/blog/hikikomori. While otaku’s original
formal use by women renders its use as a form of defiant self-description in a male-centric and informal context ironic, its
association with the home was retained with respect to what is considered the isolated life of the otaku (Gardner 2003). Otakus
engaging with computer hardware and software, games, or the Internet can be considered the Japanese equivalent of what is
known in the American context as geeks or nerds. Moreover, as an affirmative self-ascription used by otakus themselves, its
meaning is similar to that of the betamale (see fn. 10). For more on the culture of otaku in Japan and its connection to the
Internet, see Azuma (2009); Lamarre (2004); Lamarre (2009).
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As I will show in Chapter 4, the idea of a virtual space or magic play circle separated from real life is a central tenet of mask
culture’s Internetimaginary, and can be considered one of the main features that sets it apart from face culture.
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Being the opposite of jōtai (normal), the notion of hentai as signifying perverse or abnormal sexual desire was popularized
by the Japanese translation of the German sexologist Richard von Krafft-Ebing’s book Psychopathia Sexualis (Kraft-Ebing
1998).
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“Paraphilia”. Wikipedia (accessed 18 January 2018). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paraphilia.
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suspicious”.20 The Urban Dictionary entry also lists “suspicious” as one of its meanings but adds that it
is ‘usually directed to people behaving perverted’, so that Ayashii World can be translated as suspicious
or perverted world.21
In the English-speaking world of “Japanamerican” pop culture (Kelts 2006), which includes large
parts of 4chan, hentai more specifically refers to a genre and market category of Japanese anime porn
(films, comics, illustrations) that contains many atypical, fantastic, and erotically grotesque elements
(McLelland 2006). At the time 4chan was set up as a bridge between Japanese imageboards and North
American web forums,22 moot had already been an active contributor to the website Something Awful
(https://www.somethingawful.com), where he co-administrated the forum dedicated to weird Japanese
anime and otaku culture called ADTRW (an acronym for Anime Death Tentacle Rape Whorehouse).
The name of the board satirizes a particularly strange type of hentai popular in Japan referred to as
tentacle erotica (fig. 14), a pornographic genre that goes back centuries to an instance of shunga known
as The Dream of the Fisherman’s Wife. 23

Figure 14. Cover of Urotsukidoji: Legend of the Overfiend (1987-89), which includes tentacle-erotic scenes, by
Toshio Maeda (accessed 27 August 2019). https://sukebei.nyaa.si/view/2342334.
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Fascinated with the Japanese anime otaku and hentai subcultures that the Internet readily provided
access to (language barriers notwithstanding), a large part of 4chan’s early user base consisted of
ADTRW contributors. These goons, as they were called (Bakioglu 2009), imported many of Something
Awful’s subcultural practices, humorous tropes, prank “hacker” language, and brute visual rhetoric to
4chan (e.g. reaction pictures, the memetic phrase ‘All your base belong to us’, demotivational posters,
or vernacular innovations like the word shitposting (an instance of scatological terminology that is still
common currency on 4chan and to which I will return in Chapter 5). Set up by Richard “Lowtax”
Kyanka in 1999 (Pater et al. 2014), Something Awful currently has over 200,000 users that together
have authored over 240 million posts. It uses a single pay-to-access business model rarely used anymore
(Chess and Newsom 2015, 21).24 Powered by an old version of the vBulleting software (2.2.9), the site
consists of two main parts: the entry page with different columns that contain articles, and the forum
section that contains different thematic forums, which in turn contain threads and posts (fig. 15). The
forum section contains different forum categories, some of which include one or more subforums. These
categories are: Main, Discussion (with boards on gaming, soft- and hardware, sports, and DIY &
hobbies), The Finer Arts (with boards on film, music, and books), and The Community. These columns
list articles according to their stated theme. Comedy Goldmine, for example, collects the most popular
humorous articles. Photoshop Phriday is one of the most popular columns and goes back to 2001 (Chess
and Newsom 2015, 22) when, each Friday, goons would send in their photoshopped contributions to
that week’s chosen theme.25 Contrary to Japanese imageboards, Something Awful does require its users
to register a profile, and it also maintains an archive of all posts.

Figure 15. Index of the Something Awful forums section (accessed 27 August 2019).
https://forums.somethingawful.com/index.php.

Besides ADTRW for everything related to anime, the Fuck You And Die (FYAD) and General
Bullshit (GBS) boards have been highly popular since the forum’s inception; their names bear testimony
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According to its founder Lowtax, the fee was introduced because of the trolls who constantly flooded the forums, as a banned
account could be quickly replaced by a new one.
25
“Photoshop Phriday” (accessed 1 February 2016). https://www.somethingawful.com/photoshop-phriday/.
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to the site’s anarchic, antagonistic, and rough style of discourse. GBS, for example, is described as ‘a
festering pit of shrieking, howling malcontents’. Finally, the forums contain several additional pages:
Posting Gloryhole (a list of the most “goldmined” threads, highest rated threads, etc.), the Leper’s
Colony (an index of banned users) and SAclopedia (a Wikipedia-style index that explains the vernacular
discourse of Something Awful’s users). The names of these forums alone attest to the website’s
adherence to a long-standing tradition of electronic diatribe in forum culture known as flaming, trolling,
or griefing, but also of collective and self-mocking satire.26 The early days of the site especially have
been described as ‘a goulash of parodies of Silicon Valley groupthink and Internet dumpster diving’
(Wofford 2017).
In terms of their digital infrastructure and interface, their anonymity or pseudonymity, their
“paraphilic” ethos and transgressive style, and their otaku sensibilities, Japanese imageboards,
Something Awful, and 4chan can all be seen as belonging to an earlier configuration of web culture that
has by now been pushed to the margins by social media platforms (even when imageboards like 2chan
and 4chan continue to flourish in these margins). Concluding this chapter, the next section looks at
these transformations of the Internet and their larger cultural ramifications, introducing what I argue is
an opposition between the mask culture of imageboards like 4chan and the face culture of platforms
like Facebook.

1.3 Mask Versus Face Culture

Whatever this masquerading is, you find yourself dissatisfied when ‘tis over, and though you don’t like it
perhaps at the beginning, you are sure to be sorry for the loss of it when it ends.
Joseph Spence (1732) cited in Castle (1996, 331)

Starting from the fact that ‘4chan and social media are divergent ends in a spectrum of Internet
experiences’ (Knuttila 2011), this section seeks to understand the differences between the online “mask
culture” of sites like 4chan and the “face culture” of social media platforms, as two extreme ends of a
spectrum, not only on the level of experience but also on that of cultural practice and identity: one end
constitutes a sense of oneself and others as fluid, anonymous and strange, and the other end a sense of
oneself and others as persistent, personal, and familiar. Unlike the mainstream web of social media
platforms, I argue, anonymous imageboards comprise a set of media practices that are anti- and
impersonal rather than personal; ephemeral and aleatory rather than persistent and predictable; strangerrather than friend-oriented; and radically public and contagious, rather than privatized, filtered, and
contained. As a remnant of an earlier Internet consisting of various ‘digital other-worlds’ (Dibbell 1998,
11) that has been gradually overgrown and marginalized by social media platforms, this “deep
vernacular web” consists of a loosely coherent network of sites catering to users interested in engaging
with random strangers and sharing crude Internet humor, pornography, gore, anime, and memes. While
large parts of the Internet have succumbed to the logic of platformization (Helmond 2015), these
imageboards appear to be mostly untouched by the hegemony of platforms, in terms of their sociotechnical infrastructure, their (sub)cultural sensibilities, and their revenue model (which is antiquated
if not absent altogether). The present section seeks to reconstruct the opposing logics of mask and face
culture from the perspective of the larger transformations of the Internet in the last two decades.
To a large extent, the distinction between mask and face culture hinges on the way identity and
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anonymity are constituted and negotiated in them. More than simply denoting unidentifiability, in the
context of mask culture anonymity signifies a condition in which every name becomes a pseudo-name,
and every face is transformed into a mask. Whereas ‘today, the most ubiquitous online communities are
social networks where our identities are mostly known and mostly persistent’, imageboards like 4chan
hinge on ‘the intentional disconnect between one’s real life and one’s online persona’ (Auerbach 2012).
It is this aspect of online anonymity that links it to identity play (as the latter’s enabling condition) – a
form of play that, moreover, links mask culture to an earlier configuration of the web, whose practices
of anonymity have been mostly eclipsed by social media platforms. Offering ‘a space for playing with
unrestricted notions of identity and affiliation’ (Knuttila 2015, 24), 4chan’s ethos of dissimulative
identity play partakes in a longer online tradition of what David Auerbach refers to as anonymity as
culture, where ‘masquerade is an integral part of social interaction’ (Auerbach 2012).
Whereas on 4chan both contact and content are ephemeral and contingent, and interaction takes
place anonymously, without user profiles, on Facebook content is organized on the basis of
algorithmically personalized newsfeeds, and tied to persistent personal identities. Consequently,
Facebook has become ‘a synecdoche for the “real-name”, anti-anonymity movement’ (van der Nagel
and Frith 2015).27 Zhao et al. also label Facebook an essentially “nonymous” (sic) (meaning the opposite
of anonymous) online environment, adding that, as a result, ‘people are more likely to present their
selves as being in line with, or close to, normative expectations’ (Zhao et al. 2008, 1831). One of those
expectations is that you present yourself in line with who you “really” are outside of the platform, what
I refer to further on in this section as Facebook’s authenticity imperative. In the new paradigm of online
interaction and identity that Facebook and similar platforms promote, anonymity is associated with
inauthenticity and irresponsibility, insecurity, crime and terrorism, cyberbullying and trolling,
pornography, piracy, hate, and bigotry (Levmore and Nussbaum 2010; Nagel and Frith 2015). Evoking
the cartoon by Peter Steiner in The New Yorker (5 July 1993) that for many people sums up the ironic
and playful spirit of early web culture, “On the Internet Nobody Knows You’re a Dog”, Wendy Chun
observes how:
In the first decade of this century, with the advent of Web 2.0, the Internet has become
a semipublic/private space of “true names” and “authentic images”. […] In this
semiprivate or semipublic space, freedom stems not from anonymity, but rather from
knowing who is a dog and who is not. (Chun 2016, 107)

Regarding its propensity for digital masquerading (e.g. a dog pretending to be a human being, or a
human being pretending to be a dog on Chatroulette, as in fig. 23), what I define as online mask culture
is historically rooted in the web-native ethos Steiner’s cartoon describes, where to put on a mask or take
on a fictional name is to enter a virtual space of appearances temporarily disconnected from the realm
of instrumental interaction and the social imperatives of authentic self-presentation, where you are
expected to present yourself as you do in “real” life – even when, as Skeggs and Yuill found, ‘the
contemporary neo-liberal imperative to perform and authorize one’s value in public is more likely to
produce a curated persona rather than the “authentic” self demanded by Facebook’ (Skeggs and Yuill
2016, 380).
One of the most influential chronicles of early web culture as enabling new forms of identity is
Sherry Turkle’s Life on the Screen: Identity in the Age of the Internet (Turkle 2011). Although a clinical
psychologist by profession, Turkle’s notion of online identity play is based on poststructuralist and
posthumanist critiques of the Enlightenment conception of the self as a unified, autonomous subject
possessing a persistent and well-delineated identity. In line with these critiques, and applying them to
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the digital realm, she replaces the Enlightenment conception of the unified self with a poststructuralist
understanding of the self as fragmented, open, multiple, and anonymous, arguing that ‘online
experiences of playing multiple aspects of self are resonant with theories that imagine the self as
multiple and fragmented’ (Turkle 2011, 74). Combining the socializing function of the chatroom with
the common worlds created by role-playing, in a way that generates new forms of distributed
collectivity, community, and ‘multiple subjectivity’ (Turkle 1997), early web practices like
participating in a Multi User Dungeon (MUD) ‘mak[e] possible the creation of an identity so fluid and
multiple that it strains the limits of the notion. Identity, after all, refers to the sameness between two
qualities, in this case between a person and his or her persona. But in MUDs, one can be many’ (Turkle
2011, 12).
Along similar lines, the Internet critic Geert Lovink thinks of practices of identity play in early web
culture as reflecting the poststructuralist insight that ‘there is no true Self, only an endless series of
interchangeable masks’ (Lovink 2011, 40) and that ‘to speak and act without others knowing who or
what you are or represent, or to build an entirely new personality for yourself or your group is what
made the Internet appeal to so many’ (Lovink and de Zeeuw 2015). For Lovink and myself, masquerade
thus fulfills a desire to escape the narrow confines of the “real” self – a theme that I will come back to
at the end of Chapter 3 in my discussion of the public restroom and Chatroulette.
The image of ‘an endless series of interchangeable masks’ speaks to an earlier formation of Internet
culture where multiple “multiple selves” collectively played out the social and political implications of
their mutually assured anonymity (Dibbell 1998). In early web culture and 4chan alike, the mask signals
a different idea of what it means to be authentic on the Internet than does the face in Facebook, as it is
about pretending to be someone you are not, or saying something you do not actually believe, or daring
to share. As Luke Simcoe observes:
The rise of web 2.0 and the enclosure of the digital commons that accompanied it has
threatened the capacity for anonymous interaction online and rendered hegemonic the
notion that speech on the Internet should be rational, transparent and equivalent to
speech elsewhere. In response, the activities of 4chan users and the broader anonymous
culture can be viewed as an attempt to rearticulate the Internet as a space of fluid
identity, dissensus and play. (Simcoe 2012, 46)

Consequently, to be authentic in mask culture means to be inauthentic in face culture, as the mask
embodies the imperative not to be true to yourself, a theme to which I will return at the end of Chapter
4 in my discussion of anons’ understanding of the Internet in terms of play. However, the alternative
idea of authenticity in mask culture does not so much undermine the modern conception of authenticity
as a form of being true to the self, but rather articulates a different idea of what this self exactly entails.28
That is, the self to which mask culture remains “true” is the multiple, anonymous, fluid, and playful self
of early web culture and imageboards like 4chan, rather than the personal self of social media platforms.
To be authentic in mask culture thus means to be true to anonymity as culture, i.e. to the spirit of
dissimulative identity play online, which requires that you are (or at least might be, as stated by Poe’s
Law) different from who you are.
For both Turkle and Lovink, anonymity is a key and unique enabling condition for such a playful
articulation of the online self: ‘The anonymity of MUDs […] gives people the chance to express
multiple and often unexplored aspects of the self, to play with their identity and to try out new ones’
(Turkle 2011, 12). The difference between Turkle’s and Lovink’s accounts is that whereas for Turkle
the desire for identity play is equally accommodated by older web practices and social media platforms,
Lovink argues that the persistent personal identity model of the online self cultivated by platforms
28

For the modern understanding of authenticity as being true to oneself, see Trilling (1971).
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undercuts the radical forms of digital play with multiple selves fostered by early web culture. While
accommodating identity play to a certain extent, on Facebook ‘differences of choice are celebrated so
long as they are confined to one identity’ (Lovink 2011, 41). As Mark Zuckerberg once remarked,
‘having two identities for yourself is an example of a lack of integrity’ (cited in Lovink 2011, 41).29
What for Chun represents a banal and impoverished idea of friendship grounds this move ‘from the
thrillingly dangerous and utopian “cyberspace” to a friendlier, more trustworthy Web 2.0’ (Chun 2016,
13). Platformization marks ‘the capturing of digital life in an enclosed, commercialized and managed
realm’ (Hands 2013, 1) that provides authenticity through authentication in order to ‘save users from
dangerous strangers’ (Chun 2016, 103) roaming the web’s undergrounds. At stake here is a fundamental
restructuring of the Internet (and of the way it is imagined by its users) from a strange new global space
of ludic and anonymous interaction that is radically open, chaotic, and, as such, pregnant with many
contrarian possibilities, to a filtered and commercialized safe-space of verified user profiles in line with
people’s existing personal, social, and professional lives.30
Yet, if online interaction originally produced an experience of the self as anonymous, ephemeral,
and fragmented, and if it thereby drifted to practices of role-playing and multiple identities, why has
this nevertheless not become the dominant socio-cultural paradigm online? Moreover, why has the
apparent opposite of this paradigm become dominant instead?
In an attempt to solve this riddle, both Chun and Lovink point to the concerted attempt by social
media companies to transform the Internet into a more consumer and business friendly environment
that allows for the creation of well-defined, high-resolution data doubles linked up to users’ real
identities (Chun 2016, 109). Lovink points out that, to the mobilization of the web for surveillance
purposes after 9/11,
Web 2.0 tactically responded with coherent, singular identities in sync with the data
owned by police, security, and financial institutions. Thanks to this ideology of “trust”
that offers “walled gardens” and online malls safe for e-commerce, cheap, centralized
cloud computing makes it possible to have “the stuff you care about all in one place” –
a place of filtered material retreat, where ordinary users can meet their friends and be
protected from the wild, anarchic Web, with its viruses, spam, and online fraud. (Lovink,
2011, 40)

Considered as providing the social and cultural templates and values that allow this new form of
platform capitalism to function, face culture interpellates the online individual as a personal user and
configures her social interactions as the graph of measurable events occurring between similar users in
a social network. Located at the point where they intersect, the notion of the individual and the network
are central to what can be deemed the digital ontology of the new platform ecology. What the riddle
above demonstrates is that the making and remaking of the user to fit a certain vision for online
interaction and identity – where ‘the [personal] profile is the a priori part and the profiling and targeted
advertising cannot operate without it’ (Lovink 2016) – involves not only the development of new
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Various other representatives of social media companies have pleaded for online anonymity to ‘go away’, as Randy
Zuckerberg once said in her capacity as Facebook’s marketing director (Bosker 2011). In 2010, for example, then Google
CEO Erik Schmidt declared that online anonymity is dangerous, and that ‘no anonymity is the future of the web’ (M. Smith
2010).
30
Facebook envisions an iInternet where it acts as its sole identity gatekeeper, providing passport-like verification services for
all digital interactions and transactions, geared towards assuring the safety and security of users and the external parties they
interact with. Despite the many privacy scandals that have plagued Facebook in recent years (like the Cambridge Analytica
case), the platform’s recent embrace of privacy, using the slogan “The future is private” (Statt 2019), can be seen as consistent
with its overarching corporate philosophy. Privacy, after all, is not violated by the storage and processing of personal data per
se. It is violated only when such storage or processing is not done by a trusted and verified institution. Facebook, against all
odds, wants to be this institution.
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infrastructures but also the willingness of the user to identify on a highly personal level with this
construction of her online activities. This willingness must be constantly (re)produced through the
user’s inscription in a variety of sociotechnical milieus. It entails ‘the massive rehabituation of
individuals into authenticated users’ (Chun 2016, 58). Platforms thus actively nudge users into adopting
this sense of a personally unique, individual self as their own, seeking to make users ‘habituated to
owning their connections so that a relatively solid longitudinal data set, which follows individuals and
individual actions through time, can emerge’ (Chun 2016, 57).31 Where Lovink understands the
personal profile as the a priori of social media platforms, Chun introduces the concept of YOU as the
essential subject-object of new media, which she rebaptizes N(YOU) media. Corresponding to this
idea(l) of the YOU is the notion of the network as that which not only exists between YOUs but actively
constitutes them. In its paradoxical capacity to connect by separating and separate by connecting, this
new network episteme can be said to realize Margaret Thatcher’s neoliberal dictum that there is no
society, as the nodes and edges that together comprise the network dissolve any substantive sense of
the social.32
So far, I have traced the transformation of the Internet from a relatively open and public space
conducive to identity play and ephemeral contact with anonymous or pseudonymous others, to a
personalized space of persistent identities. I am aware that the distinction between mask and face culture
might seem too dichotomous. In reality, there is of course no pure culture of anonymity, just as
platforms also allow for identity play and multiple identities to some extent. Every specific platform,
including 4chan and Facebook as two extremes of a wider spectrum, will inevitably contain elements
of both paradigms. Reddit, for example, while requiring redditors to register a unique and persistent
user name that can accumulate reputational capital (called “karma”), still also ‘encourages and allows
for a user’s sense of identity to be flexible, mutable, and multiple’ (Massanari 2015, 23). Twitter, while
offering verified user accounts, still hosts plenty of anonymous trolls (the effects of which can be even
more devastating in a generally “onymous” environment like Twitter, as it asymmetrically exposes the
victim). Even Facebook does not strictly enforce its “real name” policy, as that would reduce the
attractiveness of its platform and be too costly.
Another objection may be that the opposition between mask and face culture threatens to romanticize
mask culture and its roots in a seemingly antiquated phase of web culture (where to romanticize means
to ignore the more problematic aspects of a phenomenon for the sake of maintaining its perceived
integrity or authenticity). An echo of such romanticism (often with nostalgic overtones) can be heard
in Zadie Smith’s review of The Social Network (2010), where she observes that ‘Facebook is the wild
west of the Internet tamed to fit the suburban fantasies of a suburban soul’ (Z. Smith 2010). Although
the web has indeed become a place less accommodating to the anarchic forms of anonymous identity
play that it harbored two decades ago, early web culture was certainly not the innocent utopian freefor-all place its protagonists imagined it to be, given the omnipresence of flaming, shaming, and trolling,
spam, scams, and raids (Brunton 2013). Moreover, just as anonymous identity play could be liberating,
it could also foster harassment (Levmore and Nussbaum 2010). A quick look at the current ‘bottom of
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Social media platforms are typically focused on personal or professional self-expression, all of which ‘favor the idea of
people having one transparent identity that they disclose online, releasing habitual behavioral data and personal information
in the process of socializing’ (van Dijck 2013, 200).
32
In congruence with Thatcher’s Cold War mentality, the YOU is positioned as liberating the individual from the uniform and
undifferentiated mass. This in contrast, so the narrative goes, to the mass-media technologies of a standardized industrial
society, which breed passivity and conformity. It is from this ideological narrative that both the personal computer and the
Internet derive much of their powers of attraction and legitimacy. In Apple’s famous “1984” commercial, for example, we see
rows of zombie-like factory workers whose personal features cannot be identified, as they all wear the same blue-grey prisoner
suits and stare mindlessly and joylessly at the hypnotic Thought Master appearing on a screen. Until, that is, in their midst a
bright and rebellious girl appears who breaks the totalitarian spell by smashing the Master’s screen with a giant hammer
(perhaps in a cheeky reference to the Soviet hammer and sickle symbol). “Apple 1984 Super Bowl Commercial”. YouTube
(accessed 29 May 2016). https://youtu.be/axSnW-ygU5g.
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the web’ of online comment spaces (Reagle 2015) proves as much, and a similar case can be made for
imageboards like 4chan, as I already discussed in the first section of this chapter. Conversely, the
everyday use made of social media platforms like Facebook reflects a legitimate desire for sociality that
exceeds and even undermines the imperatives of platform capitalism. Deviations from the latter may
take many forms, including trivial ones like not uploading a profile picture or refusing to (correctly)
identify your gender.
Taking these objections into account, the opposition between mask and face culture is still of value
as a heuristic device to stake out a spectrum on which specific websites can be compared as to the
modes of digital sociality and identity they enable. Using this framework, the next chapter turns to
4chan’s subcultural iconography as a gateway to the “im-personal” media practices that characterize
online mask culture more generally. Specifically, it discusses the anon and Anonymous pseudonyms,
the Guy Fawkes mask, and the stock avatar, with an eye to how various meanings, experiences, and
effects of anonymity are articulated by these tropes. I understand these subcultural thematizations of
anonymity as part of an identification with the impersonal and ephemeral character of online interaction
on 4chan, as opposed to the personal and persistent modes of online sociality that characterize social
media platforms.
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2. Existence without Identity
2.1 The Significance of Anonymity in Online Mask Culture
In the period 2006-2011, the ephemeral and anonymous modes of sociality that characterize 4chan
wielded a variety of vernacular tropes. In this chapter, I focus on three such tropes – the anon and
Anonymous pseudonyms, the Guy Fawkes mask, and the generic stock avatar – and seek to deconstruct
the different meanings and associations of anonymity at play in them. After introducing these tropes
and their significance in online mask culture (2.1), subsequent sections develop a genealogy of the
different meanings of anonymity that these tropes can be seen to articulate. I will look at shifts in
anonymity from merely signifying unknown authorship, to a symptomatic modern condition (2.2), to
an impersonal mode of existence that inheres in everyday life (2.3), to a phenomenon of mediation
(2.4). Only such a genealogy, I claim, can bring out the manifold connotations of anonymity that these
tropes incorporate.
In 2006 – notably the same year that Facebook was opened to the general public – users active on
4chan’s /b/ Random board started to refer to themselves individually as anons and collectively as
Anonymous. What these users did is act as if all posts and replies on /b/ were contributed by a single
user, given that almost every post is signed by Anonymous (fig. 16). I argue that by engaging in this
playful act these users implicitly recognized and personified the essentially collective and impersonal
dimensions of media creation and circulation on 4chan. This led to the attribution of the
anon/Anonymous label to users’ own messages as well, which thereby were no longer properly their
own, but became an expression of the whole of 4chan. Rather than seeing the others as anonymous,
users thus came to an understanding of themselves as anonymous, which is quite unique in terms of
identity formation, where identity is taken to be an effect of the expulsion rather than the introjection
of otherness. The self of Anonymous, then, is the self as an other to an other, i.e. it suggests a perspective
on itself from the outside, rather than from its own intimate self-knowledge, in which only the other can
appear as other (I will come back to this somewhat cryptic description in the final section of this chapter,
which provides a phenomenological account of this identification with anonymity). By referring to
themselves as anons, 4chan users named and thereby rendered visible something otherwise quite
abstract and seemingly insubstantial: the worldwide interaction of thousands of users in a conversational
whirlwind of posts and replies, texts, links, and images. What initially started as an in-joke among /b/
users thus became the basis for a new subcultural identity.
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Figure 16. Screenshot of a 4chan thread with the default user name Anonymous used by (supposedly) different
users (by author, 10 February 2019). http://www.4chan.org/b/.

The anon/Anonymous pseudonym is an enactment of the radical anonymity that I argue
characterizes imageboards like 4chan. Beyond its opposition to “real name” identities on platforms like
Facebook, radical anonymity must be differentiated from anonymity as pseudonymity. The latter can be
considered anonymous in the sense that it severs the online persona from the person’s real identity, but
it continues to function as a name by providing authorial coherence to multiple individual speech acts.
Radical anonymity also breaks the authorial coherence across speech acts that is functionally retained
by the pseudonym. The only pseudonym that does retain radical anonymity is the kind that is open to,
and can be used by, anyone, because in that case speech acts can no longer be aggregated in terms of a
single identifiable author. The anon/Anonymous moniker is a pseudonym of this kind; the anon of one
post can be the same as that of another post, but it can also be another anon (fig. 16).1 Radical
anonymity’s detachment of speech acts from the individual user has the effect of relegating each post
to the total body of posts, and of conferring a form of authorless authorship onto it. This is one of the
reasons why 4chan came to be understood by its contributors as ‘a schizophrenic soliloquy, where a
single user named Anonymous carries on multiple conversations with himself’ (Simcoe 2012, 28). The
disambiguation of the speech act from personal identity, by which it comes to be inscribed in the larger
and impersonal social text, is acknowledged by 4chan’s FAQ page, which states that ‘Anonymous is

1

For Marco Deseriis (2015), collective pseudonyms – or what he calls “multiple-use names” like Anonymous – serve as
“improper names” that institute modes of sociality beyond the person, and as such are conducive to a “condividual” mode of
existence. As he demonstrates, many experiments with such forms of collective anonymity can be found in the arts: the Luther
Blissett Project, for example, invented an open persona (Luther Blissett) that could be used by anyone.
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not a single person, but rather, represents the collective whole of 4chan’.2 I will come back to this crucial
idea in Chapter 5, where I discuss various images of 4chan as a collective body, e.g. the naked obese
man image.
As another enactment of 4chan’s impersonal identity, the stock avatar image (fig. 17) ludically
misappropriates the well-known images that social networking sites use as placeholders for a yet to be
uploaded profile picture, claiming the absent face as the anonymous face of 4chan. Whereas on social
media platforms the generic silhouette of an unknown user is supposed to nudge users into adding a
unique profile picture (fig. 18), the stock avatar instead conveys the anonymous, impersonal sense of
identity that 4chan gives rise to. If Anon had a portrait, it would perhaps look something like this avatar:
a portrait of no one in particular, somehow still able to speak. One of the dictionary definitions of
“impersonal” is the grammatical sense of ‘denoting the verbal action of an unspecified agent and hence
used with no expressed subject’.3 Claiming the faceless face of the stock avatar as the face of 4chan
undermines the personalized, networked individualism that social media platforms promote. Instead of
appearing as the latter’s necessary but irreconcilable “before” that is to be substituted by an identifiable
face, this avatar, in being adopted indefinitely, threatens to re-place the face, or at the very least to put
it in its place as only one of many possible iterations of digital subjectivity and community.

Figure 17. Early representation of Anonymous on 4chan, displaying a faceless stock avatar (accessed 4
September 2018, cropped). https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/19866-Internet-hate-machine.

2
3

“Who is ‘Anonymous’”. 4chan. www.4chan.org/faq#culture.
“Impersonal”. Merriam Webster Dictionary. https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/impersonal.
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Figure 18. Image of an empty Facebook profile page, with the generic avatar as a placeholder for a personal
profile picture (accessed 28 August 2019, cropped). https://atlantaagentmagazine.com/2016/04/08/3-facebook-fauxpas-savvy-agents-avoid/.

The Guy Fawkes mask similarly enacts the identification with the faceless and impersonal nature of
interaction on 4chan. Acquiring its “hacktivist” meaning in the context of Anonymous from 2008
onward, the mask actually made it first appearance on 4chan in the guise of a comic stick figure named
“Epic fail guy” in 2006 (fig. 20).4 Epic fail guy is a shared persona created and used by anons to label
various kinds of failure on the part of others or themselves. The image forms part of a common practice
on 4chan of collective anonymous storytelling, where each user adds a new scene to the story as the
thread develops, beginning with the original poster (often referred to by the acronym OP). In this
picture, the unnamed stick figure finds the Guy Fawkes mask in a garbage bin, just as the main character
V in the popular V for Vendetta film (dir. James McTeigue) that came out the year before.5
Looking at this backstory of the Guy Fawkes mask, I would argue that in its pre-hacktivist meaning,
it not only signifies anonymity but also the playful and dissimulative aspects of the imageboard
subculture, as going against the “reality imperative” of platforms like Facebook. If the mask in 4chan’s
case symbolizes an affirmation of impersonal masquerading beyond the confines of “real life”, the face
in Facebook instead signifies its interpellation of users as unique individuals, whose profile mirrors
their personal and professional lives. Significantly, the Guy Fawkes mask connects to the carnivalesque
significance of masks more generally, where they signal a festive immersion in the undifferentiated
body of collective and “authorless” speech – a theme to which I will return in Chapters 4 and 5.

4

In the existing literature on 4chan, the Anonymous pseudonym and the Guy Fawkes mask have been predominantly discussed
in the context of Anonymous as an online hacktivist group, but not yet in the context of the opposition between mask and face
culture. As Gabriella Coleman (2014) describes it, these political usages of the Anonymous moniker became increasingly
detached from 4chan, and known to the general public in relation to various freedom of information, whistleblowing, and other
activist campaigns across the world. With some notable exceptions that includes Coleman’s study, existing research has
neglected the original meaning of the mask and the pseudonym on 4chan in and around 2006. Whereas in the hacktivist
operations of Anonymous, anonymity came more and more to be used in the more conventional technical sense, as signifying
informatic invisibility or untraceability to third party actors, in the pre-hacktivist context under consideration here the Anon
and Guy Fawkes mask tropes should rather be understood as giving cultural shape to the shared experience of anonymity on
4chan.
5
The Guy Fawkes mask has an elaborate history. The V for Vendetta film is based on a graphic novel of the same name by
Alan Moore and David Lloyd (serially published between 1982 and1989), which references Guy Fawkes day (each year on 5
November), commemorating the failed Gunpowder plot in England, 5 November 1605. I will come back to Guy Fawkes and
his relation to failure as a subcultural trope on 4chan in the first section of Chapter 5.
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Figure 19. Screenshot of the original Epic fail guy thread on 4chan’s /b/ Random board (uploaded 30
September 2006, accessed 28 August 2019). https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/epic-fail-guy.

In their mock-affirmative cultivation of the impersonal character of online interaction, the three
tropes discussed so far all strongly contrast with social media’s individualizing and personalizing modes
of address. Platforms like Facebook forestall precisely this identification with the impersonal and
collective dimensions of online interaction. Facebook pushes users to identify with their own speech
acts alone. Moreover, whereas interactions on Facebook are all recorded, analysed, and built into an
individually narrated history, discussions on 4chan quickly disappear, leaving no trace save for the
embodied cultural memory of anons. Given this ephemerality, we may indeed ‘think of 4chan as a big
roll of butcher paper on a conveyor belt that users scrawl things on as fast as they can before it goes
into an incinerator’ (Pearl 2015). What survives the incinerator becomes part of a collectively rather
than individually narrated history, in which vernacular know-how acts as a medium of subcultural
belonging.
Referencing the early Internet, Judith Donath takes the presence of a persistent persona to be a
necessary condition for establishing any kind of real community online:
Purely anonymous individuals are capable of communicating with each other, but there
is no accretion of personal histories in their interactions: reputation of any kind is
impossible in a purely anonymous environment. The motivation for many of the
qualities we associate with community, from cooperative behavior to creative endeavor,
depends on the existence of distinct and persistent personas. (Donath 1998, 21)

4chan, however, shows that the absence of “distinct and persistent personas” does not preclude a sense
of belonging and its associated virtues, like cooperative and creative behaviour. At the same time,
Donath’s observations do cast light on why 4chan generates a strange and paradoxical kind of
community, one whose bond is constituted through the absence of any (lasting) bond, and whose
identity is established as having no identity (a paradox conveyed by the name anon/Anonymous, as a
name that is no name). If there is an identifiable bond on 4chan, it is to be located not in the relations
of recognition between individual users or their personally accrued reputation, but in the links between
utterances in a common vernacular, one that cannot be traced to any definite group of users but still
forms a chain of signification that establishes a sense of subcultural identity.
To answer the question of exactly what kind of anonymity these tropes enact, as well as what kind
of im-personal identity anons can be said to cultivate, requires a better understanding of the variegated
meanings at play in the phenomenon of online anonymity than the current literature on online
anonymity has to offer. What is lacking is an account of the deeper historical dimensions to anonymity
as a uniquely modern and mass social form. It is this idea of anonymity as a mass social form whose
contours the remainder of this chapter seeks to draw. I do so by using various sociological and
phenomenological conceptions of anonymity to understand the forms of anonymous mass publicness
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that characterize imageboards like 4chan.

2.2 Anonymity as a Modern Condition
The previous section discussed various subcultural enactments of the anonymous modes of interaction
that characterize imageboards like 4chan, and located their specifically subcultural significance in the
way they diverge from and counteract the dominant face-cultural modes of (con)figuring online
sociality on platforms like Facebook. Concretely, I compared the anon and Anonymous pseudonyms
with the practice of using real and persistent user names on platforms, as well as the Guy Fawkes mask
and generic stock avatar with the unique profile picture. By imagining themselves in these ways, I
argued, 4chan users can be said to impersonate the impersonal character of interaction with random
strangers on imageboards that also characterized early web culture. What I wanted to show is that,
within 4chan’s vernacular self-understanding, anonymity acts as a kind of master trope, defined as a
word or image around which many others congregate, and that connotes not only (or primarily) its own
meaning, but comes to signify a larger set of subcultural sensibilities that I associated with mask culture.
In order to better understand what kind of anonymity is invoked by the anon and Anonymous
pseudonyms, the Guy Fawkes mask, and the stock avatar, in this section I look at how anonymity, from
denoting unknown authorship, came to signify a symptomatic modern social condition, in which it
became possible to speak about the “anonymous streets” of the industrial city as a way of conveying its
impersonal effects. The OED’s entry on “anonymous” provides some clues as to anonymity’s
association with the impersonal, which is markedly different from its earlier use in the literary domain.
The English adjective “anonymous” is first listed in 1601, and long precedes the noun “anonymity”,
which was not recorded until 1820. Having its etymology in the Greek ἀνώνυµος, which in Latin
became anōnymos or anōnymus, in its most literal sense to be anonymous is to be nameless or of
unknown name: an (without) onoma (name). Consistent with this, until the 19th century the use of
“anonymous” was confined to indicating literary documents or artworks ‘bearing no author’s name; of
unknown or unavowed authorship’.6 Only after it started to be used as a noun did anonymity acquire
the connotation of ‘lacking a sense of community; impersonal’ and, as such, could be attributed to
places, people, organizations, etc.7 In “Anonymity: The Literary History of a Word”, Anne Ferry
reconstructs these shifts in the usage of the terms “anonymous” and “anonymity”. In the 16th century,
she shows, the term “anonymous” strictly applied to documents whose author remained unknown (Ferry
2002, 193). Although this meaning survives and is still in use today, in the 19th century there emerged
an alternative and expanded meaning of anonymity as signifying (the experience of) a uniquely modern
condition.
Ferry describes how, in the work of the 19th century British poet William Wordsworth, anonymity
came to allegorize the impersonal character of urban mass existence. She explores key passages in
Wordsworth’s The Prelude (1850) where ‘a connection between the indifferent cruelty of urban society
and namelessness’ is established (Ferry 2002, 201), and that may thereby serve as ‘a locus for the
concentration of attitudes and feelings since gathered around the noun anonymity’ (Ferry 2002, 201).
Although the term “anonymity” occurs nowhere in The Prelude, its new sense as a modern condition

6

In addition to what Genette calls de facto anonymity (Genette 1997, 42) anonymous authorship also became an intentional
practice (Rizzi and Griffiths 2016, 202; Oschmann 2011, 290). Self-chosen anonymity could be practiced for several reasons:
1) to avoid social disdain, or what Saunders (1951) refers to as the stigma of print; 2) to exercise political caution: becoming
known as the author of a text challenging state or church could have severe consequences for life and liberty; and 3) to follow
a fashion: authors like Pope and Swift published their works anonymously because of the notoriety and sense of audacity
associated with publications whose authors remained unknown. The emergence of anonymous publication as an intentional
and political practice is strongly linked to the popularization of the printing press, which democratized access to, and thus
power over, the production and circulation of information, opinions, and ideas (Eisenstein 1979; Febvre and Martin 1976).
7
“anonymous”. Lexico. https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/anonymous.
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appears in the paradoxical guise of the ‘neighboring stranger’ as describing people who, living in an
extreme and crowded proximity in the city, are close neighbors yet ‘still Strangers, not knowing each
the other’s name’ (Wordsworth 1850, 158). This paradoxical figure is central to Wordsworth’s
conflicted musings on the city as a place of impersonal exchange where swarms of people and
commodities collide. Reflecting a similar attitude, Ferry cites John Davidson’s poem “London Bridge”
(Davidson 1909):
Immersion in the inexorable flood of humanity means the loss of everything in life that
is “distinctly personal, innate or earned,” all swept away “In the dull, rapid passage”
flowing “from the station to the street.” Not even the myriad faces of strangers but only
“the common face” can be seen above the “urban crowds” that represent the modern
experience of “London Bridge”. (Ferry 2008, 195)

Similarly, in his lectures on the industrial revolution (published in 1884), the British historian Arnold
Toynbee describes how ‘in the new cities […] the old warm attachments, born of ancient, local
contiguity and personal intercourse, vanished in the fierce contest for wealth among thousands who had
never seen each other’s faces before’ (Toynbee 2013, 190). In these passages, anonymity acts as an
allegorical image for the way industrial modernity produces a loss of identity, a centrifugal force that
brings all things into contact, an ‘endless stream of men and moving things’ (Wordsworth 1850, 159).
As to the question of how a term from the literary domain could be applied to the modern social
domain, it seems that in this usage the social was analogically understood as if it were a kind of text
whose subjects are like anonymous authors – anonymous, because they collectively “write” the social
into existence without leaving a trace of their identities (their actions are, following this analogy,
“unsigned”, or signed Anon as was common practice in early modern print culture). Blanchot cites
Henri Lefebvre’s observation that ‘the street tears from obscurity what is hidden and publishes what
happens elsewhere, in secret; it deforms it, but inserts it into the social text’ (cited in Blanchot 1993,
242, emphasis added). In Wordsworth’s The Prelude, too, the street is likened to a giant title page:
‘Shop after Shop, with Symbols, blazon’d Names…fronts of houses, like a title page’ (Wordsworth
1850, 177-8). Given these analogies between actor- and authorship, the urban wanderer acts like an
anonymous author does in the public sphere of print. By applying anonymity to the city, the latter comes
to be understood as if it were a publication collectively authored by an indefinite number of unknown
others.
It is this expanded meaning of anonymity that gained currency in the sociological discourses on
modernity that emerged at the end of the 19th century. In these discourses, anonymity came to act as a
metaphor for the impersonal dynamics of modern society, of the individual ‘swallowed up in the socialtechnological mechanism’ where she becomes, in the words of Georg Simmel, ‘a mere cog in an
enormous organization of things and powers’ (Simmel 1950, 422).8 For the German sociologist
Ferdinand Tönnies as well, the impersonal character of modern society is tied to its mechanical
structure, as opposed to the organic one of traditional communities. Modern society is essentially ‘a
mechanical aggregate and artefact’ (Tönnies 2001, 19). What Tönnies, Simmel, as well as Max Weber
refer to as the Gesellschaft (society), over and against the traditional Gemeinschaft (community), is the
totality of interconnected processes of industrialization, urbanization, globalization, and massmediatization.9 It is in relation to urbanization that anonymity as a modern condition was first

8

In the accounts of modernity and mass media culture of Benjamin and Kracauer (to be discussed in the next chapter),
anonymity also acts as a metaphor for the new social and cultural formations whose contours they are tracing. Both were, of
course, aware of Simmel’s work.
9
Weber’s notion of Entzauberung (disenchantment) in particular conveys how, for these sociologists, modernization assumes
the processual form of an un-doing of earlier social formations, and incorporates the destructive and violent character of this
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sociologically articulated. As a ‘defining attribute of urbanity’ (Garber 2000, 19), anonymity came to
be seen as inherent to ‘the being together of strangers’ (Young 1990, 237). Whereas personal
relationships typically have the individual as their essential focus, the relationships of everyday
metropolitan existence deal with persons as with numbers: ‘The contacts of the city may indeed be faceto-face, but they are nevertheless impersonal, superficial, transitory and segmental’ (Wirth 1938, 12).
For Simmel, anonymity primarily derives from an economic understanding of the city as a center of
market relations where products are exchanged and circulated in an impersonal manner: the wage
laborer typically does not know for whom or to what end he works, nor who will purchase the products
he produces. The complexity of the market structurally exceeds any individual’s cognitive and affective
capacities. Far from considering it an unwanted side-effect that can be salvaged within the given system,
however, Simmel argues that the capitalist market and money economy actually require this
impersonal, ephemeral, functional, quantitative, uniform mode of social interaction to function. It is the
impersonal logic of the market that defines social relations in the city as well as its rural hinterland,
impressing a lasting mark on each individual’s perception of herself and others. The city dweller
especially wanders the streets just as commodities float ‘in the constantly moving stream of money’
(Simmel 1950, 413), forming a “many-membered organism”. The metropolitan dweller, Simmel insists,
in fact ‘takes up the perspective of money to things’ – a perspective that is inherently indifferent to what
is individual or personal in people:
Money is concerned only with what is common to all: it asks for the exchange value, it
reduces all quality and individuality to the question: How much? All intimate emotional
relations between persons are founded in their individuality, whereas in rational
relations man [sic] is reckoned with like a number, like an element which is in itself
indifferent. (Simmel 2011, 411)

Anonymity thus denotes not only an objective property attributed from the outside by the sociologist,
but is also experienced by those who roam the city’s streets en masse: ‘anonymity […] seems to be
inextricably tied to the particularly modern experience of the industrial metropolis’ (Egginton 2006,
99).10 The anonymous dweller – in her relationship to others – could be defined as a stranger, but only
with the provision that a distinction is made between the traditional and the modern stranger. Contrary
to the former, who comes from afar, the modern stranger is ‘near and far at the same time’ (Simmel
1950, 407): near in terms of her spatial proximity, yet far in terms of social familiarity: ‘distance means
that he [sic], who is close by, is far, and strangeness means that he, who also is far, is actually near’
(Simmel 1950, 402). The modern stranger thus embodies an apparent paradox, the same one as
Wordsworth’s neighboring stranger and 4chan’s anons, signifying the proximity of the other, the
nearness of otherness (nearness being conventionally associated with familiarity), in a way that
‘invoked both fear and excitement’ in city dwellers (Frink 2010, 155). This means that the modern
stranger – as a figure ‘socially distant yet physically close’ (Bauman 1993 152; see Sharpe 2010, 27) –
is not simply a being out of place; she no longer stands out against the background of the tightly knit,
communal fabric. Rather, she is like all the others, yet remains largely unaccounted for. We expect to
encounter her everywhere, yet cannot anticipate exactly when, where, how, or why. She is no real
stranger because she belongs, like you and me, to the situation precisely as an other to others.11

process. The notion of disenchantment will prove crucial for understanding the notion of “profanation” discussed in the next
chapter.
10
In A World of Strangers, urban sociologist Lyn Lofland similarly notes that ‘to experience the city is, among many other
things, to experience anonymity’ (Lofland 1973, ix; see Karp 1973, 428).
11
An inherently contradictory figure, ‘although [the modern stranger] has not moved on, he [sic] has not quite overcome the
freedom of coming and going’ (Simmel 1950, 402). Rather than a pure wanderer liberated from any fixed point in space, the
modern stranger is fixed as a potential wanderer. Contrary to the ancient stranger, she ‘is an element of the group itself’, so
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In terms of its administration and management, the proliferation of strangers in the city from the 18th
century onward presented a profound problem, one that required the institution of new apparatuses of
security involving passport portraits, fingerprints, and so on. To address the anonymity that emerged as
a result of the increasing massification and “mediatization” of life, a set of governmental discourses
and techniques was established that enabled the recording and documenting of individuals, singling
them out in order to formally include them as citizens, legal persons, and bearers of rights on the basis
of birth certificates, housing records, and the like.12 Already in 1796, the German philosopher Fichte
wrote: ‘The chief principle of a well-regulated police state is this: that each citizen shall be at all times
and places […] recognized as this or that particular person’ (cited in Caplan 2001, 49, emphasis added).
In 1841, Von der Planitz wrote that ‘the state has a well-founded claim that each of its members should
make use of this distinguishing designation of his person in his public life... [and that his name should
be] a permanent one, not subject to change at his own discretion’ (cited in Caplan 2001, 61). Finally,
Jeremy Bentham proposed that ‘every individual should have a proper name which should be belong to
him alone’, and even suggested that people be mandated to have their official name tattooed on their
wrist (cited in Caplan 2001, 63).13
There is a certain irony at work here, one that Nicholas Thoburn also locates in the case of the
attempt of the press censor to suppress anonymous publication: ‘having taken away authors’ singular
qualities through the conferral of state identity – having rendered them anonymous, in other words, in
the sense of being generic and interchangeable – the censor was then faced with an anonymity that
undermined its intentions, a critical and collective writing without name that was the alien product of
his own action’ (Thoburn 2016, 174). The press censor experienced unsigned works as possessing an
‘uncanny anonymity’ (Marx cited in Thoburn 2016, 174). This process, whereby the same institutional
actors that produce the phenomenon of anonymity (e.g. state and capital) are subsequently faced with
the monster they created, is hilariously captured by one of the characters in Nigel Dennis’ novel Cards
of Identity (1955):
You must try and understand that the old days are over – the days when you could take
your identity for granted. Nowadays, all the old means of self-recognition have been
swept away, leaving even the best people in a state of personal dubiety…Very wisely,
governments all over the world have sought to stop this rot before the entire human

that ‘his [sic] position as a full-fledged member involves both being outside it and confronting it’ (Simmel 1950, 402-3).
Whereas traditional communities are typically organized on the basis of a strong division between inside and outside,
belonging and non-belonging, us and them, the familiar other and the stranger, the anonymous others that inhabit the city mark
a curiously ambivalent “outside within” and as such “strangely familiar” sight. For the community, the stranger is absolutely
outside; it cannot bear the stranger’s presence without first labelling it Friend or Foe, or without making it go through various
rites of passage that allow it to be admitted to its tightly woven and well-delineated cosmos as an insider. So, while the figure
of the stranger might seem similar to that of the anonymous streetwalker, there is a fundamental difference: whereas the
appearance of the former is an explosive Event, the appearance of the latter is a quotidian occurrence that is hardly noticed.
12
The same problem of regulating anonymity already appeared in the context of anonymous publication practices. In England,
for example, a 1546 Royal Proclamation directed that ‘every book should bear the author’s and the printer’s name, and exact
date of printing’, cited in (Griffin 2003, 5). Reflecting the perceived dangers of anonymity from the Church’s perspective, in
1559, Pope Paul IV’s Index of Banned Books declared all anonymously published works banned (Rizzi and Griffiths 2016,
200). The intensifying struggle over the unofficially claimed right to anonymous publication extended well into the 17th and
18th centuries. Responding to a flood of such publications, an English parliamentary edict of 1642 required ‘that the Printers
do neither print or reprint any thing without the name and Consent of the Author’ (cited in Thoburn 2016, 171). One of the
ways for Church and State to control the flows of information and communication was thus to simply ban all anonymously
published works, which were deemed dangerous not only because they spread dangerous ideas, but because they broke the
links between the subject and its speech, between author and text. This break was deemed dangerous because the power of the
authorities derived precisely from their ability to maintain and reproduce the link between text and author through habeas
corpus, to maintain the economy of punishment based on a uniquely identifiable, and thereby accountable, source (Foucault
1984).
13
In the slow passage toward the modern nation state, naming regimes changed from being systems of distinction (ranks and
entitlements) to state-sanctioned administrative apparatuses of identification. For a critical and historical overview, see Caplan
(2001); Kaluszynski (2001); Torpey (2000).
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population has been reduced to anonymous grains. They give you cards, on which they
inscribe in capital letters the name which your fading memory supplies before it’s too
late. It is their hope that by continually reading and re-reading your name, you will be
able to keep your hold on a past that no longer exists, and thus bring an illusion of self
into the present. (Dennis 1966, 80)

Similarly, Benjamin observes how the establishment of various identification and registration
regimes initiated by the modern state, like the formalization of the address system, worked as a
compensation ‘for the elimination of traces that takes place when people disappear into the masses of
the big cities’ (Benjamin 2003, 26). He cites a Parisian secret agent in 1798 saying how ‘it is almost
impossible … to maintain good behavior in a thickly populated area where an individual is, so to speak,
unknown to everyone else and thus does not have to blush in front of anyone’. Here, Benjamin writes,
‘the masses appear as the asylum that shields an asocial person from his persecutors’ (Benjamin 2003,
21). Benjamin thus points to an additional irony, namely that the a- or antisocial individual finds refuge
in the very social fabric of the urban crowd from which it must be isolated in order to be punished.
From the perspective of the state, this asocial person epitomizes what Blanchot calls “the suspect”
as someone (potentially anyone) who always escapes the law, yet negatively justifies the law by existing
outside of it: ‘the everyday must be thought as the suspect (and the oblique) that always escapes the
clear decision of the law, even when the law seeks by way of suspicion to track down every
indeterminate manner of being’ (Blanchot 1993, 239). As such, the subject refers to ‘anyone and
everyone, guilty of not being able to be guilty’ (Blanchot 1993, 238-9). Theoretically indebted to
Heidegger’s account of the “they”, for Blanchot anonymity signifies the mode of existence of everyday
life. It is to this understanding of anonymity in the phenomenological tradition that I now turn, adding
another and final dimension to the meanings of anonymity mobilized by the subcultural tropes discussed
so far.

2.3 Anonymous as the Faceless Inhabitant of Everyday Life
In Being and Time, Martin Heidegger introduces the notion of the “they” (Das Man) as the given,
everyday mode of being-in-the-world of Dasein:14
Initially, “I” “am” not in the sense of my own self, but I am the others in the mode of
the they. In terms of the they, and as the they, I am initially “given” to “myself.” Initially,
Dasein is the they and for the most part it remains so. (Heidegger 2010, 125)

For Heidegger, the they thus ‘belongs as an originary phenomenon to the positive constitution of
Dasein’ (Heidegger 2010, 125). This not-yet individuated, not-yet autonomous being that inhabits the
everyday is expressly not the subject as a self-conscious, individual person. Arguably, it is not a subject
in the modern philosophical sense at all. Before we relate to ourselves as individual, self-conscious
beings, Heidegger argues, we are always-already “fallen”, “lost”, and “thrown” in the publicness
(Öffentlichkeit) of the they (Heidegger 2010, 161). Our being cannot be separated from this scattered
and public existence entangled with others, as our own inner most being is initially woven from the
impersonal fabric of common preconceptions, proverbs, and whimsicalities:
This being-with-one-another dissolves one’s own Dasein completely into the kind of
being of “the Others” in such a way that the Others, as distinguishable and explicit,
disappear more and more. In this inconspicuousness and unascertainability, the they

14

In what follows I will mostly use the translation of “Das Man” as “they”, although it is sometimes also translated as “One”,
or the “Anyone-self”.
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unfolds its true dictatorship. We enjoy ourselves and have fun the way they enjoy
themselves. We read, see, and judge literature and art the way they see and judge. But
we also withdraw from the “great mass” the way they withdraw; we find “shocking”
what they find shocking. The they, which is nothing definite and which all are, though
not as a sum, prescribes the kind of being of everydayness. (Heidegger 2010, 123).

What Heidegger describes as everydayness (Alltäglichkeit) is a diffuse being-absorbed-in what is
yet to be differentiated into an external “environment” containing distinctive persons. In the they,
‘Everyone is the other, and no one is himself’ (Heidegger 2010, 124). Although he insists that his
analysis of the alienation of Dasein in the they is purely descriptive (according to the phenomenological
method of “bracketing” experience), the preceding passage makes clear that this analysis is informed
by a strongly normative project. In its fallen, forgetful, and careless existence, which establishes its own
“dictatorship”, everyday Dasein in the they remains inauthentic. So, while ‘Heidegger’s key perception
is that the possibility of individual “subjectivities” is always already given by the play of anonymous
prior and public social processes […] The problem is that, rather than exploring the ontology of “the
They”, Heidegger leaps ahead to his own existentialist interpretation of the phenomenon’ (Scannell
2000, 14).15 Many Heidegger scholars would probably object that we should not read notions like
fallenness and inauthenticity in such normatively charged terms. Nevertheless, in Heidegger’s
antimodern politics of “care” and “homeliness” it is hard not to hear the echo – dressed in
phenomenological disguise – of earlier reactionary critiques of modernity and its new mass(-mediated)
publics.
In various places in Being and Time that deal with the they, Heidegger refers to modern forms of
mass communication and transportation: ‘in utilizing public transport and in reading newspapers, every
Other is like the next’ (Heidegger 2010, 123; see Oschmann 2011, 296). This critique of modern
communication echoes Kierkegaard’s attack on the press in “The Present Age” (Kierkegaard 2010).
Like so many 19th century criticasters of mass society who employ the language of anonymity and
impersonality to express their distaste for the popular press and its publics, in this essay Kierkegaard
launches a ferocious attack on mass society as leveling all differences of status and value, and as
producing a “phantom public”. Described as a “nothing” and a “monstrous abstraction”, for
Kierkegaard modern print culture is driven by what he refers to as the “two principal powers of
impersonality”: the press and anonymity (Dreyfus 2004). The modern popular writer ‘is often only an
x, even when his name is signed, something quite impersonal, which addresses itself abstractly, by the
aid of printing, to thousands and thousands, while remaining itself unseen and unknown, living a life as
hidden, as anonymous, as it is possible for a life to be’ (Kierkegaard 1967, #3219).16
This critique of the press is only a small part of Kierkegaard’s more general defense of the “single
individual” as opposed to the “numeric masses” towards which one ‘flees in cowardice from being an
individual’ (Kierkegaard 1962, 113).17 In Kierkegaard’s account of the crowd, there are only
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For Heidegger, Dasein can only be “lost”, “fallen”, and “dictated” by the Anyone-self of everyday existence if the latter is
in fact originally mine, i.e. an individuated, personal existence. But this existence is so fragile as to be almost non-existent,
causing Dasein to flee from its being-toward-death, as always singularly and irreducibly its own. Only by taking up and facing
this existential anxiety can Dasein tear itself away from its inauthentic immersion in the everyday and return to itself
authentically. Anxiety ‘individualizes Dasein and thus discloses it as “solus ipse”’ (Heidegger 2010, 182). However, the
problem with this is that, following Heidegger’s own methodological principles, Dasein’s original mineness does not seem to
be phenomenologically given, so that ‘the question remains as to what status this self has that has no content, which from the
perspective of the everyday world is nothing’ (Large 2002, 136).
16
The numbers appended by a “#” refer to diary entries, not page numbers. Unable to access the original source, I copied them
from Prosser and Ward (2001).
17
In opposition to the modern press, Kierkegaard upholds that ‘all true communication is personal’, while ‘error is always
impersonal’ (Kierkegaard 1967, #2152). Error is the inevitable result of an elusive figure specific to the modern press, namely
a ‘someone who is no one’ but who nevertheless possesses the ability to ‘set any error into circulation with no thought of
responsibility: a nobody, an anonymity, who is the producer (auctor), and another anonymity, the public, sometimes even
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“specimens”: uniform, generic, indistinct, interchangeable instances of the human species. The ‘point
of view of the crowd’, were it to have its way, would do away with eternity and ‘with man’s kinship
with deity’ (Kierkegaard 1962, 111), anticipating the theme of “profanation” that will be discussed in
the next chapter. Yet, as Kierkegaard assures the reader, ‘eternity […] and God in heaven [...] knows
each solitary individual by name’ and ‘He, the great Examiner, says that only one attains the goal. That
means, everyone can and every one should be this one’ (Kierkegaard 1962, 112). The fact that god
addresses each and every individual as this one, through a knowledge of the name proper to her, shows
how Kierkegaard associates anonymity (the state of being nameless) with the many, the masses.
Legend has it that Kierkegaard wanted to have “That Individual” engraved on his tombstone. During
his life, this phrase was already widely associated with him, to the point where he became irritated with
how it was used by journalists and the general public to mock him. In his correspondence, Kierkegaard
remarks how ‘this phrase, “that individual”, has by this time been accentuated almost to the point of
becoming a proverb – and I – poor me! – have had to put up with the laughter’ (Kierkegaard 1962, 1245). What Kierkegaard seems to have understood is how the proverbization of the phrase “that
individual” necessarily undermines the individuality that the phrase aims to convey and assert. For the
proverb is arguably one of the least “individualized” elements of language. On the other end of the
spectrum from it is the proper name, as the most singular and individualized element of language that
Kierkegaard reveres. The phrase “that individual”, and with it the inherent generality of language, thus
comes to haunt Kierkegaard as a performative contradiction: the form in which the singular
individuality of the thinker is affirmed cannot itself pass the test of this singularity.
This problem also appears in a lecture course given by Heidegger a few years before the publication
of Being and Time. In one of the lectures he explains what distinguishes the authentic from the
inauthentic by means of the following example. He states: ‘in the room stands the table (and thus not “a”
table alongside many others in other rooms and houses) at which one sits in order to write, eat, sew,
play’ (cited in Scannell 2000, 17). This rejection of the indefinite article “a” as signaling the
interchangeable instance of a type can be read as another example of Heidegger’s antipathy toward
modernity and mass culture. His ideal world is one where every thing is uniquely and organically itselfwith-others, self-contained in the place to which it belongs, and to which it must return, as in the
romantic musings on van Gogh’s peasant shoes in “The Origin of the Work of Art” (Heidegger 2008).
“A” table (or “a” pair of brand new, mass-produced Nike sneakers, for that matter), represents an affront
to this integral, homely world. However, as Scannell wonders, even when ‘mass produced goods may
be anonymous, impersonal things […] why should they be anything other than this? Their standard,
uniform, repeatable character is precisely the mark of their usefulness for anyone and everyone, any
time any where’ (Scannell 2000, 6). The indefinite article a then stands for modernity’s tendency to rip
things and people from their origin, and to insert them into an impersonal machinery of exchange that
rummages and profanes the “blood” (Blut) of the people and the “soil” (Boden), leaving nothing to the
imagination as to Heidegger’s political affiliations at the time.18
Historicizing the Heideggerian category of the they, in The Critique of Dialectical Reason (1976)
Jean-Paul Sartre introduces the notion of “seriality” as the social form of urban mass existence,
contrasting the latter with “authentic group praxis”, or what he refers to as the “group-in-fusion”. In the
fused group praxis, everyone becomes the same as all the others in the group, assuming the same
overarching collective identity. In serial existence, there can be no such bond, no commonly held

anonymous subscribers, and with all this, nobody, nobody!’ (Kierkegaard 1962, 116). What Kierkegaard thus sees driving the
modern media environment is a desire for the impersonal on the part of the public, as well as on that of the authors: ‘it is
impersonality that pleases man’ (Kierkegaard 1967, #3224).
18
As the next chapter explores in more detail, mass media especially accelerate these disenchanting forces seen to dissolve
the traditional fabric of organic communal life, while at the same time also producing new stratifications of identity (e.g.
national, ethnic, etc.) that seek to contain and recuperate these centrifugal movements.
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identity grounded in a shared project toward a unified goal. The fabric of mass-serial existence is woven
from relations of mutual indifference, of spatially proximate but otherwise distant and anonymous,
ephemeral and contingent trajectories. History, for Sartre, is a continuous back and forth between these
two social formations, an oscillation ‘between the side-by-side indifference and anonymity of the serial
agglomeration and the tightly-knit interrelationship of the group-in-fusion’ (Jameson in the Preface to
The Critique (Sartre 1976, xxvi).
Like Heidegger, Sartre holds that everyday existence is possible only through a kind of pre-reflexive
disclosure of, and participation in, this anonymous form of mass life, where ‘everyone is the same as
the Others in so far as he is Other than himself’ (Sartre 1976, 260), meaning that everyone is the same
in their external determination as part of an impersonal agglomeration. Besides allowing individuals to
recognize themselves as identical to others, to the extent that they too are other than themselves, Sartre
attributes an important role to the equally serial commodity in disclosing the Anyone-self to itself as
they. According to Sartre, it is the commodity’s externality to consciousness which allows the latter to
recognize its own impersonal and serial existence: ‘the manufactured object makes me known to myself
as “they”; that is, it refers to me the image of my transcendence as that of any transcendence whatsoever’
such that ‘my immediate ends are the ends of the “They,” and I apprehend myself as interchangeable
with any one of my neighbours’ (Sartre 1976, 424).
What Sartre argues this encounter of the urban masses with the commodity gives rise to is a mode
of apprehending oneself as not oneself, as not this or that individual but as anyone whatsoever – a mode
of self-apprehension that the current chapter seeks to localize in the anon/Anonymous pseudonyms, the
Guy Fawkes mask, and the stock avatar. It thus seems that some form of identification or recognition
can take place within the serial mass, not with some particular group identity or individual project, but
with the they as such.19 This paradoxical identification would be constituted by the lack of a definite
identity. If there is a “we” in serial existence, it is what Jameson in his preface refers to as the “weobject”, which is totally different from the “we-subject” of the group. It is the we-object as tied in with
what Sartre calls the “practico-inert”: a form of collectivity from which any kind of “we” is subtracted,
yet which is nevertheless still there, in a field of mutually indifferent co-existence.
Like Sartre, Blanchot takes up the Heideggerian category of the they as the subjectless subject of
everyday life, where there exist neither strong I-You relations, nor a strong sense of we-ness, and which
he explicitly describes in terms of its anonymity:
The everyday is the movement by which man, as though without knowing it,
holds
himself back in human anonymity. In the everyday we have no name, little personal
reality, scarcely a figure, just as we have no social determination to sustain or enclose
us. (Blanchot 1993, 242)

In the short essay called “Everyday Speech,” Blanchot further describes this nameless figure that
inhabits the modern everyday as below and beyond any clear distinction between self and other, as they
become interchangeable, become other to themselves as others:
When I live the everyday, it is any man, anyone at all who does so; and this anyone,
properly speaking, is neither me nor, properly, the other; he is neither the one nor the
other and, in their interchangeable presence, their annulled irreciprocity, both the one
and the other. (Blanchot 1993, 244)

Like Sartre, Blanchot links up this impersonal existence with life in the modern city, where

19

Similarly, in Benjamin’s unfinished work on the Paris arcades (Benjamin 1999b), the luxury but mass-produced consumer
products displayed in the brightly illuminated shop windows first allow the masses to apprehend themselves as a mass.
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‘passersby pass unknown, visible-invisible, representing only the anonymous “beauty” of faces and the
anonymous “truth” of those essentially destined to pass, without a truth proper to them and without
distinctive traits’ (Blanchot 1993, 243). He observes how, whenever someone unexpectedly runs into a
friend or acquaintance on the street, she ‘must first tear oneself away from an existence without identity’
in which she would otherwise remain “carelessly” absorbed (Blanchot 1993, 243). What Heidegger
takes to be the idle talk or chatter (Gerede) and mindless curiosity (Neugierigkeit) of the they, Blanchot
much more positively describes as ‘the unspeaking speech that is the soft human murmuring in us and
around us’ (Blanchot 1993, 242). As the perpetually renewed source of human becoming that acts as
an escape from the strictures of the person, the everyday must not be dreaded but embraced, so as to
‘recapture the secret destructive capacity of play in […] the corrosive force of human anonymity’
(Blanchot 1993, 244).20
Even more than Heidegger, Blanchot takes human life ‘further into the nothingness of existence,
where formal ontology is no longer attached to the individuality of Dasein, and whose being is dissolved
in the generality of being that belongs to no one and nothing, not even a self who might have this
experience’ (Large 2002, 136). In taking up the issue of the “mineness” of the self, Maurice MerleauPonty also holds that the world of intersubjectivity, in which people are clearly differentiated from
others, is preceded by and remains open to an ‘anonymous visibility’ (Merleau-Ponty 1968, 143). Here,
anonymity signifies a form of undifferentiated group life, an impersonal collectivity (Merleau-Ponty
1968, 119), revealing how ‘our personal subjectivity is founded upon an obscure, impersonal, and
anonymous existence’, in which ‘it is not truly I who perceive; rather, perception “happens” and
something “is perceived”’ (Zahavi 2005, 52).
In one of his last essays, Deleuze develops the concept of “a life” as a way of describing this
impersonal existence that precedes and exceeds the determination of the person, where rather than being
this one, one becomes many: ‘one can be this or this or this, and this and this and this’ (Parr 2010, 81).21
In the phrase “a life”, the indefinite article represents ‘the indetermination of the person’ (Deleuze 2001,
30). Deleuze uses the figure of “a life” to argue that ‘We are always quelconque – we are and remain
“anybodies” before we become “somebodies”’ (Deleuze 2001, 14). In his account of this figure, John
Rajchman describes it as follows:
There is a certain indefiniteness in this life of the any-body, which is in stark contrast
with the particularities that delimit us as definite somebodies […] each of us has a body
in this indefinite sense, each of us is an anybody or is capable of becoming anybody.
The indefiniteness of corporeal being is thus impersonal yet quite singular: to have a
body, to be able to become anybody, is in fact what is most peculiar to each of us, even
though it never reduces to anything particular about us. (Rajchman 1997, 160)

The anon and Anonymous pseudonyms, the Guy Fawkes mask, and the stock avatar I analyzed in
this chapter can be said to disclose precisely this indefinite life that is irreducible to, and in excess of,
the personal, and that concerns what is interchangeable and shared by everyone, yet belongs to no one.
In these tropes, the transpersonal and diffuse being of everyday life is thematized as a mode of being
that I participate in with others, taking up the bare factum of co-existence as a being-in-common, an
existence without identity. The figure that can be said to inhabit this existence, and to which I now turn,
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Contrary to this embrace of anonymity as play, for Blanchot the epic and proto-bourgeois hero in classical literature marks
an attempt to escape from the anonymous everyday for fear of ‘meeting in it what is most fearful: a power of dissolution’
(Blanchot 1993, 244). The quotidian they is thereby the anti-hero par excellence, rejecting not only heroic values but the very
idea of value, ‘ruining always anew the unjustifiable difference between authenticity and inauthenticity’ (Blanchot 1993, 245).
21
There exists an interesting parallel and contrast between Deleuze’s insistence on the serializing logic of the conjunctive
“and” as generative of multiplicity, and Kierkegaard’s insistence on the personalizing logic of the disjunctive “either/or” as
constitutive of “this one” (notably, one of Kierkegaard’s main works is titled Either/Or).
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is what I call Anon.

2.4 In Search of Anon
Inspired by Blanchot’s question of ‘what corresponds to the “Who?” of the everyday’ (Blanchot 1993,
241), this section inquires: who is Anon? Who (or what) is this fleeting yet ubiquitous quotidian figure
encountered in passing and circumscribed negatively by not belonging to our circle of friends, family,
or colleagues? What is this negativity that is nevertheless still held in common by everyone as their
bondless bond, a form of co-existence that never crystalizes into either community or identity?
Moreover, how is it possible, as 4chan users when they self-identify as “anons” seem to do, to identify
yourself with the anonymous other, as being (the same as or equivalent to) this other, so that what you
recognize in them is precisely your own anonymity, i.e. your own otherness to those who are other than,
but precisely in that respect similar to, you?
The protagonist of Robert Musil’s The Man Without Qualities (Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften,
1930–1943) may serve as an example of such an identification. A mathematician with a keen eye for
the law of large numbers, Ulrich comes to see himself as ‘a trivial item in some vast equation of forces’
(Sypher 1979, 71). His thoughts and feelings seem to belong not to him personally but to ‘a great
complex of events robbing them of any essence by which they might be called his’ (Sypher 1979, 10).
Living a surrogate existence, his “self” has become that of “anyone”: ‘he lives not only in the scientist
but in the businessman, in the administrator, in the sportsman, in the technician’ (Sypher 1979, 11).
What Ulrich thus experiences is an anonymous sense of himself as interchangeable with others, and as
having only a statistical reality, where ‘our personal motion-to right or to left, this way or that “is of no
consequence to the average value”’ (Sypher 1979, 28). His sense of reality has thus become the opposite
of that of “normal” people, for whom the sensually evident and particular are primarily real, and who
enjoy a personal rather than im-personal sense of self. In Ulrich’s post-anthropocentric world, only
statistical, generic, invisible, and mediated entities possess any reality, whereas the empirical here and
now (including the individual person) is but an insignificant particle pushed around by these more
abstract systemic forces.
This movement of an identification with the impersonal – which, as a mode of self-understanding,
can be said to approximate the actual way people are treated in the modern circuits of market exchange
and the bureaucratic apparatuses of the state – also undermines the personalizing mode of address of
mass media like radio, which ‘adopted a conversational mode of address that spoke to listeners as if
each was a person in his or her own right’ (Scannell 2000, 10). Radio addresses the viewer in her
individual, isolated listening situation, as if she were being spoken to personally. At the same time, it is
clear that this cannot really be the case, as the radio broadcaster – herself isolated in the studio –
addresses an indefinite audience of unknown listeners. This is what Scannell calls the “for-anyone-assomeone” structure of mass media, which are ‘heard, seen or read by millions (by anyone and everyone)
and yet, in each case, it seems, they speak to listeners, viewers or readers personally, as individuals’
(Scannell 2000, 5). To be a “correct” listener, each audience member must navigate a complex double
bind, acting as if the host is genuinely addressing her personally, while at the same time knowing that
this cannot really the case.
What both Ulrich and tropes like the stock avatar bear witness to is that the residual awareness that
this is “not really the case” may leave space for a heretic identification with the impersonal modes of
address that media generally rely on. The same could be said of Facebook, which, although contrary to
mass media it does have access to the user as an individual, and actually “speaks” to it by way of
algorithmic personalization, nevertheless treats its users as numbers, statistical realities algorithmically
probed for their preferential attachments and predictive capacities, to be packaged and sold to
advertisers (Share Lab 2016), revealing social media’s “ideology effect” as it upholds the fantasy of the
user as You.
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Unaffected by this effect, images like the stock avatar express the “anyone-as-anyone” structure of
anonymous imageboards like 4chan, opposing the They of 4chan to the You of Facebook. Whereas the
personal profile picture has the soothing but largely illusionary effect of suggesting a personal presence
on the other side of the screen, Anon’s faceless face has the uncanny effect of invoking an impersonal
presence: identity is announced, anticipated, yet absent. In the empty hole where its face should be, a
curious subtraction seems to have taken place, hinting at something before and beyond the act of
individual self-identification. The individual person is not (yet) there, but there is still something that
“holds” its place. The stock avatar does not address the viewer personally, and does it let itself be
addressed in this way. There are no eyes or other features from which it is possible to infer agency; yet
it is not a thing either, as it still addresses us; it is an indefinite presence from which an unknown speech
may suddenly burst forth, the voice of no one in particular, as ‘the nobody to whom every Dasein has
always surrendered itself, in its being-among-one-another’ (Heidegger 2010, 124). Like Ulrich, by
dropping any particular name and exploding the face into a thousand interchangeable masks, the tropes
discussed in this chapter seem to have internalized the dissociative and deindividuating forces of
modern life and its media, including those that, in contrast to their personalized modes of address,
actually govern platforms like Facebook.
Anon, in this reading, is the stranger, the everyday anyone and no one we encounter in passing on
the street, in the airport terminal, in the metro station, who exists as a column in the big data sets of
platforms, on imageboards like 4chan, and whose miscellaneous scribblings on toilet stall doors are
encountered across the world (see section 3.4). First appearing by her own name in early modern print
culture, Anon lives off the break between speaker and utterance, actor and act, that is symptomatic to
modernity as mediating, circulating, and mixing people and things on an increasingly global scale. In
this capacity anonymity comes to symbolize the separability of things and people from their origins
under the disenchanting forces of mass modernity, their dislocation from time and place, and from the
religious fabric of tradition. To the extent that new media technologies allow someone to “act at a
distance” (no longer requiring the person’s immediate presence), there exists an enduring relationship
between modernity, media, and anonymity. The next chapter explores how the loss of community and
(personal) identity in modernity creates both alienation and anxiety over the person, as well as liberatory
forms of life that derive pleasure from the anonymity that new forms of mass-mediated and urban
publicness have to offer.
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3. Profanation and Mass Media Culture
Technology has taken us by surprise, and the regions that it has opened up are glaringly empty.
Kracauer cited in Hansen (2012, 19)

3.1 Immunity from the Image1
In a 2010 TED talk, 4chan’s founder Christopher “moot” Poole tries to convey what he considers the
value of the forms of anonymous and ephemeral interaction between strangers that 4chan provides for.
Significantly from the perspective of the opposition between mask and face culture, he formulates his
defense of anonymity through a critique of the then relatively recent emergence of social media:2
We’re moving towards social networks; we’re moving towards persistent identity; we’re
moving towards … ehm… you know, a lack of privacy really, we’re sacrificing a lot of
that; and I think in doing so, in moving towards those things, we’re losing something
valuable. (Poole 2010)

At this point in his presentation, moot struggles to verbalize what he deems to be the significance of
4chan vis-à-vis social networks. In the video, you see him weighing his thoughts, but he seems hesitant.
He mentions the erosion of privacy by social networks, yet at the same time seems to realize that the
notion of privacy does not quite cover what he is getting at, especially in regard to the value of
anonymity. What he does know is that the reference to privacy will probably speak to a typical TED’s
audience’s liberal or techno-libertarian sensibilities. Moot’s choice to frame the value of anonymity in
terms of privacy thus points to how privacy more generally serves to render anonymity politically and
ethically legible. And yet I wonder, with moot – as expressed in his hesitation “…ehm…” – if privacy
indeed covers what anonymity on 4chan is about, or whether moot’s hesitation articulates the absence
of a discourse that would better convey what he seems to have in mind. In this case, the “ehm” would
signal an incongruity between experience and language, a bursting forth of the extra-discursive within
the discursive: a failure to communicate that experience and its “implicit meanings” (M. Douglas 1975).
Trying to step into the discursive void left by moot’s “ehm” – yet without wanting to speak for him
– my aim in this chapter is to show that and how the loss of anonymity on social media platforms is
significant not merely (or even primarily) because of its perceived negative impact on privacy, but
rather because of anonymity’s singular capacity to generate new forms of mass publicness that
appropriate the “profanating” potentialities of mass media culture. In this light, it is significant that, as
the current section shows, new forms of anonymous mass-mediated publicness were precisely that
against which a right to personal privacy was first formulated in US legal discourse at the end of the
19th century.
Relying on the multiple meanings of anonymity developed in the previous chapter (specifically those
meanings that tie anonymity to mass-modern social formations), the present chapter explores in more
depth (and with an emphasis on the role of new mass media), what I refer to as the profane logic of
mass media culture that anonymous imageboards like 4chan can be said to inherit. Sections 3.2 and 3.3
seek to reconstruct the more encompassing social and cultural-historical horizons without which, I
argue, the characteristics and values of the impersonal media practices of online mask culture cannot
be satisfactorily understood. I reconstruct these horizons through a discussion of Benjamin’s, Brecht’s,

1
2

Parts of this section have been published in ephemera (de Zeeuw 2017a).
For Poole’s criticisms of Facebook’s vision for the web, see Ha (2011).
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Kracauer’s, and Agamben’s reflections on the anti-auratic thrust of mass media culture, drawing out
both the negative implications it carries for entrenched notions of community and personhood (issuing
in a condition of “universal prostitution”), and its positive implications for new forms of democratic
and pleasurable mass publicness. The final section analyzes public toilet graffiti and the random video
chat site Chatroulette as radical instances of such new forms. These examples allow me to isolate
anonymity as a general social form independently from the specific context of imageboard culture, and
to distinguish the significance of this understanding of anonymity from currently more conventional
understandings, which tend to conceive of anonymity as a means to privacy, rather than as a practice
and an end in itself – a practice that, I argue, proves to be historically and ethically incompatible with
privacy. It is the conflictual relationship between anonymity and privacy that the current section
investigates, by returning to the original formulation of the right to privacy. I argue that, in its attempt
to immunize the person against its circulation in the press to satisfy the masses’ relentless curiosity and
desire to “bring things closer”, privacy is antagonistic to a plebeian tradition of promiscuous mass
publicness to which anonymity as a practice and modern social form can be said to belong.
Speaking of privacy, it is imperative to first acknowledge that, today, ‘the house of privacy has many
rooms’ and that within different uses of the term ‘are divergent concepts’ (Brunton and Nissenbaum
2015, 45).3 The fact that there are different privacy concepts seems to preclude any critique of privacy
in general. In Laws of Image: Privacy and Publicity in America, however, Samantha Barbas
convincingly demonstrates the centrality of ‘the exercise of autonomy and control over the self’ (Barbas
2015, 33) as one of the core values shared by otherwise divergent privacy concepts. It is with regard to
this relatively invariant aspiration to ‘control over the self’, which underlies most if not all privacy
concepts, that it may be inquired to what societal transformations the call for a right to privacy responds.
To what crisis is it supposed to provide a solution? Following Barbas, the present section situates the
right to privacy in relation to the larger historical problematic of mass modernity and its new media
publics.
In order to grasp what can be considered the “primal scene” of the modern right to privacy, we need
to return to its seminal formulation by Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis in their article “The Right to
Privacy”, published in 1890. In this article, the two influential lawyers propose to ground the right to
privacy in the ‘immunity of the person’ (Warren and Brandeis 1984, 83).4 The reason for this approach
is that they hope to establish such a right independently from existing (intellectual) property and
copyright laws as well as available slander and libel laws (Warren and Brandeis 1984, 77-81; see Post
1991; Harvard Law Review 1981). Warren and Brandeis rely on the concept of “immunity” as the legal
and juridical-political halo that envelops the person and protects her from outside intrusions that may
impede upon her autonomy (Blackstone 1899, 223). The right to privacy ideally encompasses the whole
of a person’s bodily integrity, feelings, thoughts, and peace of mind, her dignity as a person. For the
American sociologist Edward Shils, too, ‘intrusions on privacy are baneful because they interfere with
an individual in his disposition of what belongs to him. The “social space” around an individual, the
recollection of his past, his conversation, his body and its image, all belong to him’ (Shils 1966, 306).
Formulated in the proprietary moral terminology of “belonging”, the right to privacy is understood as
‘a right of complete immunity: to be let alone’ (Cooley 1880, 29). The question that the following
paragraphs poses is from what privacy is to provide the person shelter, and the answer will involve the
new forms of mass-mediated and anonymous publicness described by Kierkegaard, Heidegger, and
others discussed in the previous chapter.

3

Static notions, for example, construe privacy as the state of being private and the right to privacy as each person’s right to be
let alone, to live undisturbed and in independence from others. In contrast, more dynamic, control-oriented, or “social”
accounts take privacy to refer to the ability to manage access to one’s personal sphere across different public-private registers
(Altman cited in Kerr and Steeves 2009, 206).
4
For a conceptual and historical account of immunity see Cohen (2009; as pertaining to the body and personhood, 75-84).
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For Warren and Brandeis, the right to privacy primarily deals with the problem of control over one’s
reputation, ‘the legal right to control one’s public image’ (Barbas 2015, 26, emphasis added). This
problem of control over one’s image first became urgent when that image could be easily captured,
reproduced, and circulated by means of actual images (e.g. photographs, illustrations), and could find
new incidental audiences beyond one’s knowledge and control. Warren and Brandeis were thus engaged
in an attempt to find a ‘remedy for the unauthorized circulation of portraits of private persons’ (Warren
and Brandeis 1984, 193-5). They sought to contain the new possibilities for the circulation of personal
information beyond the grasp of any one person resulting from the widening access to cameras and
other means of reproduction and distribution (Whyte 2009, 102).
The problem of a person’s photographic portrait circulating in the press presents a strange “in
between” that is difficult to account for in a juridical framework that rigidly distinguishes persons from
things (see fn. 18 in this chapter). On the one hand, a photographic portrait circulated in the press
belongs to the sphere of commodities. On the other hand, the aura of the person seems to carry over
onto the face reproduced by the photograph, and the latter thus seems to make an implicit claim to be
treated as a person in the Kantian definition, as an end in itself. In the case of Roberson v. The Rochester
Folding Box Company (1902),5 for example, ‘the adventurous peregrinations of her commodified image
brought on her person a shame and distress as real as if she herself had been sold and circulated in such
a way’ (Osucha 2009, 95). In its paradoxical guise as a commodity that nevertheless implicates the
person it depicts, the portrait thus mixes up and complicates ownership in and of the self.6
In this context, Warren and Brandeis speak of an epidemic of “ruthless publicity” caused by ‘a media
environment in which otherwise proper portraits […] circulate in ways that countermand the cultural
ideal of individual self-ownership’ (Osucha 2009, 76). Such publicity represents the increasing mixture
and confusion of different forms of public and private life, which before had remained below or
excluded from representation, but which by the end of the 19th century came together in the new massmediated public spheres. For Warren and Brandeis, ‘the institution of the press symbolized the
impersonal mass culture that threatened preexisting social institutions that, in turn, enforced cultural
values’ so that ‘privacy represented the person’s freedom from the undistilled attention of the masses
through the media’ (Bezanson 1992, 1138). Rather than being geared toward the already established
and more encompassing right to a private domestic or personal sphere, Warren and Brandeis’ proposal
was thus propelled by the emergence of new forms of mass publicity and popular media consumption.
It was the proliferation of illustrated magazines filled with gossip and celebrity news catering to the
ever greater and more relentless curiosity of an expanded group of readers from all – but increasingly
also the lower – classes (Schoeman 1984, 203) that led to the demand for new forms of immunity from
the image. What this shows is that the problem of privacy entails much more than questions of
ownership: it concerns a way of life and its worldview, and represents a stake in a class-cultural conflict.
As such, the right to privacy ‘looks back to a period before mass society and its information technologies
that threatened to burst the bubble of the sheltered life of the upper classes’ (Gaines 1991, 179), and
represents ‘a record of legitimation of a bourgeois view of life: the ultimate generalized privilege,
however abstract in practice, of seclusion and protection from others (the public)’ (Williams 1976, 243).

5

The case involved the Frankling Mills Co., which ‘circulated about 25,000 lithographic prints, photographs and likenesses
of plaintiff Abigail M. Roberson without her consent’ (LexisNexis 2019), with Roberson subsequently suing the company for
violating her “image”. She won the case, setting an important precedent in privacy law.
6
There seems to be a secular form of “magical thinking” at play in the way images of persons are understood to inherit some
of the latter’s characteristics, which can be subsequently “violated” by the image’s circulation or exchange. Magical thinking
can be defined as a form of thought that derives an ontological connection or even identity from a relationship of similarity or
semblance, e.g. the needles stuck into the voodoo doll modelled after a person, through that very mimetic relationship, are
capable of inflicting pain upon the person herself. In a very literal sense, then, the doll is the medium which allows someone
to act upon someone else at a distance, without the latter being aware of this manipulation. It could even be said that, in this
sense, and based on the same principle of similarity, media – defined as having the power to manipulate or act at a distance –
have an “elective affinity” with magic.
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Generalizing the bourgeois fear of being “touched” by others that underlies the appeal to and of
privacy (where being seen by an unknown quantity of unknown others is considered a form of
touching), on the opening pages of Crowds and Power Elias Canetti states that ‘there is nothing that
man fears more than the touch of the unknown’, and that in most cultures, ‘the distances which men
create round themselves are dictated by this fear’ (Canetti 1981, 15). The repulsion, panic, and fear of
being touched by others ‘never leaves a man when he has once established the boundaries of his
personality’ (Canetti 1981, 15). For Canetti, this fear of being touched thus seems to enter into the
constitution of the individual and ‘his personality’ (sic), structuring the differentiation between me and
the others which this fear always already seems to presuppose. However, for Canetti, being touched by
strangers may trigger not just the fear but also the redemptive powers of collectivity, so that ‘it is only
in a crowd that man can become free of his of fear of being touched’ (Canetti 1981, 15). This would
imply departing, if only momentarily, from one’s individual “personality” and its self-constitutive
anxieties, a theme that I will come back to in my discussion of the public restroom and Chatroullete in
the final section of this chapter, as pointing to an ethics of anonymity vis-à-vis the ethics of privacy.
The fear of being touched by a stranger that Canetti describes is connected to the formulation of a
right to privacy, if only by the terminology used. The gendered example typically used to highlight
privacy’s absence is that of a woman’s body or face, coded as innocent and vulnerable, violated by a
male stranger’s gaze or touch. A few months after the publication of “The Right to Privacy”, for
example, the U.S. Supreme Court proclaimed, in a case involving the physical examination of a woman
(Clara Botsford) for insurance purposes, that ‘to compel any one, and especially a woman, to lay bare
the body, or to submit it to the touch of a stranger, without lawful authority, is an indignity, an assault,
and a trespass’ (cited in R. E. Smith 2004, 133). Warren and Brandeis make use of similarly gendered
examples to make their case for the protection of privacy, and it is in the anxiety over the violation of
intimate (female) parts by a (male) stranger that an important tension between anonymity and privacy
is brought to light. Whereas in the late 19th and early 20th century, privacy refers to the enclosed private
space of a community of letters, familial intimacy, and individual seclusion, in the sociological literature
of the same period anonymity refers to the indifferent and contingent co-presence of strangers in urbanindustrial environments. Consistent with the distinction between privacy and anonymity as belonging
to separate spheres, Warren and Brandeis do not understand privacy to entail anonymity in the
sociological sense at all. Familial relations are persistent and personal, rather than ephemeral and
impersonal, geared toward “authenticated” and “familiar” interactions rather than chance encounters.
In a state of privacy, family and friends are by definition not anonymous to each other. In this context,
then, it makes no sense to speak of anonymity as conducive to privacy, as these two concepts belong to
mutually exclusive social domains.
Instead, in the formulation of a right to privacy by Warren and Brandeis it is precisely the new forms
of anonymous, mass publicness that they fear will result in an inversion of ‘the relative importance of
things’ by the commercial catering of gossip to the vicious and the idle (Warren and Brandeis 1984,
77). Infringements of privacy do not merely signal a spatial but a socio-political crossing of boundaries,
making for a kind of general societal pollution the violence of which lies in its contagious character.
The subjectless subject of this promiscuous crossing is the mass and its seemingly infinite voyeuristic
appetite for seeing and knowing things, especially the doings of the higher classes. By communicating
the scandalous lives of the higher up, tabloids and illustrated magazines were seen to cater to the
seemingly insatiable curiosity of these new mass publics (Schoeman 1984, 203). As another
commentator observes:
Curiosity, fascination, repugnance, fear, sympathy, greed, hostility, love, hate and the
thousand-and-one other conflicting emotions which affect people living in close
association with one another – especially people of different races, creeds, nationalities,
and economic levels – created a desire to know more and more about the intimate details
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of the lives, the actions, the habits, the customs, the thoughts, and the activities of those
about them. (O’Connor cited in Pember 1972, 8)

Contributing to public debates on the nefarious effects of the popular “yellow pages”, Warren and
Brandeis sided with E.L. Godkin’s claim that ‘the chief enemy of privacy in modern life is that interest
in other people and their affairs known as curiosity’ (Godkin 1890, 66). Echoing Heidegger’s disdain
for the curiosity and “idle talk” of the they, for Warren and Brandeis new privacy legislation is needed
because ‘the press [and by implication the mass publics it caters to] is overstepping in every direction
the obvious bounds of propriety and decency. Gossip is no longer the resource of the idle and the
vicious, but has become a trade which is pursued with industry as well as effrontery’ (Warren and
Brandeis 1984, 76).
Against Warren and Brandeis’ view of them as a nuisance or aberration, Shils observes that for some
of the lower classes ‘awareness about the doings of one’s neighbors, the gratification of impulses of
curiosity about and malice toward them, were perhaps among the main pleasures available’ (Shils 1966,
290). These observations are important not only because they testify to the larger mass-societal
problematic that privacy belongs to, but also because, by implying that such concerns were not equally
or homogeneously shared by everyone, they reveal the class-specificity of privacy as a value and a
concern. Once this aspect is laid bare, curiosity appears in a different light, as part of the class-politics
of mass spectatorship. Rather than an illicit intrusion, curiosity here signals the social pleasures of
gossip that creates a common world which – if only for a brief moment – suspends the desocialized,
atomized, and reified relations prevailing under industrial and urban living conditions.7
In the very last sentence of their article, hinting at the fait accompli of the legal protection against
unwarranted government intrusion, Warren and Brandeis comment: ‘Shall the courts thus close the front
entrance to constituted authority, and open wide the back door to idle or prurient curiosity?’ (Warren
and Brandeis 1984, 90).8 By asking this question, they problematize the same mass-cultural figurations
at which Kierkegaard’s critique of the phantom public was directed. Warren and Brandeis’ call for a
right to privacy seems to harbor similar anxieties of and over the person swallowed up and stamped
upon by the relentless massification of life and its reproductive technologies.
The rejection of ‘idle or prurient’ curiosity that undergirds Warren and Brandeis’s formulation of a
right to privacy reiterates a long tradition of moral-philosophical and theological critiques of curiosity.
Augustine already chastised curiosity as the pathological mark of an ‘inordinate desire for knowledge
derived from sense experience’ that signals the unregulated intellectual appetite for things other than
God (Fitzgerald 1999, 259-61). Curiosity – the ‘lust of the eyes’, or concupiscentia oculorem – is a
pathology of the mind, under the spell of which people desire nothing but to know (Augustine 1961,
Book X, section 35).9 Notably, curiosity as both a mass and a media phenomenon is one of the central
characteristics that Heidegger attributes to the they, as the impersonal Anyone-self of everyday
existence.10 Together with “idle talk” or “chatter”, curiosity promotes ‘an indifferent intelligibility for

7

I can only speculate to what extent such “imprurient” curiosity on the part of the masses marked a kind of symbolic revenge,
a returning of the gaze that was cast upon them daily by the disciplinary apparatuses that surveilled the streets and the factories
(Gilliom 2001). The pleasure of illicitly peering into the previously closed private lives of the better-off must have conferred
a sense of power, a power of looking accorded to those who were normally at the receiving end of the gaze. In taking up this
power, the masses enjoyed the anonymity that new forms of spectatorship provided, and the potential to attain the asymmetrical
position of the voyeur or gawker who derives pleasure from seeing while remaining unseen.
8
Amy Gajda (2008) argues that what Samuel Warren perceived as hurtful ‘gossip-mongering’ about his family’s private life
in the press was the central underlying motive for writing “The Right to Privacy”.
9
Augustine opposes genuine aesthetic “pleasure” to curiosity, the main difference being that whereas ‘pleasure seeks objects
beautiful, melodious, fragrant, savoury, soft […] curiosity, for trials’s sake, [seeks] the contrary as well’. In this part of the
Confessions, Augustine attacks both plebeian and scientific forms of curiosity, and their shared fascination with “grotesque
sights” or with probing nature’s secrets ‘merely for the sake of knowing them’ (Augustine 1961, Book X, section 35). I will
come to back to this connection between mass curiosity and monstrous or “grotesque sights” in Chapter 5.
10
On the relation between Augustine’s Confessions and Heidegger’s Being and Time, see Coyne (2015).
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which nothing is closed off any longer’ (Heidegger 2010, 163) and through which ‘every mystery loses
its power’ (Heidegger 2010, 123). As such, curiosity partakes in the pervasive publicness
[Öffentlichkeit] of the they. For Heidegger, this publicness forms an obstacle to authentic existence, as
it remains ‘insensitive to every difference of level and genuineness and obscures everything, and then
claims that what has been thus covered over is what is familiar and accessible to everybody’ (Heidegger
2010, 113).
In his discussion of Heidegger’s critique of the they, including its inordinate curiosity, Paolo Virno
shows that curiosity – in its modern-day instantiation as accommodated and amplified by the mass
media – indeed ‘strive[s] to abolish distances, to place everything within hand’s reach (or better, within
viewing distance)’ (Virno 2004, 92). Contrary to Heidegger, however, Virno sees in the curiosity and
idle talk of the they an “authentic” mode of sociality and communication of the multitude. In tracing
what he argues are the progressive potentials of mass curiosity, Virno contrasts Heidegger’s notion of
curiosity with Benjamin’s observation in “The Work of Art in the Age of its Technological
Reproducibility”, that ‘every day the urge grows stronger to get hold of an object at very close range in
an image [Bild], or, better, in a facsimile [Abbild], a reproduction’ (Benjamin 2008, 23). Rather than
amplifying the fallen, inauthentic life of the impersonal Anyone-self, for both Virno and Benjamin new
mass media technologies like photography and film bear witness to a positive ‘desire of the present-day
masses to “get closer” to things, and their equally passionate concern for overcoming each thing’s
uniqueness [Überwindung des Einmaligen jeder Gegebenheit] by assimilating it as a reproduction’
(Benjamin 2008, 23). These reflections on the deeper political and cultural implications of new media
technologies are at the heart of Benjamin’s theory of modernity, as entailing the withering of the aura.
The erosion of the aura in modern society – defined as ‘a strange tissue of space and time: the unique
apparition of a distance, however near it may be’ (Benjamin 2008, 23) – is considered ‘the mark of a
perception whose “sense of the universal equality of things” has increased to such a degree that, by
means reproduction, it extracts sameness even from what is unique’ (Benjamin 2008, 23-4).
Benjamin’s bemused commentary on a short opinion piece by the literary critic Friedrich Burschell
in Die literarische Welt (no. 7, 1925) helps to clarify his take on these momentous shifts aided by new
media technologies. In the piece, Burschell bemoans a recent magazine cover of the then highly popular
Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung (sic) for showing a miniature photographic portrait in remembrance of the
German writer Jean Paul alongside a series of images depicting, among other things, ‘the children of
Thomas Mann, the petty bourgeois hero of a dubious trial, two tarts all done up in feathers and furs,
and two cats and a monkey’ (Leslie 2015, 8; see Benjamin 2015). By positioning the human body as
merely one interchangeable thing among others, in a way that implies the equivalence of their value,
the auratic “ritual value” that originally secured the distinction between person and thing collapses into
the aesthetic “exhibition value” that both immanently possess.11 It is the anxiety over the leveling
juxtaposition between disparate things that informs Burschell’s critique, and which Benjamin taunts as
“kleinbürgerlich” (usually translated as “petty bourgeois”).12 Instead, Benjamin positively recommends
the cover’s “higgledy-piggledy” construction as among the best that modern journalism has to offer. It
is precisely the reduction of the individual portrait and singular “authentic” face of the person to a part
of a larger visual ensemble of printed matter, the proponents of which are judged by their exhibition
rather than their ritual value, that for Benjamin signals the magazine’s progressive tendencies. What
would be more boring, he asks, referring to Burschell’s own aesthetic ideal, than a solitary portrait of
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In Agamben’s terms discussed in section 3.3, the dignity and respect accorded to persons is premised on an auratic separation
and distancing from the profane world of things that surround them. Precisely this immunity of the person is compromised
when it is made into a mass-circulated image.
12
Burschell’s insistence that the writer Jean Paul does not belong to the same category of being as the other parts of the visual
assemblage, and his notion of the face and the name as harboring a person’s reputation, as in the expressions “saving face” or
“defending one’s good name”, ties into Warren and Brandeis’ attempt to protect one’s “image” against new forms of massmediated publicness.
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Jean Paul on the cover?
The photographic portrait plays an important role here as it is the singular face that, together with
the name, functions as the symbolic embodiment of personhood that is displaced by its mechanical
reproduction, circulation, and exchange. Regarding the photographic portrait, the ability of which to be
publicly circulated en masse is one of Warren and Brandeis’ primary concerns, Benjamin observes how
‘for the last time the aura emanates from the early photographs in the fleeting expression of a human
face […] But as man withdraws from the photographic image, the exhibition value for the first time
shows its superiority to the ritual value’ (Benjamin 2008, 27; see Costello 2005). Rather than the
melancholic and conservative attempt to save the aura of the human face from its reduction to a
reproducible image circulated in the press, however, for Benjamin it is Eugène Atget’s photographs of
deserted city streets, from which all human personality and community seem to have been erased, that
offer a more truthful picture of the inhuman present.
What here appears as a question of aesthetic taste actually reflects deep social anxieties and desires
over the deterritorializing forces of modernity, which triggered various counter-movements that tried
to mitigate the effects of these forces. As such a counter-movement, the flight into what is most personal
and intimate, for example, represents the ‘almost hysterical attempt to escape from the deadly
anonymity of modern life [by] the general man who feels his personality sinking lower and lower into
a whirl of indistinguishable atoms to be lost in a mass civilization’ (Canby 1926, 80). For Benjamin,
instead, the loss of personal and communal identity (and their “auratic” roots) represents not so much a
condition to be overcome by returning to an imagined past (if this were even an option) or a flight into
what is most authentically and intimately personal, as it provides an opportunity for the progressive
appropriation of the new forms of mass existence enabled by this loss.
Although more ambivalent about the prospects of such a progressive mass culture, Benjamin would
probably side with his friend Bertolt Brecht, who held that, rather than “saving” the person from the
mass that engulfs it, as bourgeois calls for privacy propose, ‘man [sic] does not become man again by
stepping forth from the masses but by sinking deeper into them’ (Brecht 1977, 69). Like Benjamin,
Brecht linked this idea of individuation through rather than despite the mass to the Zertrümmerung der
Person (the destruction or “shattering” of the person). In modern society, ‘[the person] falls apart, he
[sic] loses his breath. He turns into something else, he is nameless, he no longer has any face’ (cited in
Jonsson 2013, 160). Whereas in liberal-bourgeois theories of personal autonomy, name- or facelessness
can only appear negatively as an affront to individuality, for both Benjamin and Brecht the destruction
of the person opens up a transindividual realm seeding ever-new modes of collective innervation. This
also holds true for Kracauer’s famous account of the dancing chorus girls in the “Mass Ornament” essay
that I will discuss in the next section. By forming an “anonymous figure”, the chorus girls exemplify
such innervation, even when it has always already fallen prey to the modern culture industry.

3.2 The Mass Ornament: Between Alienation and Liberation
Just as Benjamin’s account of the illustrated magazine’s “higgledy-piggledy” mix of visual elements
sees in this leveling of things that reduces them to their common exhibition value a profane and
democratizing desire of the masses to brings things closer, Kracauer approached photography and film
in terms of a “redemption of physical reality” that inherently challenges bourgeois value and object
hierarchies, including the categorical distinction between persons and things, exposing both to a
collective curiosity geared towards their public use value (Kracauer 1960). Early film ‘treated the
human figure as only one among a variety of objects or sights, a jumble of animals, children and adults,
of things, crowds, and streets’ (Hansen 1993, 448). The cinematic gaze is blind to the “human” status
of the object, it “sees” nothing beyond its materiality in time and space, (re)presenting any one object
in the dimension commonly shared by things, animals, and persons alike.
In his essay on the mass ornament, Kracauer frames the serial and synchronously dancing formations
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of the Tiller girls (fig. 20) as an instance of the new forms of mass sociality and culture generated by
modernity.13 Similar to Brecht’s remarks on the destruction of the person in mass society, and
mobilizing the meanings of anonymity discussed in the previous chapter, Kracauer argues that the Tiller
girls form an ‘anonymous figure’ in which the individual person (das Vollindividuum) dissolves into
the bodily elements of a larger transpersonal ensemble, in a way that never adds up to anything remotely
resembling an organic community (die Gemeinschaft). Instead, what arises are ‘indissoluble girl
clusters’ in which ‘arms, thighs, and other segments are the smallest component parts of the
composition’ (Kracauer 1995, 78). As building blocks of a mass figure, these body parts can no longer
be reassembled into integral human beings.

Figure 20. “Tiller Girls posing on a ship, c. mid-late 1920s”. The dancers’ so-called “routines” typically
consist of straight lines or geometric figures (accessed 30 July 2019).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiller_Girls#/media/File:Tiller_Girls_LCCN2014718735.jpg

The resulting “mass ornament” belongs neither to the realm of the individual person, nor to any
collective subject (Volk) of an organic community. What emerges from the mass ornament is
simultaneously more and less than the person, and simultaneously more and less than the community.
The “mass” character of this figure resides in the girls’ dissolution and re-absorption in a new social
choreography of impersonal and transindividual elements that mirrors that of modern Fordist labor and
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The original Tiller girls were a popular dance troupe in England during the 1890s named after and led by the musical theatre
director John Tiller. Later, the name became synonymous with serial chorus or “precision dancing” routines, and performances
by various Tiller troupes remained popular as mass entertainment well into the 20th century. “Tiller Girls”. Wikipedia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiller_Girls.
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urban living conditions. What is left of the individual in this configuration is only a “partial self” (das
Teil-Ich). The mass ornament exemplifies a condition in which ‘the human figure […] has begun the
exodus from lush organic splendor and the constitution of individuality toward the realm of anonymity’
(Kracauer 1995, 83). The Tiller girls’ synchronous leg movements mirror the laborers’ hands in the
factory and the rhythm of white-collar workers traveling to their downtown offices in the morning. The
structure of the mass ornament thus reflects ‘the entire contemporary situation’ (Kracauer 1995, 78),
which is one based on the Fordist principle of large-scale “rational” production, and one in which any
notion of a “mythical” community or individual personality is reduced to an archaic obstacle to be
overcome. As the individual is inserted into the collective industrial machinery, and even the nation
state is absorbed into a new, properly global constellation, the mass ornament embodies in spectacular
form the large-scale erosion and “creative destruction” of older organic social forms into ‘worker
masses that can be employed equally well at any point on the globe’ (Kracauer 1995, 78).
Attributing a utopian charge to the mass ornament, early on in his essay Kracauer claims that ‘the
aesthetic pleasure gained from ornamental mass movements is legitimate’ (Kracauer 1995, 79). The
aesthetically de-humanized and impersonal figure of the mass ornament, as embodied by the dancing
chorus girls, is legitimate as ‘the aesthetic reflex to which the rationality of the prevailing economic
system aspires’ (Kracauer 1995, 79). In this capacity, it promises to replace the mythical, irrational, and
violent origins of the community (including the nation state) with the free self-determination of
humanity. Over the course of the essay, however, this optimistic vision of a progressive mass culture
shifts into a more critical and even dystopian gear. For Kracauer, in its present form, the legitimacy of
the mass ornament is merely “aesthetic” but not yet “political”. That is, it hints at a free society in the
purely phantasmagoric and commodified realm of mass entertainment and media spectacle, without
actually realizing such a society. Symptomatic of the “American distraction factories”, the mass
ornament ultimately fails to deliver on the emancipatory promise that it harbors on the level of its
aesthetic form.14
In this the mass ornament suffers from the same arrested development as the capitalist system as a
whole, revealing itself as ‘a mythological cult’ and, as such, as ‘the crass manifestation of inferior
nature’ (Kracauer 1995, 83-4). Just as the Tiller girls remain ignorant of the totality in which they
partake, the capitalist system of production escapes the masses, hanging over them like a ‘monstrous
figure’ (Kracauer 1995, 78). Offering no more than a distorted glimpse of what could have been, the
Tiller girls are ultimately ‘just one example among many other equally hopeless attempts to reach a
higher life from out of mass existence’ (Kracauer 1995, 86). And yet… this unhappy ending does not
refute his belief, which he shared with Benjamin and Brecht, that the only progress worthy of the name
‘leads directly through the center of the mass ornament, not away from it’ (Kracauer 1995, 86).15
For all three of these authors, the question of how to find new ways of coping with and inhabiting
these new forms of mass existence thus remains an open one. Taking up this question once more, and
introducing the concept of profanation as naming a radical promise inscribed in mass culture to
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Kracauer’s move from an optimistic to a pessimistic account of modernity’s ability to deliver on its promise of happiness is
symptomatic of the curbing of the more encompassing utopian Zeitgeist by the devastations of the first world war, the worldwide economic crisis of the 1930s, and the rise of fascism across Europe. Whereas Kracauer’s utopianism seems to resonate
with Weber’s “rationalization” theory of modernity as entailing the “disenchantment” of traditional societies, his dystopian
diagnosis anticipates key aspects of Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s Dialectic of Enlightenment (Adorno and
Horkheimer 2002). In Kracauer’s own metaphysics of History, the rationality and freedom from nature anticipated by science
and the system of modern production has de facto abandoned ‘the truth in which it participates’ (Kracauer 1995, 81), thus
returning it to the realm of myth. For a critique of this historical metanarrative of modernity as the disenchantment of the world
(a metanarrative that also informs the concept of profanation discussed in the next section) see Josephson-Storm (2017).
15
The importance of new media technologies in this search for a progressive mass culture should not be underestimated. As
one of the main structural determinants of modernity’s anti-auratic thrust, both Benjamin and Kracauer ‘found in the
technological mass media a sensory-perceptual discourse on a par with the experience of modernity, encompassing its
traumatic, pathological effects as well as its transformational, emancipatory possibilities’ (Hansen 2012, 39).
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eliminate the distances and separations between people and things maintained by previous social
formations, the next section looks at the more encompassing and underlying processes that produced
the “anonymous figures” of Benjamin’s magazine cover and Kracauer’s mass ornament.
3.3 A Universal Prostitution: The Conflicted Legacies of Mass Modernity

Capital […] is the displacement of what was in place, it is the unbinding of the most insane pulsions, since
money is the sole justification or bond, and money being able to justify anything, it deresponsibilizes and
raves absolutely.
(Lyotard 1993,139)

Engels and Marx’s claim, in “Manifesto of the Communist Party” (1848), that under capitalism ‘all that
is solid melts into air’, is well known and cited tirelessly. The massive uprooting of people and things,
and their insertion into the global circulation of money and labor, are integral to capitalist modernity,
in the face of the irruptive novelty of which all the accumulated habitual wisdoms of the past seem to
falter. However, what immediately follows this phrase in the Manifesto is less known, namely the
assertion that ‘all that is holy is profaned’ (Marx and Engels 1988, 212). Just as mass media culture for
Benjamin and Kracauer, for Engels and Marx this process in which everything is “profaned” is highly
ambivalent and internally conflicted. On the one hand, their assertion – phrased in a way that now
appears arrogantly and misplacedly Eurocentric – suggests that, in its blind drive to accumulation,
capitalism unties the mythical knots in which “humanity” had until then remained caught, with these
myths (as vestiges of ‘ancient and venerable prejudices and opinions’) serving to justify the forms of
domination by traditional communities, naturalizing them as ordained by god(s). Capitalism compels
man ‘to face with sober senses his [sic] real conditions of life, and his relations with his kind’ (Marx
and Engels 1988, 212), and as such provides one of the main enabling conditions for communism as
the free self-determination of humankind. On the other hand (and this is the story we typically associate
with Marx as a critical thinker), the assertion makes clear how, in its “unbinding” of previously “binded”
forces, capitalism created a system that is even more destructive, exploitative, and unjust than the
preceding system.
Similarly, for Agamben, to whom I will turn now, the becoming nameless and faceless of people
and things under the deterritorializing forces of capitalist modernity does not exclusively proceed under
the malevolent sign of economic exploitation and social domination, but also points to a deliverance
from the cumulative weight of tradition, i.e. from premodern social and religious formations, from the
“soil” and the “blood lines” of the clan, family, or state. Besides reifying human relations and alienating
people from each other and themselves, the wholesale massification and commodification of life also
promises an end to life’s epochal subordination to traditional social stratifications and identity
formations. While the exploitation of the laboring body is possible only by dislodging it from its
inscription in various theological-political apparatuses, the same process of systemic violence also
makes this body available for new individual and collective forms of pleasure and self-determination:
The commodification of the human body, while subjecting it to the iron laws of
massification and exchange value, seemed at the same time to redeem the body from the
stigma of ineffability that had marked it for millennia. (Agamben 1993, 46-7)

For Agamben, the liberation of all bodies and values from previously established borders and
categories – their entrance into a sphere of incessant circulation, communication, transformation, and
exchange – is reflected in the images of modern advertising. In the footsteps of Kracauer’s chorus
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dancers, Agamben discusses a movie advertisement for a French brand of “Dim” stockings from the
1970s featuring a group of women dancing together. According to Agamben, this advert aroused in the
audience ‘a promise of happiness unequivocally related to the human body’ (Agamben 1993, 46). In it,
the public was offered a spectacular image of their expulsion from the politico-theological order.16 What
this advertisement shows is that, through the destructive forces by which they lose the identities
previously assigned to them, human beings may for the first time become truly whatever, appropriating
their not-having-to be, their non-belonging, i.e. their lack of an essence or proper vocation. Described
by Agamben in The Coming Community as “whatever singularities”, these anonymous beings ‘cannot
form a society, as they do not possess identities to vindicate nor bonds or belonging of which to seek
recognition’ (Norman 2012, 54). But it is precisely this lack that they nevertheless have in common, to
which they belong by not belonging to anything, and which they may collectively appropriate in the
form of “whatever”.
In its dismantlement of these older stratifications of identity, capitalist modernity thus also contains
‘a profane contagion, a touch that disenchants and returns to use what the sacred had separated and
petrified’ (Agamben 2007, 74). The name that Agamben gives to this possibility is “profanation”.
Invoking Benjamin’s thesis on the withering of the aura as expressing the masses’ desire to ‘bring things
closer’, he states that ‘once profaned, that which was unavailable and separate loses its aura and is
returned to use’ (Agamben 2007, 77). What Benjamin claimed was the masses’ “inordinate” curiosity
and desire to bring things closer by way of their mechanical reproduction (e.g. in the visual media of
photography and film) can thus be translated in Agamben’s terms as an attempt to overcome the
separation and unavailability of things to free and common human usage.17 In Roman jurisprudence,
“to profane” meant to return what was consecrated to the free use of men; the construction of a practical
space ‘neither sacred, nor holy nor religious, freed from all names of this sort’ (the Roman jurist
Trebatius cited in Agamben 2007, 73). Conversely, in this ancient Roman understanding, sacred ‘are
those things that belonged in one fashion or another to the gods’, and that were for this reason ‘removed
from the free usage [al libero uso] and commerce of mankind, and could not be sold, given as deposit,
or ceded in usufruct’ (Agamben 2007, 73).
For Agamben, religion – a term he etymologically derives from relegere, which refers to the act of
scrupulously observing the separation between the sacred and the profane (Agamben 2007, 74-5) – not
only refers to religious artefacts or rituals, but is equally reflected in our notion of what it means to be
a person. In the Kantian and liberal-bourgeois tradition already alluded to in section 3.1, the person is
seen as excluded and thus “immune” from the worldly realm of things, and whose “dignity”,
“unalienable rights” and “demand for respect” as a person make her stand apart from non-persons.18
Like the commodity, the form of the person – as something “proper” and “proprietary”, and thereby
separated from the sphere of free and common use – blocks what Agamben calls a “form-of-life”, a
mode of existence beyond the sovereign split where life ‘has as its object only its own bodily life’
(Agamben 2018, 127). It is this form-of-life that profanation institutes, by “destituting” the person.
Profanation promises to undo the separation constitutive of the person, toward an identity without the
person, or what in my account would amount to an impersonal or anonymous existence – a theme
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‘The epochal process of the emancipation of the human body from its theological foundations was thus accomplished in the
dances of the “girls,” in the advertising images, and in the gait of fashion models’ (Agamben 1993, 47), however fantastic this
promise turned out to be. Fantastic, because, just as for Kracauer, the mass ornament for Agamben ultimately remains an
irrational figure; advertising only offers a distorted mirror of happiness that cannot be realized in actuality (or only for the
“happy few).
17
I will return to this connection between profanation and the technological image (as allowing for the free use of things
through their representation) in section 4.2, where I discuss the communicative use of images on anonymous imageboards.
18
For a general account of the person in law and culture, see Hamilton (2009). For a critical deconstruction and genealogy of
the person from a legal and biopolitical perspective, its connection to the notion of immunity, and the contrasting notion of the
impersonal, see Esposito (2011, 21-7; 2012a; 2012b; Campbell 2008; 2010).
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equally prominent in Roberto Esposito’s genealogy of the person (see fn. 18).19
Crucial for Agamben’s notion of profanation in this respect is his distinction between the profane
and the secular. The two terms are often considered synonymous, as both are opposed to the religious
domain. Yet for Agamben there is a critical difference between them. Whereas the profane is genuinely
opposed to the sacred, as its desecration/destitution rather than consecration/institution, the secular
merely transposes the sacred from the heavenly to the earthly realm. The secular is therefore only
superficially opposed to religion. It reproduces the essentially religious separation as an immanent fault
line running through all living and non-living things. As such, secularization actually intensifies the
grip of the sacred on life (de la Durantaye 2009, Scholium I). To the extent that it consecrates objects
by making them into commodities that circulate in a realm separate from the sphere of common use,
capitalism too acts as a religion of sorts (see the essay “Capitalism as Religion” by Benjamin 1996). It
can be seen as a cult of the commodity, but with a totalitarian grip on life that is even more far-reaching
than that of conventional religions. Only a painstaking analysis of the commodity form, Marx observed,
may reveal the “theological niceties” it contains (Marx 1976, 163). As a secular cult, capitalism
maintains the essentially religious separation of life from itself, re-sacralizing with one hand what it
profanes with the other. It ‘does nothing but displace the heavenly monarchy onto an earthly monarchy,
leaving its power intact’ (Agamben 2007, 77), achieving this in the double form of the commodity and
private property (on the side of the object), and the form of the person (on the side of the subject).20
Whereas secularization constantly reproduces the distinction between the sacred and the profane,
which manifests itself in the human being as a separation of the person from her body, including the
latter negatively as “bare life” – the body of “a life” that, as we saw in Chapter 2, for Deleuze
“indetermines” the person – profanation undoes this separation. The distinction between the secular and
the profane serves an important purpose: it allows Agamben to isolate a certain potentiality for
profanation at the heart of the apparatuses of capitalist modernity, without implying that the latter has
actually delivered on its promise, which it clearly has not. On the contrary, the process of secularization
can actually be seen to neutralize and suspend profanation as a historical possibility:
Capitalism is characterized by a paradoxical coincidence of absolute profanation and
absolute consecration. The familiar process of ‘all that is solid melting into air’, of the
liquidation of traditions, identities and forms of life under the aegis of the absolutization
of exchange value evidently marks the moment of a thoroughgoing profanation of all
things sacred. Yet, this profanation is immediately recuperated by a correlate gesture of
the absolute re-sacralization of every object in the form of the commodity. (Prozorov
2011, 78)

However, as much as capitalism is defined by its creative destruction of the sacred and its secular reinstitution in the commodity and in the form of the human person, it still carries the illicit possibility of
profanation under its wings. This is so because within the cycles of recuperation, the dissonant
temporalities of profanation and re-sacralization never neatly align. There can thus be said to exist a
liminal space in the cracks of capitalism, where deterritorialization is already underway but the
reterritorialization that must inevitably follow has not yet fully materialized. It is from this failure to
create a frictionless transition that great and strange new singularities constantly emerge. Such spaces
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As Anna Viriasova writes: ‘Like for Agamben, for Esposito the problematic aspect of the Western political (dominated by
the personal) lies in its foundational distinction of life (being) from itself’ (Viriasova 2013, 182). The larger theoretical
background presupposed by the notion of profanation, Agamben develops in the Homo Sacer trilogy (2017). For an
introduction to Agamben’s political philosophy, see Prozorov (2011).
20
Returning to my discussion of Heidegger in Chapter 2, if van Gogh’s peasant shoes have been profaned in a mass-produced
item like a Nike sneaker, that latter has always already attained a new, secular aura – one created by advertising and “branding”
(Hitchcock 1999, 121). Moreover, the shoe’s abject conditions of production, e.g. in sweatshops scattered all over the global
south, betrays its profane legacy.
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that suddenly open up and threaten the passage from expropriation to recuperation can be considered
spaces of profanation. Situated in the passage from deprivation to privatization, they are generative of
new forms of use – as in the fictional case of the Space Shuttle Atlantis that I presented in the
Introduction, and to which I will return in the Conclusion.
In Benjamin, the possibility of such a profanation of human life, which is almost immediately
suspended by the very forces that first render it a historical possibility, is represented by yet another
female figure, that of the prostitute (Leslie 2006; McCann 2014). Paradoxically uniting in herself the
bourgeois right of personal possession over one’s own body and the body’s status as a commodity on
the impersonal market of buyers and sellers of sexual services, the prostitute is considered symptomatic
of life under capitalism. In the work of Benjamin and others, she ‘impersonates a more generalized
social actuality, wherein the body is a machine for work, the machine-pendant described by Marx’
(Leslie 2000, 9).21 For Benjamin, the prostitute competes with the urban flâneur (exemplified by
Baudelaire) for the status of unique Wahrzeichen der Moderne (‘emblem of the modern’): both are
drawn more and more into the orbit of the commodity to the point of “becoming” it: ‘The intoxication
to which the flâneur surrenders is the intoxication of the commodity immersed in a surging stream of
customers’ (Benjamin 2003, 31). At the same time, the prostitute represents the moment when, at the
utmost extreme of her objectification, when the human body has been reduced to a commodity,
something else shines through.22 Going back to Agamben, this “something else” would be the promise
of a severance of the political-theological knot that separates person from non-person, mind from body,
human from animal, and individual from collective. More specifically, in the case of the prostitute, it
promises a release of erotic life from the chains of reproduction and its patriarchal circumscription in
marriage, as well as from other remnants of “auratic feminity” (Leslie 2000, 103).23
But how can there be redemption in reification, or what Susan McCabe (2001) refers to as “delight
in dislocation”? How can there be pleasure in the dislodging of the body from tradition? In the following
passage from Libidinal Economy, Jean-François Lyotard develops his own highly contested take on this
idea by claiming that:
The industrialized masses actually enjoyed the mad destruction of their organic body
which was indeed imposed upon them, they enjoyed the decomposition of their personal
identity, the identity that the peasant tradition had constructed for them, enjoyed the
dissolutions of their families and villages, and enjoyed the new monstrous anonymity
of the suburbs. (Lyotard 1993, 214)

How should we read Lyotard’s scandalous and patently absurd idea that people enjoyed the ‘monstrous
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In the 1844 Manuscripts, Marx wrote that ‘[sexual] prostitution is only a particular expression of the universal prostitution
of the worker’ (Marx 1988, 100f). In Libidinal Economy, Jean-François Lyotard also compares the conditions of life under
capitalism to prostitution. The labor market consists of a ‘series of singular, anonymous and indifferent relations […] between
clients and prostitutes’ (Lyotard 1993, 193). In his Philosophy of Money, Simmel similarly notes that ‘we experience in the
nature of money itself something of the essence of prostitution’ (Simmel 2011, 379).
22
Throughout this section, a clear pattern has emerged, of male philosophers romanticizing chorus girls, women in
advertisements and prostitutes. The choice for these gendered examples shows how anticipations of utopian otherness,
especially those related to sexuality and the body, are often feminized, and suggests a male-centric point of view as the main
philosophical reference point.
23
Benjamin’s remarks on the street prostitute as a cipher of modernity are revealing of his materialist method of critique,
which ‘aims to encapsulate the destructive activity of capitalism’ by mimicking its actions and repeating ‘its violence in the
text and on its images’ (Leslie 2000, 106). Countering feminist critiques of Benjamin using these women as commodities and
subjecting them to a male gaze that reduces them to a mere sign of negativity, Leslie emphasizes the critical function of what,
on the surface, appears merely to repeat the reification of the prostitute’s body. She writes: ‘Benjamin is not a moralist,
providing positive images, but a purveyor of a negativity with an explosive charge’ (Leslie 2000, 102). Still, the way all of
these male theorists make anecdotal use of female figures can be seen as problematic as it potentially romanticizes the gendered
other. Additionally, in the case of the prostitute, this use might be seen as insufficiently critical, considering the mostly dire
realities of sex work.
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anonymity of the suburbs’ and the reduction of their bodies to fragments of a giant impersonal
machinery? Doesn’t this idea render him complicit with what should be condemned as an inherently
exploitative and unjust system? By carefully reading the idea in its proper context, as I will do here, it
becomes clear that Lyotard did not want to suggest that people freely chose or desired to live in the
indicated circumstances or that they wholly and consistently enjoyed them.24
First, the pleasures Lyotard describes are but momentary escapes from the desperation of the subject
that exploit the very repetitive processes of machinic domination that cause this desperation, using them
as a means to reduce the subject’s painful awareness of its own disenfranchised existence. Second, not
having become part of this situation of its own accord, taking a degree of masochistic pleasure in the
process is the only sovereign act available to the subject. In this interpretation, jouissance is a way of
“owning” what is otherwise violently imposed from without. Third, despite its controversial and
insensitive glorification of the systemic violence to which people are subjected in the capitalist system,
the passage provides a sense of how, in the midst of this destructive process, there are also opportunities
for people to disappear in the urban crowd on their own terms and to escape the suffocating “organic
bodies” of the village community, church, and family.25
For Agamben as well, while violently reduced to “bare life” by capitalist modernity, the human
being may thereby also become truly whatever. In a short essay called “Identity without the Person”,
he associates this promise with the kinds of online identity play discussed in the first chapter as one of
the main characteristics of mask culture that differentiates it from the face culture of platforms:
At the moment when individuals are nailed down to a purely biological and asocial
identity, they are also promised the ability to assume all the masks and all the second
and third lives possible on the Internet, none of which can every really belong to them.
(Agamben 2010, 53)

In this essay, Agamben describes what he considers a certain desire for the im-personal, ‘to be freed
from the weight of the person, from the moral as much as the juridical responsibility that it carries along
with it’ as motivating such online masquerading (Agamben 2010, 53).
Building on the thematic of profanation as a way to think about the politics and aesthetics of mass
media culture, and on the way the latter continues to resonate in contemporary digital culture, the final
section of this chapter looks at two instances of mass publicness that can be said to exemplify a profane
appropriation of life’s expropriation in capitalist modernity, in which anonymity becomes generative
of new forms of pleasure, subjectivity, and collectivity: that of the public restroom as a shared surface
for anonymous writing and reading, as well as a meeting place for ephemeral (homo)sexual encounters;
and Chatroulette, a video chat portal that randomly connects strangers from all over the world.

3.4 Collective Pleasures of Anonymity: From the Public Restroom to Chatroulette
Referring back to the first section of the current chapter, this section develops the idea of anonymity as
a form of impersonal publicness that provides an alternative to the current emphasis on personal privacy
as the preferred antidote to the data-devouring imperatives of new forms of platform and surveillance
capitalism. If face culture can be considered the ideological or socio-cultural formation corresponding
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For an overview of these themes in Lyotard’s work, see Bennett (2010).
In his biography of London, the British historian Peter Ackroyd writes that, in the city, ‘One could become anybody’
(Ackroyd 2001, 775). He recounts how some of the great stories of London concern ‘those who have taken on new identities,
and new personalities’, and that ‘to begin again, to renew oneself, is one of the great advantages of the city’ and ‘part of its
endlessly dramatic life’ (Ackroyd 2001, 775). However, whereas Ackroyd’s observation comes across as naïve, as it ignores
the realities of dispossession that prevent most city dwellers from leading such an ‘endlessly dramatic life’, Lyotard at least
acknowledges the monstrous and violent character of this process.
25
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to this new data-based economic regime, mask culture escapes the latter not by finding refuge in the
private (through controlling access to personal data), but by radically inhabiting and accelerating the
very logic of mass-mediated publicness that social media rely on. Whereas recourses to privacy aim to
establish some measure of shelter and immunity from the promiscuity of modern mass(mediated)
publicness, the practices of “impersonal intimacy” that I discuss in this section represent attempts to
progressively inhabit this promiscuity of the public, creating pockets of “public privateness” and
“private publicness” in the deep folds of mass social life that undermine the “facializing” logic of
platforms and move toward an ‘identity without the person’. In this respect, they also constitute
examples of profanation.
I will begin by analyzing the public restroom as a space for anonymous reading and writing, as well
as an opportunity for ephemeral (homo)sexual encounters. This pre-Internet case, I will argue,
anticipates and helps to isolate the general social form of anonymity enabled by random videochat sites
like Chatroulette and imageboards like 4chan. Looking at public restrooms also provides a sense of the
largely invisible history of anonymity as a mode of impersonal sociality and a “practice of the self” that
– as an escape from the self – is pleasurable in and of itself, rather than merely providing a means to
maintain privacy.
Straddling the line between the public and the private, the personal and the impersonal, the public
restroom has historically been a source of great anxiety and ambivalence (Bronner 2009, 57). On the
one hand, what people do there is deemed strictly private; hence the seemingly endless variety of
euphemisms used to talk about “it”. On the other hand, a public restroom is what its name suggests; it
provides a public service in that anyone may in principle enter, and it belongs to no one – claims that
are obviously complicated by the fact that these places are still highly gendered, so that in practice not
everyone may enter every public restroom, and that they are increasingly operated by private
corporations. The public restroom is also public in the sense that, despite attempts to individualize and
privatize “it” – for example by blocking the flows of sight, smell, and sound through lockable doors,
air fresheners, and hand soap dispensers – there still takes place an inherently public communion of
bacteria, human DNA, bodily sounds, and other “stuff”. Restrooms thus weave a peculiar time-space
in which the intermingling of private and public stands out as an exemplary response to the formproblem of modern sociality, as a palimpsest of the history of urban hygiene, regulating the flow of
labor and consumer waste (Laporte 2000). It is the strange entanglement between public- and
privateness pervading urban space more generally that the public restroom partakes in. Located at
highway parking lots, airports, and shopping malls, public restrooms typically reside in what Marc
Augé (1992) defines as “nonplaces”: the impersonal spaces of global capitalism where (almost) no one
permanently lives and that do not have any relationship to local place, as people and things are always
only “passing through”.
Besides using the public toilet to relieve themselves of their bodily wastes, the unknown writers and
readers of toilet scribblings – what urban folklorist Alan Dundes calls “latrinalia” – appropriate the
public restroom f or their own creative ends, that of an illicit and anonymous communication system
(fig. 21). There exists a ‘long and ignoble history’ to the practice of inscribing messages and signs in
public bathrooms, going back at least two thousand years to ancient Greek and Roman times (Haslam
2012, 115-6). As Robert Reisner put it in the satirical magazine The Realist: ‘Having relieved himself
physically the scrawler may as well relieve the exretia of his mind in the same place’ (Reisner 1968,
1). Exploring this analogy between excretions of the body and the mind, in his “Theses on Feces”
(Dundes 2007), Dundes claims that engaging in toilet graffiti represents a sublimated kind of fecal
smearing known as coprophilia (typically observed in young children and elderly people suffering from
dementia). In Dundes’ predominantly psychoanalytic reading, ‘dirty words on bathroom walls are
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symbolically equivalent to excrement’ (Haslam 2012, 133).26
Besides providing an opportunity for anonymous communication (Abel and Buckley 1977), the
public restroom has also been utilized as a meeting place for fleeting, illicit homosexual encounters
between strangers, known as the “tearoom trade” in the US in the 1970s (fig. 22).27 The American
anthropologist Laud Humphreys went undercover in this clandestine scene. In this place where ‘[m]en
of all racial, social, educational and physical characteristics meet […] for sexual union’, he observed,
‘there exists a sort of democracy endemic to impersonal sex’ (Humphreys 1975, 13). In his own account
of public homosexual subculture, Michael Warner observes that, rather than establishing a new
community outside of the existing one that discriminated against and excluded them because of their
sexual preference,
even those who consider themselves gay may be seeking in such venues a world less
defined by identity and community than by the negation of identity through anonymous
contact; they may be seeking something very different from “community” in a venue
where men from very different worlds meet, often silently, for sex. (Warner 2002, 878, emphasis added)

With the previous section in mind, public toilet graffiti and the tearoom trade can be seen as radical
appropriations of the deterritorializing forces of mass modernity, opening up spaces where belonging
is no longer determined by community and identity, but precisely by its absence. As facilitating a form
of profane enchantment anchored in the disenchantment of modern life, the public restroom offers a
place of seclusion from the violent transparency of modern publicness, while at the same time remaining
radically open to this publicness from all sides and drawing its energy from this outside that is
continuously re-absorbed into it by the circulation of strangers. Rather than constituting itself through
the exclusion of the mass public from the bourgeois private sphere (Warner 2005), the restroom
composes a fold of anonymous intimacy (what Mark Seltzer refers to as forms of urban ‘strangerintimacy’ (Seltzer 1995, 125)) made of the same fabric as the urban publics its visitors will dissolve
back into. It thus generates small pockets of centripetal sociality momentarily shielded from, but never
immune to, the larger centrifugal forces that lend the public restroom its vitality. In these pockets, ‘the
outside is not a fixed limit but a moving matter animated by peristaltic movements, folds and foldings
that together make up an inside: they are not something other than the outside, but precisely the inside
of the outside’ (Deleuze, 1988, 96-7).28
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In his preface to John G. Bourke’s Scatologic Rites of All Nations (Bourke 2003), Sigmund Freud notes that children often
use defecations ‘in asserting themselves against adults’, i.e. in defiance of the imperative to ‘keep them secret, to be ashamed
of them and to feel disgust at their objects’ (Freud cited in Menninghaus 2003, 214). To publicize the most private contents
(obscenities, secrets, infantile fantasy life) in the medium that also formally symbolizes the private as such (feces, in this case)
qualifies as an act of profanation in Agamben’s definition, as it returns to a common use and restores to touch what has been
forbidden, what should not be touched. Moreover, it does so in the modality of play – where a shopping mall floor becomes a
skating ring, a phonebooth a time machine, and one’s own feces a medium of creative expression and an act of communication.
Such profane play returns matter to its use for whatever, before the distinction between what is pure or dirty, sacred or profane
(M. Douglas 1966).
27
There exists some overlap between these two uses of the public restroom, as several studies found that ‘a large proportion
of the graffiti found in men’s bathrooms consists of homosexual solicitations’ (Haslam 2012, 118).
28
For Deleuze’s Foucault-inspired notion of the fold, see the chapter “Foldings, or the Inside of Thought (Subjectivations)”
in Deleuze (1988) and The Fold: Leibniz and the Baroque (2006). Unfortunately, these folds of urban public privateness are
increasingly flattened out by the presence of security cameras and other forms of surveillance in public space. I will return to
the figure of the fold in my discussion of the naked obese man image in section 5.3, arguing that the fold also offers an apt
figure to think about the anonymous forms of online sociality that imageboards enable.
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Figure 21. Restroom graffiti, People’s Cafe, San Francisco (accessed 10 August 2019).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latrinalia#/media/File:Peoples_cafe.jpg.

Figure 22. Still from the documentary film Tearoom (2008). The material was filmed by the Police Department
of Mansfield, Ohio, in 1962 in the public restroom underneath the park in the center of town, and led to the
arrest of a large number of men (aged from 38 to 69) (YouTube, accessed 10 January 2018).
https://youtu.be/npAVR5lsj8s.

The clandestine use of the public restroom for language- or body-based intercourse provides a longer
history to the anonymous modes of sociality prevalent on imageboards like 4chan. In a collection on
the Internet as an emerging folkloric medium, Bronner explicitly compares the act of posting a message
to an online messageboard to leaving messages in public toilets, noting that the latter turns the surfaces
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of the restroom into ‘an open, uncensored discussion board and canvas on which creative messages and
drawings can be sequenced, similar to the heralded form and function of many blogs’ (Bronner 2009,
58). He also draws attention to the scatological contents and styles often displayed in both cases, of
which Chapter 5 will provide ample examples. In essence, both writing toilet graffiti and posting on
4chan involve communicating with others anonymously through the inscription of signs on a surface
acting as a medium (Gonos et al. 1976; Adams 2016). Latrinalia and the tearoom trade appropriate the
very social institution (the public toilet) designed to cleanse society in a physical, moral, and political
sense from unwanted elements as a space for impersonal encounters of various kinds. The same can be
said of anonymous imageboards, to the extent that they repurpose technology for playful
experimentation with the new forms of stranger-based interaction that it enables.
The random video-chat portal Chatroulette equally revolves around interactions between strangers,
in what is perhaps one of the simplest and purest examples of such interactions (which is why it was
selected as an additional case study). The site was set up as a personal pet project in 2009 by a Russian
teenager named Andrey Ternovskiy (Stone 2010), but quickly acquired notoriety for its “genital
exhibitionism”, which, as one participant joked, would ideally implement some kind of penis rather
than face recognition software. Like 4chan, Chatroulette requires no sign-up or login, as it ‘functions
purely on instant, random, switching and automated chat connections between people’ (Munster 2013,
99). The simple interface contains two empty boxes, one labeled “Stranger” and the other labeled
“You”. On pressing the “Play” button, the user’s webcam is activated and the message “Looking for a
random stranger” appears on the screen, shortly after which ‘you’re suddenly staring at another human
on your screen and they’re staring back at you, at which point you can either choose to chat (via text or
voice) or just click “next,” instantly calling up someone else’ (Anderson 2010).
By deliberately establishing random connections between people, the site exposes participants to
strangers for whom they are likewise strangers. Such an aleatory and ephemeral way of establishing
connections undermines the logic of homophily that social media platforms are said to amplify.
Homophily describes the tendency of people to seek out others who are or think like them (McPherson
et al. 2001; Chun 2016, 14-5). Chatroulette invites users to interact on the basis of heterophily, or rather
xenophily: a love of the strange, the ephemeral, the chance encounter (Dinescu 2012; Bilton 2010). As
shown by the examples below, heterophilic interaction on the platform often mobilizes the powers of
masking and disguise, turning it into a theater of inter-species role-playing and gender transformation
where dogs can talk and men impersonate female celebrities (figs. 23 and 24).
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Figure 23. Two instances of online masquerading on Chatroulette (accessed 1 August 2019).
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/797840890208313899/, https://www.businessinsider.com/what-to-make-ofchatroulette-2010-2.

Figure 24. Instance of genderbending roleplaying global celebrities on a random video-chat site (published as
video screen capture on YouTube, accessed 11 July 2018). https://youtu.be/YnJzUH2nbDs.
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In these instances, anonymity acts as an enabling condition for playful non-coincidence with one’s
self, for becoming other. Affiliated with early web culture in this respect (see Chapter 1), these examples
of dissimulative identity play on Chatroulette answer the question of ‘how to re-imagine anonymity not
as an attainable categorical state, but as a way to recoup an energy of metamorphosis, the desire to
become someone else’ (Lovink 2011, 46). Contrary to concerns over personal privacy, the forms of
impersonal publicness discussed in this section embody an ethos of risk and openness toward the
stranger that is oriented toward a pleasurable “loss of self” through metamorphosis.
The idea of anonymity as providing an escape from the self and an invitation to transformation has
also been a recurrent theme in Foucault’s work. For him, such an escape is imperative as an ethical
practice, as the self from which it flees signifies an oppressive subject-formation historically rooted in
discipline and punishment (de Villiers 2009). In his book on Foucault, Deleuze frames this escape from
the self as part of a larger struggle for subjectivity that
passes through a resistance to the two present forms of subjection, the one consisting of
individualizing ourselves on the basis of constraints of power, the other of attracting
each individual to a known and recognized identity, fixed once and for all. The struggle
for subjectivity presents itself, therefore, as the right to difference, variation and
metamorphosis. (Deleuze 1988, 105-6)

What the examples of the public restroom and Chatroulette show is that such a flight away from the
self is typically accompanied by a flight to an other. The fact that the “right to difference” Deleuze
speaks of has been largely recuperated by postmodern consumer culture does not altogether mute the
radical demand at its core. The dark rooms Foucault visited while exploring San Francisco’s
underground gay scene in the 1970s, for example, were seen by him to harbor the radical experience of
another mode of existence beyond the person where ‘you stop being imprisoned inside your own face,
your own past, your own identity’ (cited in Macey 1995, xv). This can also be related to Foucault’s
comments on writing, in which he urges ‘to write oneself into a thick sense of anonymity, out of a name,
a persona, a psyche, and a face’ (Foucault 2013, 55).29 In this passage, the name and the face come to
represent the main anchoring points of an affective attachment to one’s own personality, just as the loss
of one’s name and face opens up a line of flight away from the confines of the self.
It is in its relationship to otherness that an ethics of anonymity can be distinguished from that of
privacy. Whereas to deliver oneself over to anonymity is to relinquish what Canetti claims is the fear
of strangers that accompanies each person throughout her life, privacy instead aims to neutralize this
movement away from the self, cementing its opposition to the stranger as a dangerous other by
retreating into a private sphere. Whereas ‘privacy gives us the freedom to be ourselves’, as Marc
Zuckerberg observed in a recent speech (Statt 2019), anonymity instead gives us the freedom to be
another. The public restroom and Chatroulette hint at such an ethics of anonymity, in which anonymity
becomes generative of the freedom to engage in the modes of mass publicness these off- and online
spaces enable. In my discussions of these cases, I have shown how there can pleasure in the fluidity and
metamorphosis of identity that characterizes them. In this capacity, they belong to the variety of
anonymous figures (as figures of profanation) that I describe in this chapter, from the joys of mass
curiosity to the mass ornament, and from the prostitute to Lyotard’s deterritorialized peasant population.
Yet throughout this chapter I have also insisted on the fundamental ambivalence of these figures, as
they simultaneously point to the release of the human body in new forms of collective selfdetermination, and to the onslaught of reification and alienation in ever-more domains of life. For
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For a discussion of Foucault on anonymity, see Bordeleau (2012). For a feminist critique, see Zurn (2016). Both of these
authors emphasize Foucault’s understanding of anonymity as a “practice of the self” that provides an alternative to prevailing
identity formations (Zurn 2016, 28).
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Benjamin and Kracauer, this ambivalence proves to be internal to mass culture itself (Hansen 2012, 8).
New, potentially progressive forms of mass culture lay dormant as anagrams of the present, rather than
in an external domain like art, as Adorno argued. It is the task of the critical theorist to decode and
preserve these anagrams for future use, so as to explore and better understand that “region opened up
by technology” that – as both Chatroulette and 4chan show – is no longer “glaringly empty” but filled
with all kinds of strange beings. The next chapter will look at these beings that populate online mask
culture from the perspective of their belonging to the popular festive tradition of what Bakhtin refers to
as the carnivalesque, where every face is defaced and turned into a mask, and the world is turned into a
banquet of images. The aim will be to reveal the affinities between the carnival and the logic of
profanation discussed in the present chapter.
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4. The Carnivalesque Spirit of Online Mask Culture
4.1 An Incest of Forms: Modernity as Masquerade
The current chapter investigates the significance, in online mask culture’s profane media logic, of what
Bakhtin would call anons’ ‘carnival sense of the world’ (Bakhtin 1984a, 107). It does so with an eye to
the cultural and aesthetic affinities between this sense of the world and the profanating dynamics of
mass media culture discussed in the previous chapter: the latter’s tendency, like the carnival Bakhtin
describes, to “bring things closer”, and its antipathy to the singular and solemn “face” of the person.
Like the anti-auratic, profanating thrust of mass media such as photography and film, as described by
Benjamin and Kracauer, the carnival indiscriminately mixes and brings into contact that which should
remain apart. The Guy Fawkes mask analyzed in Chapter 2 provides a striking example of how the
impersonal and promiscuous forms of mass publicness on imageboards like 4chan are imagined by its
users in carnivalesque terms. In this case, the carnivalesque takes on the form of a vaudeville mask –
the mask in general which, as we will see, for Bakhtin signifies ‘the most complex theme of folk culture’
(Bakhtin 1984b, 39). It is the affinity between mass and mask foregrounded in this example that the
present chapter as a whole seeks to explore.
The mask can be said to speak the language of what Bakhtin conceptualized throughout his work as
the carnival or carnivalesque. Whereas the first term is more associated with the carnival’s actual
historical existence, the second can alternatively describe an aesthetic genre, a discursive style with a
specific literary tradition, a popular-cultural practice, or a mode of sociality. In each of these domains,
however, the carnival/esque comprises at least the following thematic elements. First, it cultivates an
affirmative attitude to the “lower bodily stratum” that is normally marginalized or exorcized from the
elevated spheres of human life, art, and culture – and as such defies and subverts the official order of
things: ‘In carnival, all that is marginalized and excluded – the mad, the scandalous, the aleatory – takes
over the center in a liberating explosion of otherness’ (Stam 1989, 86). As an expression of the lower
bodily stratum that stands the world on its head, the tumultuous crowd of the carnival shapes into what
Bakhtin calls a “grotesque body” opposed to the “classical body” of the official idiolects of Church and
State (including its glorification in Art), even when that transgression in the historical carnival is
sanctioned and ultimately serves to reproduce the existing moral and socio-political order.1
However, even if one concedes that the transgressions of the historical carnival have this essentially
conservative function, they still offer a collective immersion in the social realm’s “second life”, a topsyturvy play world where all the rules are the opposite of what they are in “real life”, and whose
participants view it ‘from the standpoint of the guts or genitals’ (Eagleton 1989, 178). Beyond the
question of its transgressive status, then, the carnival/esque projects ‘a utopian world of pleasure and
abundance’ (Stam 1989, 87) whose value does not exclusively lie in its destitution of the prevailing
reality principle but in the institution of such a common world, as it gives shape to social and material
surplus. In this self-affirmative sense, the inverted mirror world of carnival materializes through forms
of joyous laughter, grotesque realism, and “crude slum naturalism”; the parodic-travestying elements
in the novelistic discourse of Rabelais and Dostoevsky (Bakhtin 1981, 60; Bakhtin 1984a); as well as
the frank public speech of the ancient banquet or medieval marketplace. Formally, these iterations of
the carnival/esque in discourse and popular festive culture are characterized by what Bakhtin refers to
as dialogism, hybridity, polyglossia, or heteroglossia, each of which has different connotations and
applications but all of which signal the carnival’s egalitarian and profanating spirit.2

1
2

For a critique of the ‘uncritical assimilation of Bakhtin into current critical practice’ (White 1987, 217), see Young (1985).
For a proper introduction to these Bakhtinian concepts, see Holquist 1990.
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Many of the themes outlined so far will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, where I will look
at the way anons represent online interaction in scatological terms, and as a “grotesque media body”.
In this chapter, my aim is to show that most of the thematic elements of Bakhtin’s carnival/esque can
also be found within 4chan’s subcultural imaginary. Whereas the previous chapter situated this
imaginary in the tradition of mass media culture and its thwarted promise of a thoroughgoing
“profanation” of life, this and the following chapter place online mask culture in the tradition of popular
festive culture, showing the latter to possess a similarly “profanating” logic. In fact, Bakhtin uses the
term “profanation” to describe the carnival’s egalitarian and anti-authoritarian spirit in a way that is
very similar to Benjamin’s description of mass media’s anti-auratic thrust (e.g. in the case of Jean Paul
on the cover of an illustrated magazine discussed in Chapter 3) as involving ‘the debasement of the
sacred’ (Magretta and Magretta 1979, 26):
Carnival brings together, unifies, weds, and combines the sacred with the profane, the
lofty with the low, the great with the insignificant, the wise with the stupid. Connected
with this is yet a fourth carnivalistic category, profanation: carnivalistic blasphemies, a
whole system of carnivalistic de- basings and bringings down to earth, carnivalistic
obscenities linked with the reproductive power of the earth and the body, carnivalistic
parodies on sacred texts and sayings, etc. (Bakhtin 1984a, 123)

Exploring the affinities between profanation and the carnival/esque, the current section looks at how
the promiscuous and anarchic forms of modern mass publicness discussed in Chapter 3 are described
by various commentators in explicitly carnivalesque terms, i.e. how the mass becomes legible by being
translated in terms of the mask. Such descriptions, I argue, point to an affinity between the profanating
forces of mass media culture and the modes of spectatorship and collectivity that Bakhtin attributes to
popular festive culture, including its literary appropriation in the work of Rabelais, which he described
as providing ‘an encyclopedia of folk culture’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 58). What I argue both mass and mask
signify in these cases is the slippage of identity in mass modernity – a process that, as Chapter 3 showed,
breeds as much despair over the dissolution and absorption of the person in mass existence as it incites
a festive immersion in the undifferentiated body of modern social life, e.g. in the curiosity-driven forms
of mass-mediated publicness to which Warren and Brandeis opposed the right to privacy, the serial
ornaments of the culture industry as described by Kracauer, or the forms of stranger intimacy that
characterize the public restroom and Chatroulette.
Investigating these affinities between mass and mask ultimately serves to gain a better understanding
of their intersection in anonymous imageboard culture. The second section of this chapter looks at how
the centrality and vernacular use of images on 4chan can be seen to partake in this larger historical
constellation. Specifically, I show how the communicative use of so-called “reaction” pictures on 4chan
enacts a carnivalesque “commoning of faces” that exemplifies the imageboard’s profane media logic.
By circulating as stock images, human beings are submerged in processes of carnivalesque substitution
and exchange, radically exposed to and ceaselessly interpenetrating each other. The third section then
turns to the carnivalesque significance of laughter as tethered to the impersonal world view inherent to
the comic-materialist sensibilities and pornographic imagination that anonymous engagement on 4chan
seems to yield, as constituting another crucial part of its profane media logic. Finally, the fourth section
takes up the connection between mass and mask once more in the context of 4chan’s parodic
appropriation of online discourse as a profanation of language.
I begin by discussing various historical examples in which modern forms of collectivity have been
described in carnivalesque terms by comparing them to fairs, masquerades, and carnival processions,
as well as by depicting the urban crowd as a monster. Returning to Wordsworth’s The Prelude, its
narrator suffers a vertiginous loss of identity when he takes in London’s urban landscape as an ‘endless
stream of men and moving things’ (Wordsworth 1850, 159). The city’s nameless crowds are seen to
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live ‘amid the same perpetual whirl / Of trivial objects, melted and reduced / To one identity, by
differences / That have no law, no meaning, and no end’ (Wordsworth 1850, 182).3 The narrator’s
words convey the shock experience of modernity as an experience of triviality in the conventional sense
of “insignificant, trifling, useless”, and in its related etymological sense as “common, commonplace,
vulgar”.4 The streets of London are literally a crossroads (trivium) featuring a constellation of men and
things that conspire before the disgusted but also fascinated gaze of the poet-narrator.5 In central
sections of The Prelude, Wordsworth speaks of the city of London as ‘that monstrous ant-hill on the
plain’ and as a ‘huge fermenting mass of human kind’, the inhabitants of which are like ‘unknown and
unconscious living particles swept in a flood’ (Wordsworth 1850, 202). As Stallybrass and White
observe in their account of the poem and its bodily grotesque rendering of the fairground (see below),
Wordsworth’s comments on London did not merely express ‘a horror of contamination’ at its monstrous
sights but also wonder and excitement at the spectacle of strange new forms (Stallybrass and White
1986, 120).6
In line with Wordsworth’s descriptions of modern urbanity as monstrous, Benjamin discusses how,
in the short story “The Man of the Crowd” (1840),7 Edgar Allan Poe imagines the crowd’s essentially
inhuman make-up: ‘fear, revulsion, and horror were the emotions which the big city crowd aroused in
those who first observed it’ (Benjamin 2003, 327). In the context of his unfinished treatise on the French
poet Baudelaire as the prototypical urban flâneur, Benjamin also understands Victor Hugo’s La pente
de la reverie (1830)8 as capturing ‘the promiscuity at work among the multitude of living things’ in
modernity that Baudelaire seeks to incorporate in his poetry (Benjamin 2003, 35).9 What Benjamin
takes from Hugo’s poetic figuration of modernity as a promiscuous gathering of strangers is that
in the crowd, that which is below a person comes in contact with what holds sway above
him. This promiscuity encompasses all others. In Hugo, the crowd appears as a bastard
form which shapeless, superhuman powers create from those creatures that are below
human beings. (Benjamin 2003, 36)

However, while Benjamin attributes a revolutionary potential to the crowd, its depiction as
something that acts below and above the person(al) is also deployed by conservative thinkers throughout
modernity in a negative way. In Reflections on the French Revolution (1790), for example, Edmund
Burke refers to the newborn French Republic as ‘a monstrous medley of all conditions, tongues and
nations’ (Burke 1910, 65). As Mark Neocleous notes, the figure of the monster was Burke’s way of
‘imagining the unimaginable – of filling the empty conceptual space that would only later become
occupied by the proletariat’ and thus ‘a way of “naming” what was then politically unnameable’

3

I will return to the carnivalesque significance of the monster in section 5.4, where I discuss anons’ identification with the
green monster meme.
4
“Trivial”. Your Dictionary. https://www.yourdictionary.com/trivial.
5
The challenge for Wordsworth’s narrator and readers of the poem alike consists in coming to terms with the paradox that, in
the city, differences proliferate while at the same time “melting into one”: to think the identity of difference, identity as
difference, where differences are identical to the extent that they are all equally ‘without law, meaning, or end’.
6
Wordsworth was not the first or the last to describe London as a monster, and/or in monstrous terms. In A Tour Through the
Whole Island of Great Britain, Daniel Defoe (1962) speaks of ‘this great and monstrous Thing, called London’. Other
commentators at the time similarly refer to London as ’an over-grown monster’ (White 2013, 76), and of its place within
Britain as ‘a kind of Monster, with a Head enormously large, and out of all Proportion to its Body’ (Tucker cited in White
2013, 33). The figure of a faceless, headless, or multi-headed monster is persistently associated with unruly forms of
collectivity, e.g. the rabble or mob as a ‘many-headed monster’ (Wiegandt 2012; Williams 1976, 192).
7
“The Man of the Crowd”. http://xroads.virginia.edu/~HYPER/POE/manofcro.html.
8
“La pente de la reverie”. Wikisource. https://fr.wikisource.org/wiki/Les_Feuilles_d’automne/La_Pente_de_la_rêverie.
9
In Hugo, monstrosity is associated with anonymity in the figure of the “foule sans nom”: ‘Nameless mob! Chaos! Voices,
eyes, footsteps / Those one has never seen, those one does not know / All the living! Cities buzzing in our ears’ (Hugo cited
in Benjamin 2003, 36).
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(Neocleous 2005, 25; see Neocleous 2014).10 The monstrous for Burke symbolizes what is out of place,
never returns to the same, ceaselessly traverses the boundaries between the lower and the higher natures,
and disconnects the visible from the invisible world.11 In modernity, everything circulates
promiscuously and anything can be exchanged, leveled to the same meaningless denominator. For
Burke modernity thus signifies a perpetually revolutionary condition under which the rules of the sacred
ancestors no longer prevail, and the future no longer promises a return to the same but constitutes the
ever-shifting horizon of human hubris.
The loss of identity and tradition that Burke bemoans is equally central to Wordsworth’s account of
the Bartholomew Fair, one of London’s pre-eminent summer charter fairs that took place yearly from
1133 until 1855.12 In The Prelude, Wordsworth indexes all the curiosities to be seen at the Fair, which
to the narrator appears as a grotesque “parliament of monsters” and as such provides a vivid allegorical
image for modernity as a whole. For Wordsworth’s narrator, the Fair presents in miniature form the
structure of the city in which it is nested:
All moveables of wonder, from all parts, / Are here – Albinos, painted Indians, Dwarfs,
/ The Horse of knowledge, and the learned Pig, / The Stone-eater, the man that swallows
fire, / Giants, Ventriloquists, the Invisible Girl, / The Bust that speaks and moves its
goggling eyes, / The Wax-work, Clock-work, all the marvelous craft / Of modern
Merlins, Wild Beasts, Puppet-shows, All out-o’-the-way, far-fetched, perverted things,
/ All freaks of nature, all Promethean thoughts / Of man, his [sic] dullness, madness,
and their feats / All jumbled up together, to compose A Parliament of Monsters.
(Wordsworth 1850, 200-201)

The “blank confusion” of the fairground as seen from above by the narrator on his Muse’s wings, is the
‘true epitome / Of what the mighty City is herself, / To thousands upon thousands of her sons’
(Wordsworth 1850, 201). The carnival fairground thus renders visible in sensual form the
phantasmagoric essence of the city, as a place of profound de-naturalization, ‘a pantomime and

10

An abbreviation of the Latin mobile vulgus, the mob is here conceived as monstrously mobile, escaping vertical integration
in the natural distribution of privileges, including the names and ranks that symbolized them: ‘first dissected (separated from
the land and their communities), then reassembled as a frightening collective entity, that grotesque conglomeration known as
the proletarian mob’ (McNally 2011, 95). Similarly, in The Many-Headed Hydra, Linebaugh and Rediker observe how ‘when
the proletariat was rebellious and self-active, it was described as a monster, a many-headed hydra’ (Linebaugh and Rediker
2000, 329). Already in early modern political philosophy, a mix of medical and monster metaphors related to the body were
used. In his essay “On Sedition”, for example, Francis Bacon speaks of ‘rebellions of the belly’, just as Hobbes speaks of
‘intestine disorders’ and ‘bulimia’ of the body politic (cited in Neocleous 2014, 13); see Springborg (1995; 2010).
11
Modernity is said to dismantle that ‘great primaeval contract of eternal society, linking the lower with the higher natures,
connecting the visible and invisible world, according to a fixed compact sanctioned by the inviolable oath which holds all
physical and all moral natures, each in their appointed place’ (Burke 1910, 93-4).
12
Set up by a jester turned monk (Rosenfield 1960, 1), the fair was originally a trading market for cloth, meat, livestock, and
other goods. By the early seventeenth century, it had become oriented more toward pleasure than business, or rather, it had
developed into a place where pleasure became business, one of the earliest manifestations of the entertainment industry.
Besides being remade to fit the template of various state-ordained spectacles, the fair was progressively integrated in a still
embryonic culture industry that accorded a new role to the working-class subject as a consumer of cultural goods. Along with
circuses, street performers, and curiosity cabinets, the Bartholomew Fair was one of the places where the carnival - now
carnivalesque, i.e. carnival-like - re-entered in secularized form, in anticipation of what Kracauer would later come to refer to
as the “American distraction factories” of modern entertainment. In 1855, the fair was finally suppressed by the city
authorities for encouraging “debauchery” and “public disorder”. But already in 1700 the relevant authorities prohibited the
use of booths – those stands ‘employed for Interludes, Stage-plays, Comedies, Gaming-places, Lotteries, disorderly Musickmeetings’ (cited in Rosenfield 1960, 2) – for purposes other than commerce. Originally lasting two weeks, in 1717 the fair
was limited to three days due to ‘the Great Vice and Prophaness, occasion’d there by Stage-Plays’ (cited in Rosenfield 1960,
3). Stallybrass and White situate this suppression in a larger movement, arguing that, everywhere in Europe from the
seventeenth century onward, ‘a fundamental ritual order of western culture came under attack – its feasting, violence, drinking,
processions, fairs, wakes, rowdy spectacle and outrageous clamour were subject to surveillance and repressive control’
(Stallybrass and White 1986, 176). In their account, the suppression of popular festive culture was a direct consequence of the
increasingly possessive-individualist outlook of an emerging bourgeois society.
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masquerade’ (Lamb and Lamb 1935, 24) whose ‘stock urban characters’ appeared as if part of ‘some
great and endless theatre’ (Ackroyd 2001, Ch. 13). London, as the English poet and essayist Charles
Lamb noted in a letter to Wordsworth, ‘displayed its own fair share of monstrosities, including the
London crowds themselves’ (Lamb and Lamb 1935, vol. 1).
The original cover image of Honoré de Balzac’s novel l’Homme qui rit (1869)13 may serve to
illustrate the monstrous and carnivalesque configuration of the fairground crowd (fig. 25). Seen from
the back of a stage booth, the distorted faces of the anonymous spectators appear deformed and masklike. Forming a giant multi-headed body, they appear even more grotesque than the so-called “freaks”
displayed on the stage. Wordsworth’s account of Bartholomew Fair can also be read as presenting such
a scene within a scene. In watching the crowd watching the freak show, the narrator relates to the crowd
in the same way as the crowd relates to the “freaks” displayed on the stage: with a mix of fascination
and disgust at their monstrous composition. For the narrator, then, the crowd watching the monstrosity
on stage becomes part of the stage that is the fairground, that is the city as a whole as the stage where
the otherwise hidden and anonymous stories of London play out.

Figure 25. Image on the original cover of Balzac’s novel L’homme qui rit (1869), depicting a so-called “freak
show” (accessed 29 August 2019).
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/L%27Homme_qui_rit#/media/Fichier:Homme_qui_rit.png.

Linking the narrator’s experience to Wordsworth’s own, the literary scholar David Simpson argues
that ‘the oppressive and frightening crowds of London and Paris […] typify a historical condition whose
emergent realities Wordsworth was consistently anxious to avoid’ (Simpson 2009, 3). However, it could
also be argued that, in failing to really avoid these conditions by describing the experience of them,
Wordsworth developed a heightened sensibility for the strange and ghostly worlds of brewing
commodity fetishism represented by the crowd. Moreover, Wordsworth’s observations on the crowd
(as voiced through the narrator) do not merely express ‘a horror of contamination’ at its monstrous
sights but also wonder and excitement at the spectacle of its strange new forms (Stallybrass and White

13

l’Homme qui rit”. Archive.org. https://archive.org/details/lhommequirit03hugogoog/page/n9.
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1986, 120).14
Stallybrass and White position the poet’s horror as exemplary of the bourgeois mix of disgust at and
fascination with these new urban configurations, and of the attempt to establish some measure of
immunity from its contagious dynamics. In her work on eighteenth-century masquerades in Britain,
Terry Castle locates a similar rhetoric of contagion in the masquerade’s conservative detractors, one
imagined spatially in terms of collapsing boundaries: ‘At its most profound level anti-masquerade
rhetoric was directed against the masquerade’s unholy mixing of things meant to remain apart – its
impulse, as it were, toward an incest of forms’ (Castle 1996, 80).15 Similar to conservative critics like
Burke who bemoan the anonymity of the city, 18th century critics of the masquerade describe it as a
shifting, disorienting visual mass hosting various scenes of monstrous metamorphosis: a topsy-turvy
world where ‘everyone […] wears a Habit which speaks him the Reverse of what he is’ (Universal
Spectator, 5 April 1729, cited in Castle 1996, 5), and where ‘women changed into men, and men into
women’ (The Guardian correspondent cited in Castle 1996, 5).16
Similarly, Stallybrass and White describe both the urban fair and the masquerade as instances of
carnivalesque hybridizing, where:
The boundaries between all categories are confused and transgressed: animals become
human, humans become animals, freaks and monsters, buildings become open orifices
which vomit forth and consume people simultaneously, [and] fair-goers of different ages
and genders are muddled up together. (Stallybrass and White 1986, 120)
17

At various junctions in his work, Benjamin reflects on the affinities between mass modernity and the
carnival, as described by Wordsworth and others. In recounting a carnival procession in Nice, he notes
how its grotesque parade figures mimic the mascots of modern advertising:
Take that demonic fellow down there with the meter-long pencil behind his ear. He’s
supposed to represent the “Fairground Chronicler”. But doesn’t he look most of all like
the advertising puppet for a pencil factory? Don’t a lot of those giant creatures look as
if they’d just left their spot in the atrium of a department store to tag along with the
carnival procession? (Benjamin 2002, 27)

By comparing the fairground chronicler to the advertising mascot, Benjamin seems to suggest that the
carnival spirit to which the chronicler belongs has largely lost its transgressive and utopian potential, as
it has been incorporated in the consumer spectacles of capitalism (in the form of the advertising puppet).
Yet the “carnivalization of the social” under conditions of modernity implied by this comparison may
equally be taken to mean that this utopian force has been (at least partly) transferred onto the new forms
of mass culture that consumer spectacles also potentiate. Precluding a naively romantic conception of
the carnival as the utopian other to capitalist modernity, then, Benjamin charges these mass formations

14

The fact that the poet-narrator surveys the fair from under his muse’s wings resolves the contradiction between the movement
toward (fascination) and away from (disgust) the spectacle playing out before him. The distance from the roaring masses below
afforded by the bird’s eye view allows for the experience of its petrifying presence to become sublime in the Kantian sense,
as the aesthetic pleasure of being confronted with the overwhelming presence of unconceptualizable powers without being
completely consumed by them.
15
Just as for Wordsworth the fair exemplifies an embryonic modernity, so in Castle’s account the masquerade prefigures a
social formation that would only become dominant much later.
16
Attesting to 4chan’s predilection for masquerading, as described in the first chapter, the Rules of the Internet meme discussed
in section 4.3 contains an almost identical saying in rule 29, which states that ‘In the Internet all girls are men and all kids are
undercover FBI agents’ (fig. 34).
17
Wordsworth relies on similar bodily grotesque tropes to describe the Bartholomew fair: ‘Tents and Booths / Meanwhile, as
if the whole were one vast mill, / Are vomiting, receiving on all sides, / Men, Women, three-years’ Children, Babes in arms’
(Wordsworth 1850, 679-94).
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with a subdued utopian potential, as I showed in Chapter 3.
For Benjamin, the work of James Ensor serves to illustrate the connections between modernity and
carnival. In the essay “Experience and Poverty” (1933), he writes:
We need to remind ourselves of Ensor’s magnificent paintings, in which the streets of
great cities are filled with ghosts; philistines in carnival disguises roll endlessly down
the streets, wearing distorted masks covered in flour and cardboard crowns on their
heads. (Benjamin 1999a, 732)

In many of Ensor’s paintings and drawings, the crowds that roam the city indeed appear as giant carnival
processions. The work Christ’s Entry into Brussels in 1889 (fig. 26), for example, represents the urban
masses of 19th century Brussels as ‘a crude, ugly, chaotic, dehumanized sea of masks, frauds, clowns,
and caricatures’ (J. Paul Getty Trust 2018). It depicts the person as swallowed up by the mass (hence
its “dehumanization”, which, contrary to its liberal-bourgeois understanding, in the carnival sense of
the world is not a bad thing). The work Self-Portrait with Masks (fig. 27) even more emphatically stages
the conflict between the masked mass and the integral, personal self. In the painting, a swarm of
deformed and grimacing masks floods the pictorial frame from all sides, encroaching upon the portrait
of the artist that is somewhat classically positioned in the center of the composition (even when he
seems to already have been slightly pulled to the side by the forces that the crowd exerts on him). In
the painting, there are not just different genders, but also different races, and through its display of
skulls and death masks even the boundaries that separate the living from the dead are erased or made
fluid. Although Ensor’s face stands out from the sea of masks, his facial hair, hat, and jacket seem to
bleed into and exchange colors and textures with them, thus blurring the boundary between the masked
mass and himself.
In contrast to bourgeois portraiture, in which the masked crowd is always already exorcised from
the frame, while the singular person is elevated, Ensor includes this exclusion constitutive of bourgeois
individuality within the very pictorial stage on which such individuality is traditionally performed. On
the one hand, this inclusion suggests a non-immunitary relationship between the individual and the
mass. The image of the artist in the center of the painting seems quite at ease within the surrounding
crowd. Yet, by gazing directly and almost conspiratorially at the viewer, Ensor still seems to want to
address us personally, as if to force us to recognize the painter’s heroic defiance in the midst of the
crowd. The inclusion of the normally excluded crowd inside frame, then, may serve more as a clever
dramatic device affirming bourgeois individuality than a carnivalesque subversion of it.18

18

On Ensor’s conflicted and ambivalent relationship to his masks, see Werman (2003).
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Figure 26. James Ensor (1888) Christ’s Entry into Brussels in 1889, Getty Museum, New York (accessed 30
August 2019).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christ%27s_Entry_Into_Brussels_in_1889#/media/File:Christ’s_Entry_into_Brussels_in_1889
.jpg.

Figure 27. James Ensor (1899) Self-Portrait with Masks, Menard Art Museum, Komaki (accessed 30 August
2019). https://www.wikiart.org/en/james-ensor/self-portrait-with-masks-1899.
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Leaving aside Ensor’s own attitudes or artistic intentions, the flooding of the frame with the
masquerading crowds of modernity in his work attests to a fundamental thematic connection between
the carnivalesque and the logic of “profanation” outlined in the previous chapter. It is, I argue, this
connection that explains why mass modernity is (and can be) so vividly described in the language of
the carnivalesque by Wordsworth and others. Just as the city produces an ‘endless stream of men and
moving things’, so the carnival favors the shapeshifting play of appearances over rigid identities, and
materialist leveling over traditional hierarchies. And just as in Hugo’s description of the urban crowds
of Paris, so in the carnival procession ‘that which is below a person comes in contact with what holds
sway above him’. Finally, just as modernity’s masses tend to devour the person, creating an anonymous
and fragmented sense of the self as “anyone” (as discussed in section 2.4), so Castle notes how the
masquerade’s celebration of ‘the hybrid and duplicitous nature of material appearances’ results in a
‘devaluation of unitary notions of the self’ (Castle 1996, 24; 4). In Ensor’s carnivalesque visions of the
masses, Stefan Jonsson writes,
The unity of the person is split open, its unique personality impressed by the mark of
the stereotype and suspended midway between identity and anonymity, humanity and
bestiality. Neither autonomous individuals nor faceless elements of the crowd, Ensor's
figures are at once themselves and others. (Jonsson 2008, 88)

By looking at Ensor, Wordsworth, and others to draw out the affinities between mass modernity and
the carnival/esque, the current section has prepared the ground for grasping the subcultural significance
of the use of a carnivalesque trope like the Guy Fawkes mask (and others to be discussed in Chapter 5)
on imageboards like 4chan. The next section looks at the becoming mass and mask-like of the face in
the practice of using “reaction” pictures that, understood as a “commoning of faces”, can also be seen
to reflect a profane and carnival sense of the world.

4.2 An Ocean of Mouths, Noses, Eyes, and Ears: The Carnivalesque Commoning of Faces19
In “Faces as Commons: The Secondary Visuality of Communicative Capitalism” (Dean 2016), Jodi
Dean departs from her own daughters’ everyday use of emoticons, selfies, face-swaps, and memes on
social media and messenger apps, noticing that they use pictures of others to convey their own feelings
and thoughts. Even when subsumed by the proprietary logics of what she calls “communicative
capitalism”, Dean argues that this use of images nevertheless reveals the existence of a “digital
commons”, understood as a publicly available, social, and communicative reservoir of shared
expressive gestures: the raised eyebrow emoticon, the facepalm reaction image, the disgusted grimace
meme, and so on.20 Crucially, these images work by dint of not uniquely applying or belonging to me.
Rather, it is their repeatability and generic applicability that make them work as effectively as they do.
For Dean, this illustrates how facial expressions have become part of a common gestural aesthetic that
allows them to be applied across divergent socio-cultural contexts. It also suggests that individual,
personal expression necessarily draws from a set of common communicative resources that are
“impersonal” to the extent that they possess a certain independence from their users’ particular

19

Parts of this section have been published in NECSUS (de Zeeuw 2017b).
Dean introduces the term “secondary visuality” to think about contemporary digital culture in terms of ‘the constant
generation and regeneration of a visual commons of circulating images’ (Dean 2016, 10). It refers to the way in which word,
image, speech, and gesture intersect, overlap, and combine, to how ‘visuals accompany and absorb text just as physical gestures
augment oral communication’ (Dean 2016, 3). The notion of secondary visuality is inspired by Walter J. Ong’s claim in Orality
and Literacy (Ong 2002) that, contrary to the print culture that in his account succeeded oral culture, the third stage of
“electronic media” allows for the emergence of “secondary orality”: the return of an oral communicative logic within societies
organized by the logic of print.
20
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condition. Or, rather, the situation the user is in is typically not unique: compared to others, she feels
and thinks similar things in similar situations, with similar intentions and based on similar needs. In
these forms of “similar” everyday communication, then, the originality and uniqueness of the image are
far less significant than its ability to be circulated and immediately understood. When using a gestural
template like the raised eyebrow emoticon, the question of whether it uniquely expresses my individual
feelings or thoughts does not typically come up: it is simply not relevant to the communicative purpose
at hand.
This means that, in social media, ‘images of others are images of me’ (Dean 2016, 5). The use of
standardized images of others to communicate my own feelings (which are thereby revealed not to be
strictly mine) implicitly acknowledges the common dimension of these forms of online interaction:
My identity, or sense of self, is not so singular or unique that it can only stand for itself,
but interchangeable with others. Their faces and expressions convey my own. Not only
do I see myself in others, I present others as myself. The face that once suggested the
identity of the singular person, now flows into collective expression of common
feelings. (Dean 2016, 5)

As each face takes on an im-personal rather than a personal quality in standardized images, the unique
characteristics of each face start to blur and mingle with those of others, to the point where they could
be anyone’s (Dean 2016, 5). As such, these images may be seen to counter-act social media’s
interpellation of the “You” as a uniquely personal and individual affair, as discussed in section 1.3.
For Dean, this commoning of faces is present where you would perhaps least expect it, namely in
the selfie. According to her, the latter should not be read as yet another symptomatic instance of
narcissistic self-display on social media, but rather as a participation in the “selfie-form”. The pleasure
of this derives from sharing in a common visual template: the smartphone that covers the face and
orients the viewer to the body (when a mirror is used), or the arm on the side the extension of which
gives a slightly morphed representation of the face because of the technical construction of the camera
lens. Although not creating a collective in any substantive sense of the term, since it is still part of social
media’s “networked individualist” practices, the selfie nevertheless enacts a self that is a common one:
the self of the many imitating each other by participating in the selfie form.
Wendy Chun makes a similar observation in her discussion of the video artwork Mass Ornament by
Natalie Bookchin (2009) (fig. 28), which references Kracauer’s seminal essay discussed in section 3.2.
Out of hundreds of YouTube videos, Bookchin constructs a serialized performance that questions the
relation between the individual and the collective in digital media networks, tracing the contours of an
unconscious collectivity at the very heart of a seemingly hyper-individualistic media milieu. Through
the way Bookchin assembles YouTube videos of dancers filming themselves in their own private rooms,
they become ‘part of something larger than their separate selves’ (Bookchin and Kane 2009), thus
questioning the status of the You in YouTube.21 Here, too, seemingly personal gestures like facial
expressions are shown to never fully belong to those who “have” them; rather, they are exposed as part
of a pool of common visual and gestural components. Bookchin’s video installations thus reveal
plurality in singularity and collectivity in individuality. In these dances, individuality does not
progressively sever itself from ‘an originary multiplicity’, but instead constantly returns to it (Chun
2016, 163). As with the selfies, what appears at first glance as a hyper-individualistic form of selfdisplay, on second inspection reveals a common shape, a collective choreography in which each move

21

Maintaining a relation to the mass ornaments of the twentieth century, Bookchin inquires to what degree such historical
forms resonate with contemporary ones, tracing structural similarities while also attending to what is irreducibly different
(Bookchin and Stimson 2011). If Kracauer’s Tiller girls reflected capitalist modernity and the Fordist organization of the
laboring bodies of the industrial proletariat into mechanized collectives, Bookchin’s protagonists exemplify the neoliberal,
post-Fordist organization of a freelancing, entrepreneurial precariat as prosumers.
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always already incorporates and anticipates another, by an other. In these online spaces, images of me
circulate alongside a multitude of similar digital images of others. Agglomerated and dispersed in global
networks, the individual face is dispersed in an ocean of mouths, noses, eyes, and ears that start to look
uncannily similar and interchangeable, such that the sheer quantity of faces starts to qualitatively alter
the way each one is perceived, just as the masked crowds in Ensor’s work do. The “truth” of these faces
can only be glimpsed from the corner of one’s eye, where their singular properties start to dissolve. It
is precisely this mediatic condition in which, in Brecht’s terms, the person ‘no longer has any face’, or,
in Foucault’s terms, you may write yourself ‘out of […] a face’ that I have argued in Chapters 2 and 3
pervades the experience of modern life as anonymous and impersonal more generally.

Figure 28. Stills from Natalie Bookchin (2009) Mass Ornament (accessed 3 April 2016).
https://bookchin.net/projects/mass-ornament/.

Even more than on the social media platforms that Dean describes, on anonymous imageboards like
4chan a picture of someone is a picture of anyone. This sense of the “common face” that is anyone’s, I
claim, is part of the larger significance of the tropes of anonymity like the stock avatar discussed in
section 2.1. Whereas Dean is primarily interested in how the proprietary logics of communicative
capitalism contradict and constrain the commoning modes of sociality she describes, I am interested in
the way in which anonymous imageboards like 4chan, through their use of images, radically enact and
render visible those modes of online sociality and culture.
One of the main features that distinguish 4chan from traditional text-based forums is the centrality
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of the image as a common currency of communication.22 Images on 4chan, pragmatically regarded as
easy and relatively context independent carriers of meaning and affect, can be said to exist on an equal
if not higher footing than text. As an organic part of the discursive fabric of a 4chan thread, images are
used in hybrid conjunction with or as text, just as, conversely, texts come to act and circulate as images
(fig. 29).23 These hybrid usages of text and images are also present in the genre of images known as
“reaction” pictures. Defined by the Urban Dictionary as ‘an image (typically that encases (sic) someone
having a facial expression) that can be used to describe your feeling towards something’,24 such images
are usually part of a reaction to a previous post (fig. 30). Reaction images often include facial
expressions and bodily gestures of people, but also of non-human beings like pets, wild animals, cartoon
figures, aliens, monsters, and inanimate objects (fig 31). The centrality of the body as a visual carrier
of vernacular expression and communication has generated a posthuman bestiary in which human and
non-human shapes co-exist on the level of basic affect and (re)cognition. The fact that human emotions
can be communicated via animal facial and body expressions – when “my face” can be that of a cat, a
dog, or a koala – implies a recognition of the profane insight that both share in the same realm of
perception that the (photographic) image may represent, as well as that human and non-human beings
co-exist in an affective space (even when there is a fair amount of anthropomorphism involved).

22

In The Last Laugh, digital folklorist Trevor Blank describes how, from its inception, the Internet accommodated and was
used for vernacular modes of expression and communication, which, historically, had combined textual and visual forms.
From the mid-1990s onward, the Internet ‘carried the traditions and patterns of photocopylore and oral/face-to-face forms of
vernacular expression right into the emergent online medium’ (Blank 2013, 38). For the concept of “multimodality” as a key
feature of modern communication, see Kress (2010).
23
An example of text acting as an image is the vernacular expression of rage or frustration as
‘FFFFFFFFUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU-’ (fig. 29). In this case, the visual and performative use of text takes place through
the creative-destructive transformation of syntax and spelling. Moreover, the repetition and capitalization of the first two letters
of the word “fuck” serves to mimic both the intensity of feeling and the oral response, where the first part of the word is
stretched out as if to make room for affect to nestle in the space between the vowels. To take another example, the first rule of
4chan’s /b/ Random board, states: ‘ZOMG NONE!!!1’, as a play on the paradox that there are no rules except that no rules
apply (fig. 29). Here, the excessive use of capital letters and exclamation marks, and the intentional misspelling of “!”as “1”
conveys the affective sense of seemingly thoughtless, instantaneous, and crude intensity characteristic of posting on /b/ (on
most keyboards, the key for “1” is the same as the “!” key, which requires simultaneously holding down the SHIFT key).
Mimicking the ephemeral discourse on 4chan, the intended humorous effect relies on the reader’s recognition of the
incongruence of an “intentional misspelling”, i.e. the presence of an error normally caused by distraction or indifference in a
place on 4chan (the static Rules page) where it is least expected.
24
This type of image – sometimes referred to as “reaction GIF” or “image macro” – is often associated with the recently
revived GIF, whose file format allows the storing and display of different consecutive frames, thus providing the ability to
create short visual animations. “Reaction picture”. Urban Dictionary.
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=reaction%20picture.
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Figure 29. Top: Screenshot of a transgressive use of text as image and mimicking oral communication on 4chan
(accessed 28 October 2017). http://4ca.org/imgtemp/epic/34.jpg/original. Bottom: Screenshot of the /b/ Random
section on 4chan’s dedicated Rules page (by author, 28 October 2017). http://4chan.org/rules#b.

Figure 30. Examples of reaction images using common facial expressions in a thread on 4chan’s /b/ board,
showing awe, shocked surprise, and terror, respectively (accessed 28 October 2017).
http://4ca.org/imgtemp/epic/34.jpg/original.
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Figure 31. Examples of animal expressions used to communicate a user’s reaction, respectively a horrified cat,
a smug puppy, and a surprised koala (all accessed 23 February 2018). https://imgur.com/gallery/dsX2E,
https://complaintsofacynicalcoffeeaddict.wordpress.com/2016/10/11/viral-stupidity-5-stupid-trends-we-have-the-Internet-tothank-for/, https://pikdo.net/p/mysimba_fellesskapet/2059668753662238699_14443236793.

Through the use of these stock animal persona to transmit affect, seemingly singular events become
one among many. However, rather than undermining or being reductive of individual expression, the
common character of visual communicative shortcuts like reaction pictures are generative of it, as it is
in the combination and accentuation of typical feelings and thoughts that individuality takes shape. In
this context, Brecht’s contention that we become ourselves through rather than despite the mass rings
particularly true. The way 4chan organizes content in quickly expiring threads casts the lives of other
people in a fragmented and ephemeral form, in which each gesture has been made before and will be
80

made again by someone else. On its various boards, 4chan users communicate by way of short
statements: small images depicting a typical response of disbelief, rage, suspicion, surprise, or shock.
Mingling with other anons, they encounter only fragments of others, mediated by text or images, as
they are themselves fragmented, oscillating between distraction from and attention to the endless and
nameless stream of images and texts that passes by, without ever being able to attribute them to distinct
personas: what they encounter are fast-moving, shadowy silhouettes that never freeze into distinct
profiles. Contrary to the posts on social media platforms, then, these modes of expression are not so
much attributed (or attributable) to a particular person as to the collective enunciative force of online
discourse itself.25
As the next section will show, what emerges from these forms of vernacular communication is a
distinctively “comic-materialist” sense of the world – one reminiscent of the strange slapstick universe
of the commedia dell’arte, which, in contrast to the singular hero of the Greek tragedy, are populated
by stock characters that improvise ever new variations on the same theme, and represent bundles of
common gestures and standardized behavioral patterns more than actual integral persons. Very much
like the anonymity tropes of the anon/Anonymous pseudonym and the Guy Fawkes mask, the world of
the commedia dell’arte is an impersonal one, where human beings are no more (or less) than bodies
floating in empty space and obeying an alien law, and to that extent the equals of both animals and
machines. By circulating as stock images, human beings are ceaselessly subjected to processes of
carnivalesque substitution and exchange, exposed to and interpenetrating each other. It is in the element
of interpenetration that 4chan’s comic universe intersects with pornography. As I will show in the next
section, the affinity between comedy and pornography is a profoundly “profanatory” one. Focusing on
how this affinity is articulated within anonymous imageboard culture, I will look at rule 34 of the Rules
of the Internet meme, which claims that “If it exists, there’s porn of it”. Pointing to yet another contrast
with face culture, the idea that, of everything that exists in the world, some pornographic-parodic double
can be found online, underlines 4chan’s carnivalesque and comic-materialist sensibilities, as well as its
“pornographic imagination”.

25

Visual templates that everyone can use are part of the copy and remix culture that characterizes 4chan. One of the vernacular
terms referencing this aspect of 4chan culture is the “copypasta” meme (fig. 32). A merger of the words “copy” and “paste” –
as two key affordances of modern operating systems – the term constructs the digital text as a pasta-like pastiche of bits and
pieces copied and pasted from different users and sources.
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Figure 32. Instance of the copypasta meme, using the demotivational poster format. Displaying the “official
4chan /b/ keyboard”, it plays on the most used key combinations on 4chan, including the CTRL, C, and V keys
used to quickly copy and paste content (accessed 10 July 2019). https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/89842copypasta.

4.3 Profane Laughter: Of Comedy and Pornography
In “The Pornographic Imagination”, Susan Sontag (2002) proposes that pornography can potentially be
considered “genuine” literature; a claim that, at the time the essay was written, was still highly contested
by a large part of the cultural intelligentsia in the US. In criticizing the assumption that only socially
complex characters and realistic narratives may classify as literature, she notes that – while this is the
right criterion to determine what counts as literature – pornography indeed fails to meet it, as it ‘disdains
fully formed persons (psychology and social portraiture), is oblivious to the question of motives and
their credibility, and reports only the motiveless tireless transactions of depersonalized organs’ (Sontag
2002, 208). Showing a similar disregard for ‘fully formed persons’, comedy, according to Sontag, also
favors the impersonal and externalized ‘transactions of depersonalized organs’. Like pornography,
comedy deals not with unique personalities but with social personas that get carried away by the cunning
of the material world. Conversely, like comedy, ‘pornography is a theater of types (Sontag 2002, 217).
Sontag sets out to pursue this affinity between pornography and comedy on the level of both content
and form, arguing that they project a thoroughly materialist world view that levels distinctions between
persons and things, human and non-human animals, and structurally favors body over soul, and matter
over mind.
In his essay on comic laughter, the French vitalist philosopher Henri Bergson elaborates on what he
sees as the fundamental connection between such laughter and the impersonal dimensions of life.
Written around the same time as the first slapstick movies and perhaps even inspired by them, Bergson’s
essay on laughter describes it as a social corrective to the sudden and unexpected revelation of the
impersonal and mechanical at work in human life, to the detriment of its spiritual and ideal aspects: ‘the
comic is that side of a person which reveals his likeness to a thing, that aspect of human events which,
through its peculiar inelasticity, conveys the impression of pure mechanism, of automatism, of
movement without life’ (Bergson 1914, 87). For Bergson, then, ‘the attitudes, gestures and movements
of the human body are laughable in exact proportion as that body reminds us of a mere machine’
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(Bergson 1914, 29).26 Like other comic-grotesque forms such as caricature, the prototypical slapstick
scene of a man slipping on a banana peel is funny to the extent that it gives the illusion of ‘a machine
working in the inside of the person’ (Bergson 1914, 31). Laughter springs from the sudden revelation
of the thing working inside the person, the body working inside the mind, and the real persisting in the
ideal.
By way of highlighting the affinity of laughter and the comic with the impersonal and typical, rather
than with what is personal and singular in life, Bergson notes how, contrary to classical tragedies, which
usually bear the singular proper name of their protagonists, the titles of comedies refer to social types:
Le Misanthrope, l’Avare, le Joueur, le Distrait, etc., are names of whole classes of
people; …and even when a character comedy has a proper noun as its title, this proper
noun is speedily swept away, by the very weight of its contents, into the stream of
common nouns. We say “a Tartuffe,” but we should never say “a Phèdre” or “a
Polyeucte”. (Bergson 1914, 163)

In other words, like the reaction pictures discussed in the previous section, in comedies persons are seen
not in their individuality but in their typicality; not in their singularity but in their genericness; not in
their autonomy but in their dependency on and intermingling with extraneous material forces; not in
their conscious will but in their machine-like automatism; not in their private interiority but in their
permanent exposure to, and interpenetration with, others.
Similarly, the characters in classical mainstream pornography are instances of types reduced to the
role demanded by the generic narrative template: the “lonely wife” and the “shirtless plumber”; the
“teacher” and “the student”; “the stepfather” and “the daughter”. In the same way as certain genres of
comedy like the commedia dell’arte or slapstick, Sontag claims, ‘the pornographic imagination tends
to make one person interchangeable with another and all people interchangeable with things’ (Sontag
2002, 219). De Sade’s pornographic novels, for example, are inhabited by ‘creatures of endless
repetition – more machine than human’; in them, ‘human beings and things mingle without defined
borders in an abstract, unfeeling world’ (Hustvedt 2014).27
Sontag’s analysis of pornography and its affinity with comedy recalls Agamben’s reading of mass
culture in terms of profanation in Chapter 3, as well as the bodily grotesque descriptions of modernity
discussed in the first section of this chapter. Interestingly, two of the figures that both Benjamin and
Kracauer discuss as representative of the anti-auratic forces of modern mass media culture are comic
characters: Mickey Mouse and Charlie Chaplin. Whereas Mickey Mouse embodies the utopian image
of a cartoon body freed from any gravitational constraints, in Chaplin’s films the protagonist is

26

In the essay, Bergson explicitly distances himself from the three main paradigms for explaining laughter: those of superiority,
relief, and incongruity (see Critchley 2004; Eagleton 2019; Parvulescu 2010). At the same time, Bergson reiterates and
integrates many aspects of these theories into his own account. Superiority theories like those of Plato and Hobbes focus on
the pleasure derived from the feeling of power and superiority enjoyed by those who laugh over those laughed at. Relief
theories such as those of Spencer and Freud instead revolve around the physiological (or psycho-energetic) pleasures derived
from laugher understood as a form of “nervous energy release”. Finally, incongruity theories go back to Kant’s argument that
it is the discrepancy between what is expected and what actually happens that triggers laughter. In agreement with the
incongruity thesis, for Bergson the human face is the most reflective of the elastic and organic vitality or “soul” of the
individual personality “within”. For that reason, ‘a face is all the more comic, the more nearly it suggests to us the idea of
some simple mechanical action in which its personality would for ever be absorbed' (Bergson 1914, 25). This might account
for comedy's propensity to deploy masks, as well as explaining the tendency of the photographed face to appear comical, as
photography tears the face from its temporal milieu (la durée). Kracauer mentions Buster Keaton’s “stone face” as an example
of how, in slapstick, people behave in a thing-like manner.
27
This, according to Sontag, is also why pornographic novels like that of de Sade are often incredibly long, as there is no
narrative to curb and round up the chain of scenes. It is precisely the serial pleasure of enchainment in repetition that defines
Sade’s work. Perhaps a similar eroticism attaches to the seemingly endless, chain-like structure of a typical 4chan thread, to
the pleasure of scrolling down and finding “stuff” that is renewed every time the user refreshes the page. I will return to this
theme in my discussion of the human centipede meme, in section 5.2.
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constantly pushed around by inanimate objects (including his own body) to whose cunning he can only
react (the attempt to mitigate these objects’ nefarious spell, moreover, only worsens the situation, even
when Chaplin occasionally comes out triumphant).28 For Benjamin, the popularity of Chaplin’s
slapstick derives from the mass public’s pleasure in seeing their own alienated existence reflected back
to them in an imaginary form – their bodies pushed around in all directions under the industrial
machinery of modernity – as well as in seeing these forces challenged by the comic protagonist.29
In an article on Chaplin’s ‘comic style and its interrelationship with the forces of modernity’, Tom
Gunning analyzes Chaplin’s films as exploring the comic ambiguities of the grotesque body of
modernity:
Chaplin’s physical nature […] exceeds his human identity and transforms itself into the
mechanical, the animal and even the vegetable. His body seems at points to disaggregate
itself, with limbs operating independently of each other, or to merge with other bodies
and create new creatures. Chaplin slides up and down the great chain of being, achieving
a plastic ontology in which inanimate objects become bodily appendages, and the body
itself suddenly seems inert. (Gunning 2010, 238)

In his writings on Chaplin, Kracauer defines early slapstick cinema as the Urgenre of film before its
“narrative turn” (which was partly achieved by the ability to add sound). Slapstick reflects a phase in
cinema in which form and content still ideally coincide: the thematic content of slapstick is the playful
obstinacy of the material world in defiance of human intention and meaning (plot). Film is the mass
medium that uniquely brings forth this profanely material dimension of the world (Kracauer 1960;
Kracauer 2005; Hansen 1993). In its mechanical and repetitive character, film is the technological
manifestation of the world’s transformation from an integrated and organic, meaningful totality to an
agglomeration of blind forces.
In detecting a progressive moment in the impersonal logic of mass media culture (as discussed here
and in Chapter 3), both Benjamin and Kracauer depart from the dominant bourgeois-humanist tradition,
for which the material interchangeability of the human body with others can only appear as a violent
reduction and reification of what it means to be a person. Equally critical of this tradition, Agamben
contends that, if there is any alienation, it is not to be located in the supposed reduction of the human
to a mere body among others, but rather in the act that separates life from itself that is constitutive of
the person (as I explained in section 3.3). In his recent work, Agamben takes on the commedia dell’arte
character Pulcinella as embodying the promise of a “form-of-life”. Pulcinella, according to Agamben,
is never one single person; he is always multiple. In Giambattista and Giandomenico Tiepolo’s
paintings and drawings, he typically appears in a group of Pulcinellas in a variety of mostly quotidian
situations, as well as more seminal ones like those of birth and death (fig. 33). But even when he is
being born, there are already other Pulcinellas there to welcome him, just as his hanging is executed by
other Pulcinellas who will outlive him. What is at stake, then, is never the head of Pulcinella but the
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For an example where Chaplin’s own body conspires with objects against him, see One A.M. (1916). YouTube.
https://youtu.be/D-07vwiHRZM. In a piece on “Silent Film Comedy” published in 1951, Kracauer writes: ‘The rule was that
inanimate objects held important positions and developed preferences of their own. More often than not they were filled with
a certain malice towards anything human’ (Kracauer 2012, 214).
29
On the relationship between animation and early critical theory, see Leslie (2004). For Benjamin, Mickey Mouse, ‘by
defying the laws of gravity along with the boundaries between animate and inanimate, organic and mechanical, disrupts the
entire “hierarchy of creatures culminating in mankind”’ (Hansen 2004, 41). However, for both Kracauer and Benjamin there
is also a darker side to these characters. What is re-enacted in Disney cartoons and slapstick films is what Lukács (1972)
described in terms of reification, where objects take on a subjective life of their own as determining social relations, while the
supposed subjects take on the role of things pushed around by an industrialized life process that they can neither understand
nor influence. In her account, Leslie understands Benjamin as striking a more critical note in his reading of Mickey Mouse:
‘Disney’s cartoon world is a world of impoverished experience, sadism and violence. That is to say, it is our world” (Leslie
2004, 83). For an account of this thematic in Benjamin, see Hansen (2012).
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“head of a Pulcinella”. Always a Pulcinella, he can only play at being something, without ever turning
such play into a lasting identity. With him, everything is mask, role, play. What speaks through him
with a squeaking voice is an ‘unknown tongue’ (Agamben 2018, 134), the life of anyone in her
quotidian existence.30

Figure 33. Giovanni Domenico Tiepolo, The Last Illness of Punchinella, c.1797-1804, pen and brown ink and
wash over black chalk. The Morgan Library & Museum, New York.
https://www.themorgan.org/drawings/item/247046.

A mask without a face behind it, Pulcinella is bereft of all “personality” in order ‘to be wholly and
forever only a mask and a name’ (Agamben 2018, 53). This means his mask ‘drastically gives the lie
to the privilege the moderns give to the face as the pre-eminent place of expression’ (Agamben 2018,
84). But even his name, in contrast to the tragic resonance of the names of the Homeric heroes, is but
an empty container for the possibility of assuming this or that ultimately contingent identity beyond
any larger mythical plot or tragic fate (if there is an invariant, it is one of character). His name is, in
other words, “whatever”. On this point, Agamben cites Aristotle, whose comments on comedy resonate
with those of Bergson:
The status of the name is not the same in tragedy and in comedy. ‘[I]t is only when their
plot [muthos] is already made up of probable incidents that [the comic poets] give it a
basis of proper names, choosing for the purpose any names that may occur to them,
instead of writing…about particular persons. In tragedy, however, they still adhere to
the historic names’ (Aristotle 1984: 2323[1451b, 15-18]). The tragic name is necessary
because it traces the fate and the guilt of an individual and not a character; in comedy,

30

For Agamben, Pulcinella stands apart even from other commedia dell’arte characters like Arlecchino, Brighella, and
Pantalone, as ‘he is neither a character nor an identifiable type: similar to the mask that Pollux calls panchrestos, “good for all
uses”, he is the underlying collection – hodgepodge even – of all the features that characterize the personages of comedy’
(Agamben 2018, 49).
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on the other hand, the name comes by chance; it is always, so to speak, a nickname and
expresses a character and not a destiny. (Agamben 2018, 46)

If the proper name ties the one who bears it to an origin and a destiny, the improper name of a Pulcinella
marks the double cut-off from origin and destiny that produces a floating state with neither beginning
nor end, but is still irreducibly there. Freed from the proper name, Pulcinella represents a condition in
which human beings are for the first time confronted with the possibility of becoming whatever, where
each person is never more (or less) than an impersonation, a mask that may be discarded for any other,
or at least freely adopted as one’s own, to begin somewhere.31
Before he wrote about Pulcinella and other stock characters of the commedia dell’arte as prophetic
of an integral form-of-life, Agamben also associated this prophecy with pornography. What made
Agamben turn to pornography ‘is the glimmer of equality that its banal scenarios strangely evoke’ (de
la Durantaye 2009, 194).32 In modern pornography, however, this glimmer of equality ‘goes hand in
hand with its evasive withdrawal’ (Prozorov 2011, 77). This neutralizes its profanatory potential,
resulting in a situation where ‘the dissolution of traditional forms of life does not lead to creative
experimentation with their residue but leaves humanity suspended in the sheer negativity it reveals’
(Prozorov 2011, 78-9). Pornography exemplifies the human body’s sheer potentiality for whatever use
as a “pure means”, while also inscribing it in the separate, inaccessible sphere of the commodified
images of the media spectacle. Like all commodity spectacles under late capitalism, pornography
immediately re-consecrates what it profanes, producing the suspended and depoliticized state of the
‘absolutely unprofanable’ (Agamben 2007, 88-9).33
While pornography thus promises a playful and idling use of sexuality beyond any instrumental
reproductive ends by envisioning the body as a “pure means”, in the context of the online porn industry
the solitary consumption of the pornographic images almost completely ‘replaces the promise of a new
use’ (Prozorov 2011, 79). What Agamben refers to as the “apparatus of pornography” is symptomatic
of a spectacular media system ‘that pretends to communicate everything, to link all individuals and
bring together all spheres, but instead effects increasing isolation and alienation’ (de la Durantaye 2009,
181-2). Rather than being an opportunity that is irreversibly lost, however, the profanating potentials of
pornography are stakes in an ongoing political struggle:
To appropriate the historic transformations of human nature that capitalism wants to
limit to the spectacle, to link together image and body in a space where they can no
longer be separated, and thus to forge the whatever body [. . .] this is the good that
humanity must learn how to wrest from commodities in their decline. (Agamben 1993,
50)

How does the tension internal to pornography – the promise of a new use of the body, but also its
neutralization by the spectacular “apparatus of pornography” – manifest itself in contemporary digital
culture? Arguably, the Internet has been associated with pornography from its inception, and sensational
statistics abound of the percentage of porn-related Internet traffic, e.g. the number of videos uploaded
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Agamben’s notion of “whatever singularities” as the end condition of the historical process of profanation has been discussed
in section 3.3.
32
Agamben discusses pornography in a short text in The Idea of Prose (Agamben 1995) called “The Idea of Communism”, as
well as in Profanations (Agamben 2007). For an account of Agamben’s treatment of pornography and its relation to
profanation, see Brenn (2013, 31-6) and Prozorov (2011, 73). For a critique of this treatment as merely repeating the violence
of “spectacular capitalism”, see Mills (2014, 128-9).
33
For Agamben, the spectacle signifies a condition ‘in which everything is exhibited in its separation from itself’ (Agamben
2007, 82) and as such acts as the neutralization of the profanating forces of modernity (see section 3.3). For an overview of
Agamben’s use of Debord’s notion of the spectacle, see de la Durantaye (2009, Ch. 5).
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and watched per minute (Paasonen 2019).34 Not surprisingly given its unmoderated and anonymous
character, imageboards like 4chan have hosted a wide range of pornographic materials (particularly
non-mainstream forms like hentai, discussed in Chapter 1).
The prevalence of online pornography on 4chan has left its mark in various jokes and memes, like
the “Rules of the Internet” uploaded to Encyclopedia Dramatica in 2006. These rules read as a user
manual or field guide for aspiring anons willing to invest in mask culture. In light of my present
purposes, rules 34 and 35 are especially interesting. These state that ‘There is porn of it, no exceptions’
and that ‘if no porn is found at the moment, it will be made’ (fig. 34). Both of these rules reference a
cartoon posted on the personal weblog Zoom-Out, whose creator in turn claimed to have encountered
various vernacular iterations of the rules on a web forum.35 The cartoon shows a boy shocked by seeing
his favorite childhood cartoon characters, Calvin and Hobbs, displayed in various sexual positions. Its
tagline functions as a sort of mock encomium for the Internet, itself voiced in terms of sexual violence,
as ‘raping your childhood since 1996’ (fig. 35). The cartoon thus conveys a coming of age story that
narrates the experience of going online as a loss of innocence associated with childhood, in ways similar
to the “What has been seen, cannot be unseen” meme that will be discussed in section 5.5.36

34

As I have shown in the first chapter, it is the promiscuity and risqué character of the early Internet that partly explains the
success of platforms like Facebook, which provide a relatively safe, family-friendly space for users.
35
“Rule 34”. Know Your Meme. https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/rule-34. There also exists an extensive archive of over
two million “proofs” of Rule 34, see http://rule34.paheal.net.
36
By describing the Internet as a place of sexual corruption and vice, these phrases parody the “moral panic” that surrounded
the Internet from its inception, especially by conservative and Christian media channels in the US, whose scaremongering
stories of a “moral epidemic” typically also involve the corruption of young children (Brottman 2007). Coleman (2014) shows
how much of the early Anonymous identity between 2006 and 2009 derived from its satirical over-identification with the vile
and corrupting characteristics that these media channels attributed to 4chan and the Internet more generally.
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Figure 34. Popular instance of the Rules of the Internet meme posted on the Encyclopedia Dramatica, and
described as ‘a summation of popular catchphrases and axioms commonly associated with 4chan’ (accessed 2
September 2019). https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/rules-of-the-Internet.

Figure 35. The original Rule 34 cartoon (possibly created by the Something Awful user Mint Thins), published
on the weblog Zoom-Out (accessed 22 June 2018). https://www.lurkmore.com/view/Rules,
https://forums.somethingawful.com/showthread.php?threadid=3142608.
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In light of the affinity between comedy and pornography that I have explored so far, as well as the
thematic connections between modernity and the carnivalesque discussed in the previous section, the
idea expressed in Rule 34 that everything and everyone is or will be subjected to a process of
“pornification” conveys how, in the constant flow of images on 4chan and in contemporary digital
visual culture as a whole, human beings appear as interchangeable things among things, and every
image comes to be mixed with other images, copy-pasted and photoshopped for anonymous
consumption. The idea that everything and everyone has its online “porn double” enacts the comicmaterialist axiom that everything can be made into a parodic image of itself. Similarly, in pornography
everything can be separated from itself and exchanged:
The universe proposed by the pornographic imagination has the power to ingest and
metamorphose and translate all concerns that are fed into it[,] reducing everything into
the one negotiable currency of the erotic imperative. All action is conceived of as a set
of sexual exchanges. (Sontag 2002, 229)

On the one hand, this axiom reflects the mediatic violence done to people and things through their
circulation as digital images consumed at a distance by an unknown quantity of anonymous spectators.
Moreover, looking at online pornography and its conditions of production it is clear that it bears little
trace of any leveling equality. Just as with the advertising “girls” and the figure of the prostitute
discussed in Chapter 3, Benjamin, Agamben, Sontag, and others seem to have a blind spot for the highly
gendered dimensions of these phenomena and the exploitation of women in these contexts. I will return
to this problem of the malevolent side of pornography and laughter in the final section of Chapter 5,
where I discuss various images and phrases that can be seen to reflect these forms of mediatic violence.
Nevertheless, and perhaps counter-intuitively so given the above considerations, on a deeper (and
perhaps merely potential) level, the axiom also reflects the profanating potentials inherent to these parts
of the web. The radically materialist and parodic-pornographic relationship to oneself, others, and the
world involves a carnivalesque immersion in a digital procession of images, which in turn implies the
suspension of any stable, self-possessing sense of self. The next section discusses the notion of parody
as entailing a profanation of language and its connection to a vernacular notion of the Internet as an
inverted play world opposed to “real” or “official” life.

4.4 “Teh Internet is Serious Business”: Profanation as Parody and Play

Ring up your family on the telephone and piss down the hole designed for musical, gastronomic and sacred
nonsense.
“Tristan Tzara” (Tzara 2011, 24)

Taking up the affinities between the profane logic of mass media culture and the carnivalesque once
more, this section looks at how anons mobilize the carnivalesque theme of an inverted and parodic play
world by juxtaposing the online realm to the official worlds of “real life”. The idea of the Internet as a
space of play opposed to “real life” is at the heart of online mask culture and can be seen to originate in
the “cyber-separationist” imaginary of early web culture, which conceived of the Internet as a purely
virtual space permeated by a culture of anonymity as play, as discussed in section 1.3.37 Parody and

37

In arguing that what happens online can be as significant as offline life, and in fact should be seen as an organic part of
people’s everyday lives, critiques of early notions of the web as a space separate from real life seem to miss the importance of
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play can also be shown to be central categories of profanation in Agamben’s account, which is inspired
by Benjamin’s reflections on play.38
On 4chan, ideas about the Internet as a space of play opposed to real life is reflected in various
vernacular tropes and phrases, e.g. the acronyms IRL (“in real life”, to refer to something outside of the
Internet) and NSFW (“not safe for work”, to refer to contents containing pornography, profanity, gore,
violence or any other material that may be deemed inappropriate for public, official, and otherwise
moderated or controlled viewing).39 It is also reflected by the demotivational poster format often used
by anons in the early days (2006-2008). Marketed by a company called Despair Inc., these posters
parody the “motivational” or “inspirational” posters put up on office walls by company managers to
motivate employees, with the doubtful idea that they will increase their productivity and work
satisfaction. The phrase “None of us is as cruel as all of us”, which will be discussed in section 5.5 (fig.
55), is in fact a parody of a well-known slogan emphasizing the importance of team work and
collaboration that often appears on these motivational posters: “None of us is as smart as all of us” (fig.
36).40
Moreover, through its assertion that, online, “Nothing is to be taken seriously” (fig. 34), Rule 20 of
The Rules of the Internet meme is also symptomatic of this way of imagining the Internet as a space of
play. Rule 20 references what is known as Poe’s Law, which states that ‘without a clear indicator of the
author’s intent, it is impossible to create a parody of extreme views so obviously exaggerated that it
cannot be mistaken by some readers for a sincere expression of the parodied views’.41 Taking Poe’s
Law seriously means considering that every avowal of belief on 4chan can be a mere parody of belief.
Another instance of this trope is the phrase “Teh Internet is Serious Business” or “Internet. Serious
Business.” (fig. 37),42 which conveys two things simultaneously: an ironic sense, in which the Internet
is precisely not serious business (with “seriousness” and “business” both signifying the opposite of the
kind of topsy-turvy play world users envision the Internet to be); and a semi-literal sense, in which the
Internet is (or has become) serious business (as Silicon Valley giants like Facebook and Google have
surpassed those of the industrial age). It is this double meaning that lends the phrase its vernacular truth
content.
In contrast, social media platforms unequivocally hold that the Internet is serious business. They do
so, firstly, by rendering the online as an extension and reflection of the offline that should obey the
strictures of “real” life. Secondly, they are literally serious business in the sense of generating billions
of dollars of ad revenue, surging stocks, and other forms of economic wealth. The cultivation of the
web as a transgressive space of play where the rules of “real” (i.e. official) life do not apply (Rule 38
of the “Rules” meme states that ‘No real limits apply here – not even the sky’) returns us to the

play in the original definition of the virtual. As a play space, the latter is opposed not to what is real as “that what really
matters”, but to the real as the “serious” world of “official” life.
38
‘If commodification has separated goods from their context in a sacramental act, profanation is the political act of returning
a thing to the everyday, and to the realm of play over economy’ (Harbord 2014, 85). As Benjamin writes on the status of art
in mass society in the “Artwork” essay: ‘What is lost in the withering of semblance [Schein], or decay of the aura, in works of
art is matched by a huge gain in room-for-play [Spiel-Raum]’ (cited in Hansen 2004, 3).
39
“IRL”. Urban Dictionary. https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=IRL; “NSFW”. Know Your Meme.
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/nsfw.
40
The slogan is attributed to the management guru Kenneth H. Blanchard, author of such books as The One Minute Manager
(1986) and Whale Done! The Power of Positive Relationships (2002). Perhaps the oppositional attitude to work is also present
in the headless suit image that accompanies the “None of us is as cruel as all of us meme” (fig. 55), which can be seen as a
satirical reference to the domain of work (the suit being a symbol of (male) office labor).
41
“Poe’s law”. Wikipedia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poe%27s_law. See Aigin (2013).
42
Whereas in the first phrase, the word “the” is intentionally misspelled, in the second the two full stops parody extreme
conformity with the correct spelling learned in school and required for official and work-related documents. For an overview
of “netspeak” or “lolspeak”, see Lefler (2011); Gawne and Vaughan (2011); for its history, see Crystal (2003); for this use of
language as an instance of “cyberplay”, see Danet (2001). These forms of online vernacular are instances of what Rabelais
called and practiced as a gramatica jocosa, in which ‘grammatical categories, cases and verb forms, are ludically undermined’
(Stam 1989, 99).
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opposition between mask and face culture developed in Chapter 1, as this cultivation implicitly targets
the dominant “authenticity imperative” that prevails on social media platforms. Such platforms decree
that speech be an expression of genuine belief, and be done in one’s “real name”.
Anons thus imagine their online space as subversive of the domains of “seriousness” associated with
work, as well as of the sanctioned worldview of the school and the mainstream media. In this unofficial
space, where ‘cultural values and interpretations circulate “illicitly” and informally just as do
commodities’ (Willis 1977, 26), a distinct counter-narrative to the official versions of reality thus
crystalizes. The oppositions at work in 4chan’s phrases, rules, and laws all involve a carnivalesque
counter-identification with a collective participation in an unofficial and homosocial group life that
contrasts an under-ground with the above-ground life of work, school, and mainstream media, including
prominent social media platforms.

Figure 36. Example of a motivational poster used to promote collaboration among employees. The quote is
attributed to management guru Ken Blanchard (accessed 9 May 2016).
https://relaxandsucceed.com/2016/12/15/being-liked/1052-relax-and-succeed-none-of-us-is-as-smart-as-all-ofus/.

Figure 37. Example of the “Internet. Serious Business.” meme. According to Know Your Meme, the phrase
originated on the General Mayhem forums in 2003 (accessed 5 June 2019).
https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/439891-the-Internet-is-serious-business.
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Vernacular notions of play and parody also inform the mock encyclopedia Encyclopedia Dramatica,
the self-ascribed purpose of which is to provide ‘a central catalog for the e-public to view parody and
satire of drama, memes, e-pals and other interesting happenings on the Internets’.43 As an encyclopedia,
it can be seen as a parody on Wikipedia and its “serious” ambition to provide a neutral knowledge
repository. In this way, the Encyclopedia Dramatica illustrates what Agamben describes as the two
canonical features of parody: ‘the dependence on a preexistent model that is subsequently transformed
from something serious into something comic, and the preservation of formal elements into which new
and incongruous contents are introduced’ (Agamben 2007, 39).44 As a subgenre of play that takes
language as its object and its medium, parody returns language to a common and free, potentially new
use. Understood as a play with/within language, parody opens up a new relationship to discourse. In
line with the aesthetic-philosophical tradition of play as non-instrumental, e.g. in Schiller’s The
Aesthetic Education of Man (1795), the free use of discourse in parody has no end extraneous to itself.
As linguistic activity is turned into a “pure means” by its playful appropriation, the “sacred” use of
language in religious ritual is rendered inoperative:
Even in nature there are profanations. The cat who plays with a ball of yarn as if it were
a mouse – just as the child plays with ancient religious symbols or objects that once
belonged to the economic sphere – knowingly uses the characteristic behaviors of
predatory activity (or, in the case of the child, of the religious cult or the world of work)
in vain. These behaviors are not effaced, but, thanks to the substitution of the yarn for
the mouse (or the toy for the sacred object), deactivated and thus opened up to a new,
possible use. (Agamben 2007, 85-6)

This passage implies that parody is at its most meaningful and political when it targets language in its
most elevated, “sacred” form, subverting the latter’s tendency to naturalize the connection between
words and things. Rather than covering up the contingent connection between words and things, parody
operates in the gaps that exist between them, and by doing so makes them available for a new use.45
In Bakhtin’s writings on Rabelais, “parodic-travestying” forms of language similarly highlight the
centrifugal and decentralizing forces always present in language, contesting the centripetal-centralizing
pull of the “serious” discourses of authenticity in religion and art (specifically lyric poetry). The latter
presume an identity between the name and the thing named, between a belief or feeling and the person
that possesses it, and between a text and its author. Instead, in its inoperative (because playful) rendering
of official discourses, parody undermines language’s identitarian bend, shifting attention to the
conventionality of the relation between word and thing:
Parodic public consciousness begins by transforming discursive demands into virtual
images that can be viewed and altered easily. These images are set within a practice of
carnivalesque spectatorship where all speech is oriented toward externalization before a
public audience capable of irreverent responses. (Hariman 2008, 261)

For Bakhtin, as well, Rabelaisian discourse – by freely mixing different rhetorical literary genres and
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“About”. Encyclopedia Dramatica. https://encyclopediadramatica.rs/Encyclopedia_Dramatica:About.
Agamben stays close to the conventional definition of parody as involving ‘the comic refunctioning of preformed linguistic
or artistic material’ (Rose 1993, 52; see Hutcheon 1985). Although in many ways similar to satire, parody is distinguished
from other transgressive literary genres insofar as it necessarily draws its inspiration ‘from the same social imaginary as the
official orations’ (Loraux 1986, 310). It is essentially a form of mimesis that plagiarizes and is parasitical on existing genres
and forms.
45
Whereas for most of history, written language has been the privilege of priests and the Word was World, the laughter
erupting from parody instead derives from the incongruity between the formally sacred status of language as such, whose use
is restricted to a particular person, time, or place, on the one hand, and its profane use by anyone, anywhere, anytime, on the
other.
44
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styles such that everything is put in ‘cheerfully irreverent quotation marks’ (Bakhtin 1981, 55; Stam
1989, 173) – liberates language from its original sacred-mythical purpose. Parodic-travestying forms of
“verbal masquerade”, while mainly vehicles of pleasure and collective laughter, thereby also develop a
reflexive and critical distance to language, destroying ‘the homogenizing power of myth over language’
(Bakhtin 1981, 60). In parody, ‘[l]anguage itself, which everywhere serves as a means of direct
expression, becomes […] the image of language, the image of the direct word’ (Bakhtin 1981, 59;
Simon 2009). Parody indeed makes everything into an image, thus testifying to the generally profane
status of the image.46 A parody of a classical sonnet is, in Bakhtin’s words, not a sonnet but rather the
image of a sonnet – and it is only as an image that it can be circulated, exhibited, and altered by anyone,
rather than standing apart from the profane human world.
By appropriating the world through images in the form of play, anons enact what Robert Hariman
defines as the four operations of parody: ‘doubling, carnivalesque spectatorship, leveling, and
transforming the world of speech into an agonistic field of proliferating voices’ (Hariman 2008, 253).
Following the above definition of parody as an image of discourse, we can say that everything and
everyone on 4chan assumes the status of image and is treated as such. Infinitely reproducible, circulated,
altered, and exchanged, the image belongs to the comic-materialist and pornographic worldviews of
Chaplin, Pulcinella, and de Sade that, as this chapter has shown, also reside in online mask culture.
Chapter 5 turns to 4chan’s “excremental visions” as part of its “carnival sense of the world”.
Specifically, I will look at how interaction on 4chan is rendered in carnivalesque terms as a grotesque
media body – in the case of the human centipede, naked obese man, and green monster tropes – and
how these images undercut the personalizing logic of social media platforms.

46

On the contested status of the image in religion, e.g. in the iconoclasm wars, see Mondzain (2005).
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5. 4chan’s Excremental Visions
5.1 Scatological Representations of 4chan as the Bottom of the Web

Repugnant nest / Let me gaze at you / With regret / Infirm parents / Your job is just an added-up receipt /
Dulled animals / What are you doing in this insensible world / Of sketched-out laws / Bathroom thrones / I
made caca in a Tabernacle.
“Unique Eunuch” (Picabia 2012, 191)

A sewer is a cynic. It says everything.
(Hugo 1982, 1065)

Various images that I encountered during my research on anonymous imageboard culture can be
considered carnivalesque representations of the way content circulates on 4chan, mobilizing the
“grotesque canon” in popular culture and art, and can be seen to partake in the profane media logic of
anonymous imageboard culture that I explore in this study. What I argue these images have in common
is that they imagine 4chan (and the Internet as a whole) as a “grotesque media body”, over and against
the individualizing “network imaginary” of face culture. In its emphasis on the user as an individual
embedded in a social network, the latter can be seen as an instance of what Bakhtin refers to as the
classical body of “official” culture (one that is premised on the “abjection” of the grotesque body). As
the following sections aim to show, there is a bodily topography and cultural politics to the opposition
between the classical and grotesque body that (partly) maps onto the opposition between face and mask
culture. Where the classical body is associated with the face, the grotesque body is linked to what
Bakhtin calls the “lower bodily stratum”, which includes the ass (hence the double entendre of the
“bottom” of the web in the title of this section).
The current section looks at how 4chan is described by insiders and outsiders in scatological terms
by way of three distinct analogies: as the “asshole” or “underbelly” of the web (referencing the body),
as the sewer or cesspool of the web (referencing the city), and as the web’s obscene “id” (referencing
the psyche). In the second section, I discuss the human centipede meme as exemplifying 4chan’s
“excremental visions”. I argue that the figure of the human centipede signifies a typically carnivalesque
way of envisioning the way content circulates online, while also enacting a satirical critique of more
mainstream platforms as parasitical upon 4chan’s “fertile meme pool”. Next, I analyze the image of a
naked obese man, whose body can be said to undermine the “classical body” ideal of social media’s
face culture. Expanding on the theme of the grotesque media body, the fourth section then looks at the
festive status of the green monster image as an affirmation of the excessive and promiscuous character
of social interaction on 4chan.
Finally, and acting as a counterpoint to the chapter as a whole, the fifth section elaborates on the
darker and more problematic aspects implicit in the green monster image, the stock avatar, and various
other images discussed so far in terms of their “profanating potentials”. Undermining its carnivalesque
significance, the caption accompanying the monster image (‘Co-existence has created a fucking
monster’) can be read as reflecting the less savory and violent sides of anonymous imageboard culture,
as well as the larger processes of “mediatic globalization” whose pathologies sites like 4chan uniquely
lay bare. In this context, I also discuss the thematically related phrases ‘What has been seen cannot been
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unseen’, ‘None of us are as cruel as all of us’, and ‘Internet Hate Machine’.
The current chapter borrows its title from a Jonathan Swift biography written by John Middleton
Murry (1955), in which he talks about the satirist’s “excremental vision”. For the present purpose, I
have transposed this phrase into the plural by way of reflecting 4chan’s multiplicity of unknown
authors.1 As a way into 4chan’s excremental visions of itself and the Internet at large, I start with the
/b/ Random board, which was originally set up as 4chan’s dedicated digital waste disposal site (or
“retard bin”, as moot once called it). /b/ Random thus offered a home for all the disparate things that
did not fit any of the other boards’ topics, with the aim of keeping them free from off-topic content and
abusive behavior. As such, it was supposed to function as a kind of garbage container for everything
that “did not belong” – also in the more speculative sense of hosting a seemingly endless stream of
unsavory displays and materials (as in the moral warning ‘that sort of behavior does not belong here’).2
This function is still reflected in 4chan’s third global rule:
You will not post any of the following outside of /b/: Trolls, flames, racism, off-topic
replies, uncalled for catchphrases, macro image replies, indecipherable text (example:
“lol u tk him 2da bar|?”), anthropomorphic (“furry”) or grotesque (“guro”) images, post
number GETs (“dubs”), or loli/shota pornography.
3

Over the course of its existence, 4chan has often been described in derogatory ways. /b/ Random in
particular has alternatively been called a ‘locus of obscenity and bigotry’ (Simcoe 2012, 2), ‘an
infamous bastion for foul and despicable behaviour’ (Knuttila 2015, 5), ‘a reeking cesspool of gore,
porn and insanity’ (Knafo 2012), a ‘carnival of the obscene’ (Schmundt 2011), ‘the underbelly of the
Internet’ (Saklofske 20110, the ‘asshole of the Internet’ (Stone, 2009), ‘the Internet's unruly id’ (Walker
2010), and as containing ‘the dankest murmurations of the male id’ (Dewey 2015). In addition to such
designations being attributed to 4chan from without, anons themselves have also mockingly identified
with and added to these “lowly” analogies and metaphors, comparing posting on 4chan to ‘pissing in
an ocean of piss’ (cited in Simcoe 2012, 14) and referring to it as ‘the Shithole of the Internet’ (Anon
2015, 17). Another example is the “Shit 4chan Says” board, added to 4chan in 2013 in imitation of the
Shit Reddit Says subreddit. Recent years also saw the resurgence of the term “shitposting”, which
originated on Something Awful in the early 2000s as a way to describe ‘the constant posting of mildly
amusing but usually unfunny memes, videos or other pictures that are completely random or unrelated
to any discussions’. To shitpost, then, means ‘to make utterly worthless and inane posts on an Internet
messageboard’.4
The majority of these descriptions rely on scatological metaphors to render legible the experience
of traversing sites like 4chan. The attitudes behind these representations range from straightforward
moral condemnation to carnivalesque affirmation and morbid fascination with its low and taboobreaking culture of obscenity.5 Looking at the terms used to describe 4chan and its place within the
larger Internet, several recurring tropes emerge: that of the underbelly, the cesspool or sewer, and the

1

Alongside Rabelais, who also figures prominently in this chapter, Sidney Shrager counts Swift as among the great
“scatologists” in literature (Shrager 1982, 14). For accounts of the importance of scatological motifs in Swift’s writings, see
Mycroft (2010); Zimmerman (1987); Lee (1971).
2
Designed to keep other boards free from uncategorizable noise, /b/ is a paradoxical place where all things “out of place” and
“without a place” are accrued and disseminated. Ironically, it was precisely in this capacity as the waste bin of all things
unwanted and unloved that /b/ secured 4chan’s place in the dubious pantheon of digital subcultures as the Internet’s supreme
meme machine.
3
“Rules”. 4chan. http://www.4chan.org/rules#global.
4
“Shit 4chan Says”. 4chan. https://boards.4chan.org/s4s/; “Shitpost”. Urban Dictionary.
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=shitpost; “Shit Posting”. Urban Dictionary.
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Shit%20Posting.
5
Dated somewhere between 2006 and 2007, the phrase “shithole of the Internet” represents a clear instance of the type of
carnivalesque praise-and-abuse image I discuss in more detail in the following sections.
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notion of the id or the unconscious. The figure of the underbelly or asshole compares the Internet to the
human body, with 4chan as its “lower bodily stratum”. The figure of the cesspool or sewer imagines
the web as a city, with 4chan again embodying its unseen, lower parts. Finally, the id postulates an
analogy between the web and the psyche, with 4chan likened to the unconscious or ego-less id.6
In the chain of symbolic equivalencies developed here – those of the body, the city, and the psyche
– 4chan always occupies the same structural position, that of the lower, unseen, disavowed part. It is
this structural similarity that allows these different terms to act as meaningful metaphors for 4chan.
Each configures 4chan as providing a place for everything that has no proper place, the obscene. The
structural similarity between the belly (in the case of the body), the sewer (in the case of the city) and
the id (in the case of the psyche) is signaled by the way in which they can also act as metaphors for each
other.
In modern literature, for example, the city’s ghettos have been described in terms of the bodily and
mental topographies of the underbelly or the unconscious. In Les Misérables (1862), for example,
Victor Hugo describes the sewers of Paris as ‘the conscience of the town where all things converge and
clash’ and where, compared to the public-facing parts of the French Republic, life ‘is more than
fraternity, it is close intimacy’ (Hugo 1982, 1065). In Louis-Ferdinand Céline’s Journey to the End of
the Night (Céline 1934), the novel’s nihilistic protagonist Bardumu recalls how ‘in the mushy emptiness
that encapsulates the city, where its false luxury leaks away and finally rots, the city shows everyone
who wants to see its gigantic rear made of garbage piles’.7 This passage can be seen to posit a symbolic
equivalence between the lower part of the city and the lower part of the body (its derrière). Offering a
similar scatological image of the modern city, in part XIV of The Cantos Ezra Pound describes
London’s ‘decrepit multitudes’ as a flood of excreta, a body politic swamped in sewage, England’s
asshole:
Above the hell-rot / the great arse-hole, / broken with piles, / hanging stalactites, / greasy
as sky over Westminster, / the invisible, many English, / the place lacking in interest, /
last squalor, utter decrepitude, / the vice-crusaders, fahrting through silk, / waving the
Christian symbols, / …frigging a tin penny whistle, / flies carrying news, harpies
dripping sh-t through the air. (Pound 1934, 62-3)

Whereas for Bakhtin, as I will show in the next section, the carnivalesque meaning of scatological
imagery is mostly positive, as a symbol of fertility and renewal, in Céline and Pound the scatological
rendering of the urban masses serves to convey horror and disgust at the new mass-social configurations
of the city, rather than their carnivalesque celebration.8
In their account of the history of urban hygiene in early modernity, Stallybrass and White discuss
the use of scatological imagery to describe the contagious character of these new mass-social
configurations, which centered on the problem of smell as the most promiscuous and uncontrollable of
the senses. In the private homes that shielded the bourgeoisie from the anarchic and rowdy publicness

6

In Freud’s mental topography, the id represents the part of the psyche that answers to the instincts and unconscious processes.
Originally developed in “The Ego and the Id” (1923), Freud describes the id as ‘a chaos, a cauldron full of seething excitations’
(Freud 1933, 105-6). The id thus refers to the realm of the illogical and excessive (absence of negation), of unsublimated
infantile pleasures (“and, and, and”). Moreover, for Freud the id is related to anal eroticism, as that which ‘succumbs in the
first instance to the “organic repression” which paved the way to civilization’ (Freud 1962, 47). The repression of the child’s
erotic relationship to her feces helps to first set the boundaries of the self in the process of becoming a subject (see Butler
1997). For this reason, feces always remains the ambivalent “beyond” and Other to the subject, yet somehow also intimately
“its own”.
7
My translation from the original: ‘Dans le grand abandon mou qui entoure la ville, là où le mensonge de son luxe vient suinter
et finir en pourriture, la ville montre à qui veut le voir son grand derrière en boîtes à ordures’ (Céline 1952, 95).
8
Consistent with this hatred for the urban masses, both writers came, in different ways, to sympathize with fascism, which
itself maintained a conflicted relationship to the masses. On Céline’s relation to fascism and anti-Semitism, see Fischer (2013);
on Pound, see Feldman (2013).
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of the street:
The city […] continued to invade the privatized body and household of the bourgeoisie
as smell. It was, primarily, the sense of smell which engaged social reformers, since
smell, whilst, like touch, encoding revulsion, had a pervasive and invisible presence
difficult to regulate. (Stallybrass and White 1986, 140)

In the lithograph Peste Dessous, Peste Dessus, Peste Partout (1904) by James Ensor (fig. 38), the
invasive and class-transcending character of smell is used to convey the promiscuity of mass urbanity,
where the lower and higher classes enter into contact through the material medium of the polluted air.
In Ensor’s rendering, however, the use of scatological imagery is already more ambivalent than in that
of Céline or Pound, because it can be read as a critique of the bourgeoisie’s claim to pureness as a form
of distinction and class-cultural capital.9

Figure 38. James Ensor (1904) Peste Dessous, Peste Dessus, Peste Partout, Christie’s, property from the
collection of Aimé Mouqué (accessed 2 September 2019). https://www.christies.com/lotfinder/Lot/james-ensor1860-1949-peste-dessous-peste-dessus-6157329-details.aspx.

Its reputation as the Internet’s sewer or asshole is also reflected by the pervasiveness on 4chan of
what Douglas refers to as the vernacular Internet’s “ugly aesthetic”, which ‘celebrate[s] ugliness as
authenticity’ (N. Douglas 2014, 317). Scatological references abound in the subreddits Douglas
discusses as examples of this ugly Internet aesthetic, like ShittyWatercolour and ShittyNetwork. By
embracing ugliness as failure in the aesthetic domain, these “shitty” subreddits humorously counter
social media platform users’ tendency to depict their life in an overly idealized and stylized manner.
The origins of the Guy Fawkes mask on 4chan’s /b/ Random board as “epic fail guy” also bear witness
to the ethos of failure in online mask culture. The Guy Fawkes mask made its first appearance as part
of a poorly drawn stick figure in the intentionally “shitty” style of rage comics, which mimic both

9

A similar difference in the meanings conveyed by scatological imagery occurs in the case of external and internal descriptions
of 4chan. Whereas external observers lean toward horror and disgust, anons’ own use of scatological imagery tends to contain
more carnivalesque-affirmative elements, where “shit” signifies not (only) moral corruption but (also) creative fertility and
novelty. In the next sections, I analyze the human centipede and the naked obese man images as representing such a festive
attitude toward the circulation of content from 4chan to other platforms.
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children’s drawings and the affordances of “shitty” applications like Microsoft Paint (fig. 19).10
Similarly, among the techniques Douglas lists as part of the Internet’s ugly aesthetic are ‘freehand
mouse drawing, digital puppetry, scanned drawings, poor grammar and spelling, human-made glitches,
and rough photo manipulation’ (N. Douglas 2014, 314-5).
Mask culture’s cultivation of an ugly and “fail” aesthetic contains an implicit critique of the clean
and minimalistic design philosophy of social media platforms as well as tech giants like Apple, whose
“clean” design aesthetic, in particular, partakes in a longstanding idealization of computers as
immaterial and disembodied, transcending “the flesh of the world”. Instead, in mask culture, ugliness
and failure connote matter in its unfinished and imperfect state. Rather than laughing at failure, those
who post and view instances of failure on 4chan often seem to entertain a mock-affirmative or ironicsympathetic relationship to it: a laughing identification with the various kinds of failure that permeate
everyday life and that normally remain below the threshold of representation.11 Such celebration of
failure can be read as a celebration of the web’s leveling, egalitarian spirit, to the extent that it
accommodates the representation of failure and the failure of representation (with the one often acting
through the other).12
The same mock-celebrative insistence on ugliness (in which the failure of form becomes the form
of failure) is at the heart of Jon Rafman’s work Still Life (Betamale) (Rafman 2013), an online video
piece published on 4chan’s /b/ board that insists on the return of matter-as-filth in the digital sphere.
Supported by the dirty soundscapes of Ohneo Point Never, a slow meditative voice in the video
declares: ‘You see the things that were inside you. This is the womb. The original site of the
imagination’. The work visualizes the materiality of digital sociality on the level of content and form.
At the level of content, it does so through the display of computer hardware covered in food stains,
cigarette burns, and hairs, surrounded by empty coke bottles, plastic cups, ashtrays, and other litter (fig.
39).13 At the level of form, it does so through glitchy editing techniques that mix multiple images,
contaminating one with the other, creating a form of pixelated, digital medium-specific filth washing
over the viewer’s screen (fig. 40).

10

The “epic fail” in epic fail guy refers to an Internet genre rooted in the funny home videos television tradition, as amateurrecorded videos of various everyday moments of failure started to proliferate on various “Tube” sites like Google Video and
YouTube. As to the “guy”, there is also a link between failure and the historical figure of Guy Fawkes, who was part of a
failed conspiracy against the British crown in 1605, an event that is still commemorated each year in Great Britain on
November 5 as Guy Fawkes Day (Cressy 1992; Sharpe 2005). Fawkes’ specific failure consisted of being found by the
authorities at the site of the planned attack among overwhelming incriminating evidence (he was apprehended in the cellars
below the House of Commons surrounded by barrels of gunpowder meant to blow up the parliament and ignite a revolution).
11
On the politics and aesthetics of failure, see Halberstam (2011).
12
The reference to stupidity in Something Awful’s tagline ‘The Internet makes you stupid’ can be understood in similar terms,
as a mock-celebration of the failure of intelligence. It simultaneously bemoans and lauds the omnipresence of failure online
as a sign of the medium’s and imageboard culture’s indifference to aesthetic and moral hierarchies.
13
Although seemingly immaculate in the discreteness of its symbols and flat plastic casing, the average keyboard contains
more germs than any other surface, the toilet seat included. “Bytes and Bacteria: Exposing the Germs on your Technology”
(accessed 1 September 2019). https://www.cbtnuggets.com/blog/career/career-progression/bytes-and-bacteria-exposing-thegerms-on-your-technology.
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Figure 39. Examples of digital dirt represented on the level of content (Rafman 2013, 0:40, 0:25).

Figure 40. Example of digital dirt articulated on the level of form, by juxtaposing and mixing different images
fading in and out of each other (Rafman 2013, 3:33).

Besides expressing a reactionary critique of modernity (as in Céline and Pound) or celebrating its
social excess (on anonymous imageboards and Rafman’s work), scatological imagery may serve a third
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purpose that is anchored in a different popular and philosophical tradition, namely what Foucault in
some of his lectures bundled in The Courage of Truth (Foucault 2011) presents under the heading of
parrhēsia: a form of fearless speech that aspires to enact and display in its most naked form the raw
truth of the world. Alongside political bravery and Socratic irony, Foucault discusses ancient cynicism
as a third type of parrhēsia. In their “unconcealed” life, cynics embody “the scandalous banality” of
philosophy’s aspirations to knowledge and truth as unconcealment (aletheia):
Cynic courage of the truth consists in getting people to condemn, reject, despise, and
insult the very manifestation of what they accept, or claim to accept at the level of
principles. It involves facing up to their anger when presenting them with the image of
what they accept and value in thought, and at the same time reject and despise in their
life. (Foucault 2011, 234)

An important part of parhēssiastic speech is to reveal a society’s “public secrets” or ‘that which is
generally known, but cannot be spoken’ (Taussig 1999, 51). Parhēsia assigns to itself the right to touch
everything indiscriminately, and as such exercises a profanating force. Holding nothing back and
concealing nothing, ‘the Parrhēsiastēs is the person who says everything’ (Foucault 2011, 9).14
In this tradition of cynical truth-speaking, bodily filth symbolizes the real as opposed to the
illusionary, public-facing appearance: shit is the cipher of what normally goes on in private.15 In Hugo’s
literary rendering of the sewer as unmasking the city’s “ugly face”, for example, ‘truth is […] conceived
materially, as excrement’ (Stallybrass and White 1986, 140). On the sewers of Paris, Hugo writes:
There is darkness here, but no secrets […] Every foulness of civilization, fallen into
disuse, sinks into the ditch of truth wherein ends the huge social down-slide, to be
swallowed, but to spread. No false appearances, no white-washing, is possible; filth
strips off its shirt in utter starkness, all illusions and mirages scattered, nothing left
except what is, showing the ugly face of what ends. (Hugo 1982, 1065)

Foucault describes the cynics’ life as one of shamelessly living out private needs and thoughts in public:
Diogenes’ home is the street, and he belongs not to any nation but to any place in the world where he
can live truthfully. Consequently, and in a way that resonates with my critique of privacy developed in
Chapter 3, ‘there is no privacy, secret, or non- publicity in the Cynic life’ (Foucault 2011, 253). To
comments on his habit of masturbating in public, for example, Diogenes replied: ‘I only wish I could
be rid of hunger by rubbing my belly’ (Leung 2015). Contrary to the Habermasian model of the public
sphere that, following the bourgeois division between public and private, tends to exclude the body and
its pleasures as a mere “private matter” (Warner 2005), this filthy and doggish cosmopolitan life is
without modesty, shame, and human respect. It is a life which does in public, in front of
everyone, what only dogs and animals dare to do, and which men usually hide. The
Cynic’s life is a dog’s life in that it is shameless. Second, the Cynic life is a dog’s life
because, like the latter, it is indifferent. It is indifferent to whatever may occur, is not

14

There exists a historical link between such forms of “taboo speech” and the types of anonymous authorship that modern
print culture facilitated, as discussed in the second chapter. In her work on anonymity in early modern print culture, Mary
North traces a connection between satirical tracts as an early modern literary genre and anonymity as its default modus
operandus: ‘If satire’s objective was to have readers recognize human foibles and corruption through the ironies or
inconsistencies in its picture of society, then anonymity was ideally suited to this genre’ (North 2015).
15
When 4chan’s summoning of the “real” of mediatic globalization through the public enactment of all kinds of private filth
is seen through the lens of the play frame outline in the previous chapters, an interesting paradox emerges: namely that only
in “unserious” play outside of the confines of “real life” the real can appear as it is. Conversely, in contradistinction to the real,
reality becomes precisely what is illusionary, as mere public-facing appearance and false pretence (a role one plays in official
relationships, e.g. between employees and managers, or between students and teachers).
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attached to anything, is content with what it has, and has no needs other than those it
can satisfy immediately. (Foucault 2011, 243)

Although distinct from it, it is here that the tradition Cynic parhēssia intersects with the transgressive
practices of plebeian festive culture that Bakhtin describes. In Rabelais, whose discourse mimics the
free public discourse of the marketplace, ‘the idea […] fears no slum, is not afraid of any of life’s filth.
The man of the idea – the wise man – collides with world evil, depravity, baseness and vulgarity in their
most extreme expression (Bakhtin in Morris 1994, 190). Just as ‘Rabelais’ images are steeped in the
atmosphere of the fair … of fearless, free and gay truth’ (Bakhtin in Morris 1994, 218), so Hugo’s
“ditch of truth” and Foucault’s doggish philosopher oppose an alternative truth regime to that of
conventional morality.
Just as the language of the fair is opposed to the classical ideolects of religion, philosophy, and
poetry, the materialist and “gay truth” that 4chan enacts in its use of scatological imagery and its mockidentification with ‘evil, depravity, baseness and vulgarity in their most extreme expression’ is opposed
to the walled gardens of social media platforms and their idealization of authentic personal connections
and community, whose filth is filtered out by so-called “content moderators”. Day in and day out,
thousands of precarious laborers in the Philippines, India, Germany, and elsewhere are employed to
filter out the seemingly infinite flood of gore, porn, abuse, and violence that is uploaded to and
circulated on platforms, causing many of them to suffer from severe mental distress and psychological
injury. The disposal of the digital dirt that is inevitably produced by social media platforms’ dependence
on user-generated content contradicts Zuckerberg’s claim that, at Facebook, ‘We stand for connecting
every person. For a global community. Give everyone the power to share anything with anyone’ (cited
in Block and Riesewieck 2018).16
Moving from the festive scatological trope of filth as the “gay truth” of the social to the related
themes of the grotesque body and the carnivalesque “chain of being”, the next sections further develop
the opposition between mask and face culture by analyzing the human centipede, naked obese man, and
green monster images circulated on 4chan as modes of imagining digital sociality beyond the confines
of networked individualism. As will become clearer moving forward, if – based on Julia Kristeva’s
psycho-analytic model of the ontogenesis of the subject (Kristeva 1982) – filth (e.g. bodily fluids, or
anything that does not unambiguously belong to the “I”) represents what must be “abjected” and
separated from the body in its passage to personhood, it makes sense that the denial of such personhood
in the celebration of the grotesque body relies on scatological motifs.17 The clearest case of this
affiliation of the grotesque body with shit in the case of 4chan is the human centipede meme, to which
I now turn.

16

This returns us to Foucault’s observation that ‘Cynic courage of the truth consists in getting people to condemn, reject,
despise, and insult the very manifestation of what they accept, or claim to accept at the level of principles’ (Foucault 2011,
234). We could say that, just as the cynics enacted the scandalous banality of philosophy by living the truly unconcealed life
that philosophy could affirm only in principle, 4chan enacts the scandalous banality of social media, taking the imperative of
connectivity and sharing that the latter holds dear to its radical end, which is at the same time also its inversion or implosion:
a terrible and terrific Mardi Gras of the social, a carnival procession of images.
17
In her seminal anthropological work Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (M. Douglas
1966), Mary Douglas describes a similar “abjective” dynamic in the formation of communities to the one Kristeva describes
in individual subject formation.
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5.2 “A Brutal Barrage of Blistering Bullshit”: The Human Centipede18

Oh, ho, ho, ho, ho. What the devil is this? Do you call this ordure, ejection, excrement, evacuation, dejecta,
fecal matter, egesta, copros, scatos, dung, crap, turds? Not at all, not at all: it is but the fruit of the shittim
tree, “Selah! Let us drink.”
Book 4, Chapter 67 (Rabelais 2006, 871-2)
19

In Rabelais and His World, Bakhtin shows how scatological images ‘nearly always accompany the gay
monsters created by laughter’, as well as how ‘excrement [...] is the most suitable substance for the
degrading of all that is exalted’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 214). In their downward movement ‘into the depths of
the human body’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 370), such images appropriate what the body, in the name of propriety
and work, exorcizes, but what returns as an excess that haunts the body by offering up the image of its
own imperfection, i.e. that “abjection” constitutive of the self as a fully individualized, “proper” body,
in Kristeva’s psychoanalytic account of subjectivity (Kristeva 1982). As for Rafman, for Bakhtin
scatological imagery is not restricted to literal representations of feces, urine, or other bodily fluids (the
level of content) but is articulated even more fundamentally on the level of aesthetic form. The
indiscriminate mixing of different languages and speech genres in travestying-parodic discourse, for
example, acts as the discursive equivalent of filth: by way of a series of metonymic jumps, the impure
mixture of words is symbolically transfigured into shit.
4chan’s “excremental visions” are articulated on the level of both content and form. Notorious
among the various memes that emerged from 4chan that conceive of digital content as feces, and of its
circulation as a process of bodily digestion, is that of the human centipede (fig. 41). The image purports
to offer a representation of “How the Internet works” in terms of OC (“original content”) being created
on 4chan, and migrating to social media platforms and mainstream television culture (sitcoms). The
meme was inspired by an absurd horror movie called The Human Centipede (First Sequence) (2009),
which, according to one anonymous commenter, ‘makes Saw look like a child’s comedy in
comparison’. The movie tells the story of a demented German surgeon (Dr. Josef Heiter, played by
Dieter Laser) who holds several tourists hostage in his basement with the intent of joining them together
mouth to anus to create a “single organism” with one shared digestive system (fig. 42). In 2011, the
movie was parodied in the South Park episode “HUMANCENTiPAD” (aired on Comedy Central, 27
April 2011, fig. 43).

18

The phrase “A brutal barrage of blistering bullshit” is borrowed from a demotivational poster that shows the original post
on 4chan. https://funnyjunk.com/funny_pictures/1215914/B/.
19
The translation used here is not that in the cited Penguin edition but appears in Bakhtin (1984b, 175).
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Figure 41. Instance of the “Human Centipede” meme (accessed 11 March 2019).
https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/1284056-meme-life-cycle-charts.

Figure 42. Still from Tom Six (2009) The Human Centipede (First Sequence) (accessed 11 March 2019).
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/subcultures/the-human-centipede/photos/page/3.

Figure 43. Still from the South Park episode HumancentiPad (Season 15, episode 1, production no. 1501,
original airdate 27 April 2011), showing Steve Jobs presenting the HumancentiPad (accessed 29 April 2017,
8:20). https://southpark.fandom.com/wiki/HUMANCENTiPAD.
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The South Park episode revolves around Kyle, who, by blindly accepting the iTunes Terms &
Conditions without reading them (as no one does) unknowingly consents to become part of an
experimental “HumancentiPad” designed by Steve Jobs to be the newest revolutionary Apple gadget.20
Connecting the idea of a human centipede to Apple’s rigid intellectual property regimes, the episode
shows how Apple’s excessively detailed and difficult Terms and Conditions tie their users to an opaque
juridical-corporate apparatus which – like the formal schema imposed on the bodies in the Centipede
movie – acts as a violent diagram that determines and restricts the use that can be made of the iTunes
software package, all the while placing the burden of responsibility (for reading, consenting, and
abiding by the rules) on the individual user. As Eugenie Brinkema writes in her account of the movie:
The entirety of the question of violence in The Human Centipede turns on the violence
of an unmodifiable position, a rivetedness to a certain notation: the formality of a written
bondedness violent in excess of any order stained with blood, vomit, pus, piss, shit,
agony, weeping, terror. (Brinkema 2016, 87)

In the South Park episode, however, it is not so much in the restriction of usage, but in the liberal
illusion of freedom in informed consent that the actual violence lies: legal agreements are binding. As
the South Park episode shows, then, cruelly, it is always my own choice to be subjected to the
apparatuses with which I am actually entangled from the start. Before being surgically connected to
another unfortunate user’s body, Kyle is shamed for not having read the iTunes user agreement (‘Who
just agrees to something they don’t read?’, he is asked). By posing this question, the absurdity of liberal
notions of free and informed consent in a context of pervasive machinic submission is hilariously
brought to light. Whereas the individual is morally responsible for his decisions, from the companies’
perspective the bare formal fact of a signed legal agreement trumps all possible moral considerations
(or even rational ones) to act in a certain way. The company has no responsibility to act responsibly.
As the Apple employee screams at Kyle when he objects to having his blood taken: ‘You agreed to all
of this!’ (2:19). With each horrifying exposition on how the bodies of users like Kyle will be used to
create a giant gastric tract, Jobs interjects: ‘You all agreed to this!’
Figure 44 displays another instance of a human-centipedal structure as a metaphor for the way
content on 4chan is envisioned as shit and its circulation beyond 4chan is represented as a single
digestive system. It shows a sequence of men, pants on their ankles as if sitting on the toilet, defecating
into each other’s mouths and the contents coming out at the rear end as shit that forms a source of
consumption for the next person. Here, dialogue becomes diarrhea (from diarrhein “to flow through,”
from dia- “through” + rhein “to flow”).21 Finally, figure 45 imagines the circulation of content between
platforms as a single gastrointestinal tract. Using the type of depiction of a human body found in medical
and biology handbooks, it singles out the digestive system, starting with the mouth, which represents
4chan as the place where content originates, moving on to the stomach (representing Reddit as where
content shows up next), the smaller (I Can Haz Cheezburger) and larger (Tumblr) intestines, and finally
the rectum (Digg). The image claims to offer ‘an accurate depiction of the course of original content
over the Internet’.

20

In the South Park episode, Steve Jobs paints a derogatory picture of the way Apple’s products are used by the people who
buy them: ‘I remember when the first version of the iPad came out. People couldn’t believe how easy it was to take their music
and videos and photos and all their SHIT, and share it with other people, who could do the same with all their SHIT’ (10:00).
By having Jobs say this, the makers of South Park recognize that Apple products are not actually designed to be used; doing
so pollutes them (filling them with shit) as purely aesthetic objects, signs of status, or evidence of the achievements of
technological innovation.
21
“Diarrhea”. Online Etymological Dictionary. https://www.etymonline.com/word/diarrhea#etymonline_v_8525.
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Figure 44. Image of the way content circulates from one platform to another, where the excrement of one is
consumed by the other, forming a single digestive system (accessed 16 December 2016).
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/meme-life-cycle-charts/photos.

Figure 45. “The digestive system of the Internet”. Another instance of 4chan’s scatological way of imagining
the production and consumption of content on the Internet (accessed 16 December 2016).
https://funnyjunk.com/channel/funny/The+digestive+system+of+the+Internet/zblXGmo/.

In their use of scatological symbolism, the images discussed so far in this section can be seen to
have a predominantly carnivalesque and thus self-affirmative, festive meaning. In his analyses of the
significance of scatological imagery in Rabelais, Bakhtin discusses feces and filth as part of carnival’s
affirmation of the ‘lower bodily stratum’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 75). Whereas from the perspective of
bourgeois morality and classical aesthetics, shit appears in a purely negative way as unassimilable dirt,
in Rabelais’ comic-materialist writings, shit signifies regeneration, creative transformation, and the
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birth of the new out of the old, life out of death (Bakhtin 1984b, 175-6; see this section’s epigraph from
Rabelais in this section). As, in Rabelais, ‘excrement is linked to the generating force and to fertility’
(Bakhtin 1984b, 175), so in the human centipede images discussed above shit is associated with fertility
and regenerative powers, implying that they use scatological imagery in a similarly carnivalesque
manner. Out of the never-ending stream of materials posted on /b/, new memes, jokes, and collective
inflammations are constantly born, just as they constantly die out. At the same time, in the human
centipede images shit also has a more “negative” or critical meaning (one that Bakhtin somewhat
doubtfully claims is altogether absent from Rabelaisian discourse): there is a clear implication that
content degrades as it moves from 4chan to more mainstream platforms. In this regard, shit serves the
more satirical purpose of articulating a critique of other platforms as parasitical upon 4chan’s fertile
“meme pool”.
Besides regeneration, the human centipede meme also mobilizes another recurring carnivalesque
trope: that of the bodily chain of becoming, where the old (death) simultaneously serves as the
generation of the new (birth). This trope, Bakhtin argues, constructs ‘an endless chain of bodily life,
retaining the parts in which one link joins the other, in which the life of one body is born from the death
of the preceding, older one’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 235). It is, moreover, mirrored in the textual structure of
Rabelais’ work: Gargantua and Pantagruel forms a never-ending chain of interpenetrating languages
and voices, with words and phrases connected to each other in a dialogic/diarrheic fashion. Seen in this
light, the fact that the circulation of content on 4chan is represented by anons in scatological terms
would reflect the thread-based and dialogical structure of imageboards, where collective conversations
comprised of many voices are woven from replies and replies to replies, creating the kind of discursive
chain of carnivalesque becoming that Bakhtin found in Rabelais.
Far from signifying a festive immersion in the chain of becoming, however, in the movie The Human
Centipede the tourists’ experience of becoming part of a sequence generates an unimaginable horror,
for them and for the viewer. This horror is ultimately due to the composite digestive system’s total
denial of agency and subjectivity, the human centipede’s status as ‘radically depersonalized and
deindividuated’ (Brinkema 2016, 83). When the British Board of Film Classification refused the
certificate for the film’s sequel, part of its reasoning was that ‘there is little attempt to portray any of
the victims in the film as anything other than objects’ (Hawkes 2015). Similar to Rabelais’ work, The
Human Centipede trilogy itself resembles the centipedal forms it revolves around: ‘a pointless,
relentlessly nasty creation, with virtually no artistic justification for its existence’ (Hawkes 2015). The
film not only evokes the memory of Nazi eugenics programs by featuring a German surgeon, but also
signals larger anxieties over the person being treated as a mere means by sequential mass formations of
any kind (Seltzer 2011).
As Marx argues in Capital, industrial manufacturing ‘converts the worker into a crippled
monstrosity’ (Marx 1976, 481) as his body parts become part of ‘a vast mechanical monster whose
body fills whole factories, and whose demonic power, at first hidden by the slow and measured motions
of its gigantic members, finally bursts forth in the fast and feverish whirl of its countless working
organs’ (Marx 1976, 503). The way Marx describes industrial labor recalls Lyotard’s characterization
of capitalist relations of production and consumption as comprised of a ‘series of singular, anonymous
and indifferent relations […] between clients and prostitutes’ (Lyotard 1993, 139). Moreover, it evokes
Sontag’s observations on Sade’s conception of the orgy ‘as an inventory of the hopefully indefinite
possibilities of several machines in collaboration with each other […] designed to make possible an
endless, non-culminating kind of ultimately affectless activity’ (Sontag 2002, 218). Building on what
has become a Marx-Lyotard-Sontag centipede of sorts, this thematic also returns us to some of the mass
formations discussed in Chapter 3. In the photograph of the chorus girls that accompanies the English
translation of Kracauer’s “Mass Ornament” essay, for example, the sequential or “centipedal” form of
the dancing girls is readily apparent (fig. 46). In less than two paragraphs, we were able to jump from
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Bakhtin’s joyful chain of becoming to the terrible enchainments of industrial labor – a move that testifies
to the proximity and, to some extent, interchangeability of these two phenomena.
There can thus be both pleasure and horror in the sequential mass body. In an article on “sequential
parody graffiti”, Gregory J. Longenecker (1977) emphasizes the former. He describes a form of toilet
graffiti where someone starts a list with a specific theme that is then expanded by subsequent toilet
visitors. As an example, he mentions a list in which words from well-known movie titles were replaced
by the word “beaver”, e.g. Gone with the Beaver or Easy Beaver. Adding to such lists offers
participation in a common form and creative enterprise that has no other end than the indefinite
extension of the centipedal text. Another example of pleasure in sequence could be found on 4chan in
2009, when anons manipulated Time Magazine’s Top 100 of most influential people in government,
science, and technology. Using the ability of many anons to cast their vote in the online competition (as
well as automated computer scripts), the list was manipulated in such a way that the first letters of the
people named formed the sentence “Marblecake, also the game” – an obscure vernacular sexual
reference (Lamere 2009) (fig. 47).
The next section extends the analysis of the carnivalesque meaning of scatological imagery and its
connection to the “mass body”. In the naked obese man image that I will focus on there, however, the
elements of what in the human centipede was still a discrete sequence have been blurred and melted
into a single truly “grotesque media body”.

Figure 46. “Girls at a rehearsal, 1929”. Photograph of chorus girls displayed in Kracauer’s “Mass Ornament”
essay (Kracauer 1995, 74).
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Figure 47. Screenshot of the “Marblecake Also The Game” Times polling hack (accessed 10 June 2019).
https://musicmachinery.com/2009/04/15/inside-the-precision-hack/.

5.3 4chan’s Grotesque Media Body: The Naked Obese Man

The players are supposed to be dolls, toys, marionettes, and now they are all hopping like wooden frogs,
and I can see for myself that the chief personage, who is some kind of King, carries for Sceptre a brush of
the kind that we use to clean a closet.
W. B. Yeats on his attendance of Ubu Roi, cited in Remshardt (2004, 1)

‘Merdrrrrre!’ Appearing a total of thirty-three times in the script, the first line of Ubu Roi (1896)
introduced its Parisian spectators to the scandalous persona of Père Ubu, a grotesque figure whose pearshaped body and enormous paunch resembled a giant turd (English versions of the play sometimes
translate the title of the play as King Turd).22 Repurposing much of the scatological rhetoric, whose
carnivalesque significance Bakhtin analyzed in the work of Rabelais, to paint a satirical picture of
(“shitting on”) the bourgeoisie of fin-de-siècle French society, the circular pattern on Ubu’s belly (his
gidouille) is said to symbolize guts and bowel movements (Menon 2014, 63) (fig. 48).23
Situated at the intersection of scatology and the grotesque body, Jarry’s Ubu may serve as an entry

22

In the English version of the notorious play by Alfred Jarry that was first staged in 1896, “Merdre!” is sometimes translated
as “Pschitt!” (Jarry 1968) or “shittr!” (Stam 1989, 99). Unsurprisingly, at the time the play was not well-received by the cultural
establishment. In Les Sources d'Ubu Roi (Chassé 1921), the critic Charles Chassé judged it to be a worthless skit written by
schoolchildren. Perhaps unbeknownst to him, this observation is in fact correct. The play that is now considered one of the
starting points of the European artistic avant-garde began as a relatively innocuous college skit. Père Ubu is modelled after
one of Jarry’s teachers at the Lycée in Rennes, which he entered in 1888 at the age of fifteen. Even before his arrival, there
already existed a lively cult around this teacher, Félix-Frédéric Hébert, better known simply as Père Hébert. The students put
him at the center of a range of creations, included caricatures, mock newspapers, comics, and theater sketches (Pindar 2013).
Sprung from the scatological imagination of the high school student Jarry, Ubu Roi initiated the decline of the worn-out scripts
of nineteenth-century French theater.
23
On Rabelais as an inspiration for Jarry, see (Stam 1989, 99). Just as in Rabelais, the circular rendition of Ubu’s guts and
bowels represents ‘processes of assimilation and rejection, construction and destruction’ (Stillman 1983, 45).
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point into anons’ own imagining of 4chan as a “grotesque media body”, as well as into how this
carnivalesque representation of digital sociality ties in to the profane media logic of anonymous
imageboard culture. As if in reference to Père Ubu, a famous piece of comic 4chan weblore shows a
naked and extremely obese man seated in front of a computer. The caption below the photograph reads:
‘4chan: 87% of the posts are written by this man’ (fig. 49).24 By suggesting that a large majority of
anonymous posts on 4chan are the result of the activities of one man, rather than of thousands of
individual users (as is of course actually the case), I contend, this image acts as a mock-affirmative
representation of 4chan as a “grotesque media body”. Like the human centipede, the image of the naked
obese man renders legible the process of collective media production and consumption on 4chan in
terms of a grotesque body, which figures prominently in the popular-festive imagery Bakhtin analyzes.
Like the grotesque body of Bakhtin’s carnival, the grotesque media body of 4chan is characterized by
‘impurity (both in the sense of dirt and mixed categories), hetereogeneity, masking, protuberant
distension, disproportion, ex-orbitancy, clamour, decentred or eccentric arrangements, a focus upon
gaps, orifices, and symbolic filth’ (Stallybrass and White 1986, 23).25
The fact that “this man” refers to “87% of 4chan posts” – in other words, to something that the
anonymous makers or viewers of this image on 4chan can be assumed to identify with – deflects a
reading of the image as exclusively the instance of body shaming it might seem at first sight. Although
there is certainly an element of shaming, the man’s body can also be said to signify the fertile body of
4chan in a carnivalesque sense, by acting as an ambivalent “praise-and-abuse” image in which ‘abusive
words, especially indecent ones, are used in the affectionate and complimentary sense’ (Bakhtin 1984b,
216). For Bakhtin, the fundamental ambiguity of the praise/abuse image lies in the intersection of the
negative and the affirmative, each acting through the other, as life speaks through death, and vice versa
(just as Ubu is the farting farce of the old that gives birth to the new). In the case of 4chan, the obese
man image simultaneously degrades and celebrates the imageboard as a perverted, overflowing body
too large to contain itself, beyond all proper form, healthy insofar as it is unhealthy (according to
mainstream norms).

24

The image belongs to the vernacular genre of “demotivational posters” discussed in section 4.4. The man in the picture
seems to be aware of, and even to smile at, the camera. In an otherwise non-descriptive room offering no cues of place or time,
a door opens to reveal a small bathroom. Through the way it is staged, the photograph raises many questions. Who is the man
behind the computer? Who took the photo, when, where and why? Was it meant to serve a private or public purpose? No
information can be found about the photo’s origin. No one has claimed to be the man in question; no one has claimed to be
the taker of the picture; there are no fights over its copyright status. The image is simply “out there”, beyond any larger meaning
or purpose. It is in this total abandonment to itself – the origin of the image and the man in the picture unknown – that it can
truly be called anonymous. And if we do not generally notice the unique status of such images, it is because we are constantly
surrounded by them.
25
In Bigger than You: Big Data and Obesity (Behar 2016), Katherine Behar argues that “big data” can be understood as a
form of informational obesity required and perpetuated by platform capitalism. From this perspective, the naked obese man
appears to satirize the categorical imperatives of social media platforms for users to keep posting, sharing, messaging, or
tweeting, reflecting these platforms’ unsatisfiable hunger for data and its algorithmic curation (digestion) into well-defined
data doubles.
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Figure 48. Véritable portrait de Monsieur Ubu, woodcut by Alfred Jarry (circa 1896) (accessed 1 November
2016). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ubu_Roi#/media/File:Véritable_portrait_de_Monsieur_Ubu.png.

Figure 49. “4chan.org: 87% of the posts are written by this man” (accessed 1 November 2016).
https://cecinestpasdelart.wordpress.com/tag/there-is-porn-of-it/.

In its depiction of the man’s “overflowing” body, the demotivational poster offers a poignant
contrast with the way digital communities and the media technologies that enable them are
conventionally represented and designed as highly “streamlined” (smoothing out orifices and folds) and
“discrete” (indeed, one of the profound ironies of the Internet is that the discrete and unambiguous
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binary code that enables it gave rise to such “indiscrete” media bodies). Contrasted to, and incompatible
with, the fat body of 4chan is the anorexic body of the network, which neatly separates users from each
other, in an attempt to control the lines of communication between them. In her work on post-humanism
and its connections to technology, N. Katherine Hayles refers to Gillian Brown’s reading of anorexia
as signifying a desire for total sovereignty over one’s body (Brown 1991), and argues that ‘the
anorexic’s struggle to “decrement” the body is possible precisely because the body is understood as an
object for control and mastery rather than as an intrinsic part of the self’ (Hayles 1999, 5). On the other
side of the spectrum, Behar (citing Berlant 2011, 98) claims that obesity ‘is always “oriented toward …
self-abeyance”, toward what she calls self-suspension, as opposed to self-negation’ (Behar 2016, 23).
To the extent that, as Alphonso Lingis claims, ‘to exist as a person is to maintain all one’s parts and
their properties under one’s own control’ (Lingis 2001, 61), the grotesque body of 4chan would signify
the desire to forego such control, to give up the illusion of (mastery over) one’s speech as fully
individualized, and the “abeyance” of personal identity in a proliferation of anonymous voices (which
Bakhtin sees as one of the carnival’s main affordances and part of its attractiveness).26 Such a reading
would also seem consistent with the larger thematic thread of the im-personal self-understanding of
4chan users as anons/Anonymous.
Partly mapping onto the distinction between the obese and the anorexic body, for Bakhtin the
clandestine, grotesque body is always dialogically related to the sanctioned, classical body of the official
idiolects. Whereas the grotesque body marks a process of perpetual (re)generation open to all sides, the
classical body of official culture is closed and unitary, smooth and finished, fully individualized,
‘isolated, alone, fenced off from all other bodies’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 29). The classical body centers on
‘the individual, strictly limited mass, the impenetrable facade [...] a closed individuality that does not
merge with other bodies and with the world’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 235).27
For Bakhtin, the classical body constitutes itself out of the denegation of the grotesque body: ‘images
of the grotesque body are [...] abjected from the bodily canons of classical aesthetics’ (Russo 1995, 8;
see Wendel 2009, 1). Unable to fully exorcize it, however, in the canon of classical aesthetics, the ‘ever
unfinished nature of the body was hidden, kept secret’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 29). To establish the classical
body in art (as an ideal model for society as a whole) required the grotesque, transindividual body to be
reconfigured and cut up into well-delineated, individual bodies (Stallybrass and White 1986, 183-4).
Especially significant for the contrast between mask and face culture is that Bakhtin positions the face
as belonging to the classical body, in opposition to the lower bodily stratum: ‘In carnival language the
lower stratum (the ass) is “the back of the face”, “the face turned inside out”’ (Bakhtin 1984, 40).
In their account of what they call “faciality” (visageité), or simply “the Face”, Deleuze and Guattari
equally emphasize the conflictual relationship between the (lower parts of the) body and the face, with
the latter not “belonging” to the body in the same way as the other parts do:
The face is part of a surface-holes, holey surface, system. This system should under no
circumstances be confused with the volume-cavity system proper to the (proprioceptive)
body […] The face is produced only when the head ceases to be a part of the body, when
it ceases to be coded by the body, when it ceases to have a multidimensional polyvocal
corporal code – when the body, head included, has been decoded and has to be
overcoded by something we shall call the Face. (Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 170)

26

Commenting on the carnivalesque significance of fat and fatness (e.g. in the term Mardi Gras, meaning “Fat Tuesday”),
Stallybrass and White contrast the fat body of carnival with the ‘anorexic figure of Lent’ (Stallybrass and White 1986, 184).
27
Consequently, the mass social body became the object of a socio-moral orthopedics of the body: ‘[T]he head to be holden
[sic] upright, the forehead without frowning, the brows without bending, the nose without blowing, the eyes quick and pleasant,
the lips not laid out, the teeth without grinning, the arms not much cast abroad but comely set out, as time and cause shall best
require’ (Thomas Wilson cited in Rebhorn 2004, 99).
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This notion of the Face is inherently connected to surveillance, as the attempt to straighten out the
body’s folds: ‘Faciality is a process in which volumes and cavities become subject to a grid-surface,
become something to draw out, look at, recognize, identify, screen, project’ (van Reekum 2017).
Conversely, the folds of flesh that make up the belly of the naked obese man resist being “smoothed
out” into flat profiles or distinctive identities. The fold consists of a single surface, and is in that sense
radically public. But it is not flat, meaning that it cannot be appropriated by an external observer in a
single glance. In order to “know” anything, such an observer would have to travel into it, but by doing
so she would become entangled with it in a way that collapses the distance demanded by the eyes.28
It is the status of the face as the locus of the classical body ideal, and as subjecting the body to its
regime of “facialization”, that offers a clue as to why, during times of carnival, faces are typically
covered by masks – as if it is only by covering that which does not belong to the body (the face) that
the grotesque body may appear from underneath it. As ‘the most complex theme of folk culture’
(Bakhtin 1984, 39) the mask embodies all of the carnival’s central elements. Rather than the face that
is complete, finished, and self-identical,
The mask is connected with the joy of change and reincarnation, with gay relativity and
with the merry negation of uniformity and similarity; it rejects conformity to oneself.
The mask is related to transition, metamorphoses, the violation of natural boundaries, to
mockery and familiar nicknames. It contains the playful element of life. (Bakhtin 1984,
39-40)

In line with this, in his account of the mask in the work of Ensor as representing the urban crowd
(as discussed in section 4.1), Jonsson describes how in Ensor’s Death and the Masks (1897) (fig. 50)
‘the humanlike appearances are so fluid and fragile as to dissolve the walls between inner and outer
world, between the dead skeleton and the pulsating body, between the individual and the collective, to
the effect that the interacting group of masks becomes an objective correlative of the deep and
undifferentiated matter of social life as such’ (Jonsson 2013, 88). Through this fluidity and indistinction between face and mask, life and death, human and animal, and between individual and
collective, Ensor ‘discloses a reality anterior to those cultural and conceptual systems of representation
that organize the social field into distinct entities, fixed meanings, and stable identities’ (Jonsson 2013,
88). Bakhtin’s observations on the mask also bring us back to the opposition between mask and face
culture developed in Chapter 1, where I showed that the Guy Fawkes mask can be seen as connected
with the joy of online identity play and the rejection of ‘conformity to oneself’.
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For Bakhtin, the opposition between the grotesque and the classical body is present even within the face itself, which is only
ideally a surface: ‘Of all the features of the human face, the nose and mouth play the most important part in the grotesque
image of the body’, whereas conversely ‘the eyes have no part in [these] comic images; they express an individual, so to speak,
self-sufficient human life, which is not essential to the grotesque’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 316). Significantly in this context, the eye
has always provided the dominant metaphor for surveillance (e.g. the “all-seeing” panopticon, the watchtower and the
supervisor). Contrary to the eyes, the nose reaches out to the world, while the mouth, by taking things in, constantly
transgresses the boundaries between “inner” and “outer” that constitute the self. In the comic-materialist topography of the
carnival, then, the eyes are to the face what the head is to the body, just as the mouth is to the face what the lower part of the
body is to the head.
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Figure 50. James Ensor (1897) Death and the Masks, Musée des Beaux-Arts de la Ville de Liège, Liège.
http://www.the-athenaeum.org/art/detail.php?ID=83763.

The opposition that Bakhtin stages between the grotesque body of the carnival and the classical body
of official culture maps onto the opposition between mask and face culture that I have been exploring
throughout this study. Having shown how anons have imagined 4chan as a grotesque media body in the
case of the naked obese man poster, there are at least three characteristics that would qualify Facebook
as a closed and thus classical body that obeys the logic of faciality described above. First, the platform
aligns any online activity to an individual profile persistent across time and confined to a personal feed.
Second, it restricts content to that posted by friends, precluding the aleatory encounter with
heterogeneous others. Third, it filters content based on its propriety, removing images of naked bodies,
sex, and other “taboo” materials. Instead, Simcoe takes 4chan’s ‘predilection for the carnivalesque’ as
‘evidence of the way users reject any vision of the web that denies, ignores or obfuscates the medium’s
low[er] culture’, and as ‘a celebration of the irreducible plurality of the Internet, a plurality that most
certainly includes pornography, obscenity, deviance, prejudice, criminality, uncivil discourse,
erroneous information, etc.’ (Simcoe 2012, 44). In a way, then, Facebook is to 4chan what for Bakhtin
the grotesque realism of the medieval carnival is to the more sanitized and official “classical” idiolects
of the following period, in which ‘the leading role is attributed to the individually characteristic and
expressive parts of the body’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 321), such as the head, the face, and the eyes. Here, the
open relation of the grotesque body to other bodies and to the world at large is closed off, and the body
folded back upon itself as a rounded, self-sufficient totality, speaking and spoken to as an individual.
Indeed, Bakhtin notes that this sanitized body, which is now ‘merely one body […] speaks in its name
alone’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 321).
Permissive of metamorphic fluctuations of identity, e.g. providing a host of gender options, even a
free-form field, Facebook of course lets digital bodies multiply to a much larger extent than the classicist
aesthetics Bakhtin refers to. Yet on Facebook such forms of fluid identity formation may only unfold
under the strict auspices of the proper name as the anchoring point. This “onymic” anchoring, where
each person may speak ‘in its name alone’, encloses and restricts the proliferation of online identities
or speech acts by compiling them into a unique personal profile. As such, these digital bodies circulate
on the basis of the premise that they can be recuperated by the logic of faciality. Thus, Facebook only
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accommodates diversity and minoritarian identities to a certain extent (as the case of several trans users
and drag queens prevented from using their preferred names also shows (Levin 2017)). Seemingly, the
color of your skin, your sexual preference, or the gender you identify with does not matter, but it still
upholds the imperative to be who you are, affirming precisely that “conformity to the self” that Bakhtin
shows the mask defies by opening a passage to ‘the deep and undifferentiated matter of social life’
(Jonsson 2013, 88).
The logic of faciality that ties this undifferentiated digital social matter to a uniquely persistent
identity can of course be undermined by various unintended uses of the platform’s affordances: people
can maintain several profiles, register with fake names, and so on. Another example is that of the
ZUCKERBUG Facebook page, which collects photoshopped creations involving a single image of
Mark Zuckerberg. What these images have in common is that they all subject Facebook’s founder to a
variety of grotesque deformations and metamorphoses.29 In the examples below (fig. 51), he is
anonymized by applying a pixel-mask to his face; he is multiplied into a legion of identical Zuckerbugs;
his body is cut up and distributed over different parts of the Facebook feed; and his face is switched
with that of a cat, using a photo of another person’s body. In all of these examples, the integrity of Mark
Zuckerberg as a person is comically debased and violated by his anonymization and masking, his
doubling and cutting, and his intermingling with other, non-human bodies, creating various new,
monstrous combinations.
Expanding on the thematic association of metamorphosis and the grotesque body with the
monstrous, the next section looks at an image that represents 4chan as a monster. As with the other
images analyzed in this chapter so far, my aim is to show how these comic-materialist renditions of
online sociality undermine the “classical” body aesthetics of social media platforms like Facebook,
contrasting 4chan’s “grotesque media body” to the prevalent notion of the “network”.

Figure 51. Four examples of photoshopped images of “Zuckerbug” from the ZUCKERBUG Facebook page
(accessed 31 January 2019). https://www.facebook.com/groups/416447608435665/.

29

“ZUCKERBUG”. Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/groups/416447608435665/.
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5.4 In the Digital Flesh (I am a Beautiful Monster)

I am a beautiful monster / who shares his secrets with the wind.
What I love most in others / is myself.
“Baccarat” in Thalassa in the Dessert (c.1939-40) (Picabia 2012, 362)

Understood as carnivalesque representations of the way content circulates on 4chan and the Internet at
large, the scatological and bodily grotesque imagery used by anons to imagine their own subculture
discussed so far all starkly contrast with the way online interaction is imagined in face culture. The
latter conceives of online interaction as a network, where the nodes are comprised of distinct
individuals, and the edges represent the social relationships between them. Facebook’s opening page
exemplifies this way of representing the web (fig. 52). In the network, the spatial distance and separation
between the nodes in the network is not so much an obstacle as an enabling feature of “connectivity” –
a separation that is absent in the body of the naked obese man, where each speech act is immediately
reabsorbed and dissolved into the collective body of discourse. There is thus an “ascetics” of networks,
for which the cutting and preventing of connections is just as crucial to establishing “connectivity” as
procuring them.30

Figure 52. Screenshot of Facebook’s Login page (accessed 2 September 2019).
https://www.facebook.com/FACEBOOK-is-my-Homepage-129502847065316/.

As I already anticipated in the previous section, besides counteracting the dominant understanding
(and actual configuration) of digital sociality in terms of networks, the images belonging to 4chan’s
subcultural imaginary also strongly contrast with long-standing ideas about the Internet as disembodied
and immaterial, a “virtual space” opposed to “meat” space (Hayles 1999, 36). In the case of the naked
obese man, for example, the emphasis on the flesh of the body and its folds undermines the privileging
of cognitive and rational-communicative metaphors traditionally deployed to imagine the web, e.g. as
a Greek agora, Alexandrian library, or hive mind.31 These metaphors, the images of the web as a
grotesque media body suggest, fail to convey the pulsing and affective, dirty, and immersive quality of

30

As Chun and Friedman show (Chun and Friedland 2015, 5), the technical protocols that underlie networks are promiscuous
and “leaky”, “dirty” and even “slutty”, in the sense that they open up to more connections and capture more information than
is necessary (or even good) for their application.
31
The Greek agora metaphor is attributed to Al Gore; see Chun (2006, 24). For the library and hive mind metaphors, see Stefik
(1996) and Kelly (1995), respectively.
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online interaction: what Heise-von der Lippe refers to (in the context of early hypertext narratives in
the 1990s) as its “monstrous textuality” where ‘multiple entry and branching points create a maze-like
structure, and an impression of fragmentariness, which lends itself to Gothic narratives of monstrous
creation’ (Heise-von der Lippe 2015, 118).
The idea of the web as monstrous is part of an alternative tradition, in the academic literature of the
1990s, of imagining the web as a grotesque body, in a way similar to anons’ understanding of it. In
“Grotesque Corpus: Hypertext as Carnival” (1992) Terence Harpold, for example, argues that hypertext
(which he refers to as the “docuverse”) displays various characteristics that Bakhtin and other scholars
attributed to the grotesque body of popular festive discourse:
The docuverse could be shaped like your own intestines, and reading an act of dissection
turned inside out, the text traversed convulsively by the contractions and dilations of the
boundaries of what you used to think of as a book. You move within a hypertext like
Michael Joyce's WOE in fits and starts, gulps and swallows deep within the
undifferentiated flesh of the text. The electronic medium as meat: hypertext as sausage,
its fits and starts joined by links. (Harpold 1992)
32

This idea of hypertext shaped like intestines and operating by contractions and convulsions is clearly
similar to the human centipede meme analyzed in section 5.2. Writing in the early 1990s when the
Internet was just starting to garner academic interest, Harpold conceptualized the web in terms of an
endlessly expanding and interpenetrating body of texts, images, and hyperlinks, invoking the
Rabelaisian imagery of the lower bodily stratum that in turn recalls the naked obese man meme: ‘The
heart of the hypertextual corpus lies in its Pantagruelesque belly: the gullet, the stomach, the tripe grave;
all the knotted and labyrinthine forms of this heteroglot form’ (Harpold 1992).
Various hacking and cyberpunk movements active in this period similarly invoked the lower bodily
stratum to convey a sense of the materiality of clandestinely navigating computer networks. The Cult
of the Dead Cow (cDc), for example, created a malware program that provided full remote access to
another computer via the Internet. Presented at DEF CON 7 in 1999 and called Back Orifice 2000
(BO2k), its logo represents networked computer systems as bodies with holes that can be exposed and
infiltrated (fig. 53). Later, the 4chan-based hacker and troll group Goatse Security used an iconic
representation of the Goatse meme (Coleman 2014, 25) as its trademark, with the tagline “Gaping holes
exposed” (fig. 53). In these two cases, however, the “gaping holes” of networked computer systems are
not (only) celebrated in a carnivalesque manner, but decried as needing “fixing” or “patching”, as
evinced by BO2k’s tagline “Show Some Control”, which evokes the control over the body’s sphincter
as a milestone in the infant’s journey to adulthood.33

32

WOE (Writing on the edge) was an interactive hypertext fiction developed by Michael Joyce, see “Writing on the
Edge special section, 1991”. New Media Reader. http://www.newmediareader.com/cd_samples/WOE/index.html.
33
Whereas for the “black hat” hacker, security holes serve as a means to prove her technical mastery over institutionalized
adversaries, in the case of the “white hat” hacker she is doing the exposed system a favor by giving the responsible organization
the opportunity to patch the leak. Like the liberal-bourgeois discourse on privacy discussed in Chapter 3, in which the self
attains its autonomy only through the abjection of the mass within and without, so in this libertarian hacker discourse “selfcontrol” is established and maintained by the ability to “patch” the holes that expose it to an adversarial outside.
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Figure 53. Top: Cult of the Dead Cow, “Back Orifice 2000 – Show some control” (accessed 20 April 2017).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_Orifice_2000. Bottom: Goatse Security logo (accessed 20 April 2017).
https://encyclopediadramatica.rs/Goatse_Security.

In many ways, Harpold’s account of the medium as meat and reading as peristalsis, where ‘discrete
speech acts are fragmentary, dialogic and contingent’ and where, as opposed to in the network, ‘you
lose the illusion that the fleshy parts can be easily divided from one another’ (Harpold 1992), applies
even better to 4chan’s ephemeral thread-based structure. Whereas early hypertext narratives were still
rather limited in the pathways offered, and were typically designed by a single author, 4chan approaches
much more the messy and horizontal multiplicity of the intestinal milieu that the metaphor suggests.
The impossibility of separating the “fleshy parts” equally pertains to the distinction between 4chan
users, who never materialize as distinct authors of their own speech.
The green monster image found in The Encyclopedia Dramatica entry on Anonymous serves as a
final example of how interaction on 4chan is represented in carnivalesque terms. It shows a green, hulklike figure spreading its arms and emitting red flames from the palms of its hands. Set against the
background of an erupting volcano and what looks like a city in ruins reminiscent of early 2000s postapocalyptic video games, its caption reads: “Co-existence has created a fucking monster” (fig. 54). The
monster’s eyes are barred by the tagline “No Picture Available”; in this it resembles the stock avatar
aesthetic discussed in the first chapter as parodying the idea of a personal profile on social media
platforms.
Like the naked obese man, the monster seems to represent interaction on 4chan as a festive, formdefying excess. For Bakhtin, the aesthetics of the grotesque body indeed overlap with that of the
monstrous (Bakhtin 1984b, 43). In the carnival world, the monster is a materialist symbol of fertility,
plenty, and excess, destructive of the old and pregnant with the new: an excess of form that fails to
conform, a formlessness that precedes and exceeds any stable form, and as such a principle of creativity.
In Rabelaisian discourse, the monsters’ ‘various deformities, such as protruding bellies, enormous
noses, or humps, are symptoms of pregnancy or of procreative power’ (Bakhtin cited in Morris 1994,
209).34

34

Bakhtin refers to La Bruyere’s observation that Rabelais’ work itself constitutes a “monstrous assemblage” (La Bruyère
cited in Bakhtin 1984b, 107; see Ganim 2013).
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Figure 54. “Co-existence has created a fucking monster”. Encyclopedia Dramatica entry on Anonymous
(accessed 2 September 2019), https://encyclopediadramatica.rs/Anonymous.

In opposition to the classical body, the grotesque body of the monster is something that cannot be
accounted for by the given, canonical order of things, ‘entirely different from ready-made, completed
being’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 25). In a short essay called “Monstrosity and the Monstrous”, Georges
Canguilhem comments on the curiously positive relationship to monsters in the teratology of the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance, the period in which Bakhtin’s utopian account of carnival in Rabelais is also
situated:
The teratology of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance is hardly a census of
monstrosities; it is, rather, a celebration of the monstrous. It is an accumulation of
themes of legends and schemes of figures in which animal forms play, so to speak, at
exchanging their organs and varying the combinations of these organs, in which tools
and even machines are treated as organs and are composed of the parts of living beings.
(Canguilhem 2008, 139)

Just as Harpold’s observation that, in Rabelais’ fiction, ‘the beginning and end of life are closely
linked and interwoven’, Canguilhem’s reference to “combinations of organs” that include human and
machine parts into an amorphous chain of becoming that defies anthropomorphic distinctions, recalls
not only the human centipede, but also the profanely impersonal intermingling of body parts in comedy
and pornography, as discussed in section 4.3. The association of promiscuous mixing and leveling with
the monstrous also harks back to Benjamin’s account of the anti-auratic effects of mass media culture,
as well as to Agamben’s notion of profanation as overcoming the separations that prevent any contact
between the sacred and the profane. The monster, too, brings together things meant to remain apart.35
What is considered aberrant in the monster is either the closeness of the same (incest, homophily
and cannibalism) or the closeness of the different (bestiality and sacrilege). Canguilhem cites the French
seventeenth-century historian Scipion du Pleix, who, asking why it is that Africa seems to produce more
monsters than other regions, answers: ‘Because, all sorts of animals finding themselves by the waters
to drink, they ordinarily mate without discretion as to species’ (Canguilhem 2008, 137). For Foucault
as well, at least from the Middle Ages to the eighteenth century, the monster is essentially an illegitimate
mixture of two or more realms, animal and human, man and woman, adult and child, etc. (Foucault

35

On this notion of the monster and the monstrous, see Cohen (1996); Levina and Bui (2013); Sharpe, (2010).
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2003, 63).36 In defying the law that allocates to each what properly belongs to it, the monstrous is the
living scandal, the abomination of nature, in which nevertheless, precisely because it lives, nature is
forced to recognize its own commandments: to grow, expand, thrive, swarm.37
In an interview, Jacques Derrida similarly associates the figure of the monster with that which does
not fit the existing order of things (in not yet having a name), and as such is associated with futurity and
the new:
A monster is also that which appears for the first time and, consequently, is not yet
recognized. A monster is a species for which we do not yet have a name […] [T]he
future is necessarily monstrous: the figure of the future, that is, that which can only be
surprising, that for which we are not prepared, you see, is heralded by species of
monsters. (Derrida 1995, 386-7, see Rai 2006)

The new forms of anonymous sociality that 4chan potentializes are equally uncategorizable within the
existing order of things, and in that sense appear monstrous.38 From a carnivalesque perspective, then,
the green monster represents a festive affirmation of these new formations.
When viewed in combination with the caption “Co-existence has created a fucking monster”,
however, a darker sense of the monster emerges. In lauding the powers conferred upon the anonymous
swarms that propagate online, this caption conveys a sense of the terrible and violent aspects of mediatic
globalization. This much more problematic sense of the monster already came to the fore in section 4.1,
where I discussed the way early modern urban crowds were depicted by conservative thinkers in terms
of the monstrous, as well as in my analysis of the human centipede in section 5.2. What is monstrous
in the forms of “co-existence” that digital media enable, the caption seems to suggest, is the excess of
the social and of communication, as ever-more people, things, images, opinions, and pieces of
information collide. The last section takes up this complementary reading of the green monster as
articulating horror at mediatic globalization and its discontents, providing a crucial counter-point to the
carnivalesque reading proposed so far.

36

The abject status of the monster is closely related to the ban on metamorphosis transcribed into law in almost every
civilization and often related to animism. In Crowds and Power (Canetti 1981), Canetti shows that, with the expansion of
European civilization, the ban on metamorphosis did not suffer the same fate as did other taboos, which increasingly lost their
hold on the organization of the social. Instead, it developed into a distinctly modern form that pitted the individual person as
a politico-juridical insurance against the violence of modern collectivity (in a way that unconsciously linked the masses to the
realm of metamorphosis). Such a ban acts as a way of establishing the boundaries that separate persons from non-persons (as
in the longstanding juridical debates on the scope of personhood and the question of whether it applies to children as well as
various “monsters” like hermaphrodites, conjoined twins, etc.).
37
Existing literature on the monster discerns at least two associations that at first seem mutually exclusive, namely with the
animal as a reminder of humanity’s non-human, abject origins, and with the unnatural as that which, while produced by nature,
is not of nature, in the pejorative sense of not having “normal” proportions. For an account of how early modern materialism
dealt with his apparent paradox, see Wolfe (2005).
38
Similarly, Ubu’s appearance is monstrous because he represents the past’s comic self-destruction that is nevertheless always
already pregnant with the new. As such Jarry’s work represents ‘the search for a new reality, a stupendous effort to create out
of the ruins Ubu had left behind a new system of values’ (Wright in Jarry 1977, xi). It also explains why the relationship of
Jarry to his grotesque creation ambivalent. In addition to “shitting on” the petty French bourgeoisie and men of Culture that
his teacher embodied, Jarrry also identified with the creature, referring to himself as ‘le Père Ubu’ (Wright in Jarry 1977, ix).
Ubu thus exemplifies how the comic defacement of the old is one of the ways in which each generation reckons with the past,
from which it must free itself to come into its own. Père Hébert clearly belongs to those representatives of the old subjected to
abuse in Rabelais, who ‘continue to talk with the majestic tone of kings and heralds announcing eternal truths, unaware that
time has turned their speeches into ridicule’, transforming ‘old truth and authority into a Mardi Gras dummy, a comic monster
that the laughing crowd rends to pieces in the marketplace’ (Bakhtin 1984b, 213).
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5.5 “Co-existence has Created a Fucking Monster”

Anonymous can be a horrible, senseless, uncaring monster.
Rule 6 of the Rules of the Internet (fig. 34)

Besides a carnivalesque trope, the green monster image (and its caption “Co-existence has created a
fucking monster”) can be said to belong to a category of images and phrases born on 4chan that express
horror at what I refer to as mediatic globalization and its discontents. Understood as subcultural overidentifications with the “repressed” side of mainstream culture, they revolve around the more
problematic and violent aspects of the impersonal modes of spectatorship and interaction that
characterize the Internet (and anonymous imageboards in particular). Other instances of this thematic
that I will present in the current section are the “None of us are cruel as all of us”, “What Has Been
Seen Cannot Be Un-seen”, and “Internet Hate Machine” memes. Contrary to some of the tropes
discussed so far, these images do not easily lend themselves to a reading in terms of a carnivalesque
affirmation of the strange new forms of collectivity proliferating on 4chan. They also defy a reading in
terms of profanation, understood as the promise of a progressive mass culture. If anything, these
vernacular phrases exemplify how contemporary media culture’s profane vocation is thwarted and
deformed, such that it remains only that: an unfulfillable promise. The failure to find a progressive
appropriation of the new forms of global mass-mediated existence that does not end in ever more
sophisticated forms of domination weighs heavily on contemporary digital culture, as the “reactionary
turn” of online mask culture in recent years (to be discussed in the Conclusion) attests to.
First, in fig. 55, the phrase “None of us are as cruel as all of us” is combined with the image of a
headless suit and the Anonymous pseudonym. While not violent in the sense of directly causing physical
or mental distress in others (although this is also possible), the modes of collective anonymous
spectatorship and (inter)action that this phrase alludes to can be said to be violent in their objectifying
logic and lack of reciprocity. The reference to cruelty conveys the extent to which viewing an image in
isolation and anonymously from behind one’s computer is “cruel” in the sense that the viewer is
confronted with a reality that she does not belong to, yet which she can control, bring up, and discard
at will, with hardly any reciprocity from the beings exposed on the other side of the screen, as they have
no control over how their image is consumed by the viewer’s gaze. In her influential essay “Visual
Pleasure and Narrative Cinema”, Laura Mulvey lists “scopophilia” as among the central pleasures that
film has to offer, in a way that online spectatorship could be said to partly inherit from this older new
medium. In the cinema, she writes, ‘the extreme contrast between the darkness in the auditorium (which
also isolates the spectators from one another) and the brilliance of the shifting patterns of light and
shade on the screen helps to promote the illusion of voyeuristic separation’ (Mulvey 1999, 836).39
Rather than bearing on any one individual, it is the media apparatus as a whole that subjects both
the spectator and the spectated to its reifying logic. In their present form, media do not primarily address
or engage the spectator on the level of their individual moral agency. They obey not the ethical
categories of judgment and social affect but the aesthetic and economic categories of fascination and
attention. Media do not fare well in the domain of intention and conscious reflection, but in the domain
of intensive and addictive attachments, creating, in the words of Guy Debord, un comportement
hypnotique (“a hypnotic behavior”, Debord 2014, §18). Finally, media reside not in the historical time

39

Based on Freud’s association of scopophilia with ‘taking other people as objects, subjecting them to a controlling and curious
gaze’ (Mulvey 1999, 835), Mulvey’s feminist reading interprets this controlling-curious gaze as quintessentially “male”, thus
highlighting the gendered character of these modes of media spectatorship. Moreover, the cruelty of the relation between
viewer and viewed in terms of its asymmetry of control casts a more problematic light on the “mass curiosity” of the new
media publics discussed in section 3.1.
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of human freedom (and the responsibility that this imposes), but in the timeless time and irresponsible
responsiveness of the global commodity cultus, or what Musil has a friend of Ulrich’s refer to as the
law of “diminished responsibility” that governs mass society as a whole (cited in Sypher 1979, 10). The
notion of cruelty in this broader, media-phenomenological sense can be considered similar to Antonin
Artaud’s notion of a “theater of cruelty”. In his idiosyncratic manifesto for this new theater, Artaud
defines it as a space of action that destroys the boundaries the classical theater erects between audience
and stage, establishing a space in which ‘a cry uttered at one end of the room can be transmitted from
mouth to mouth with amplifications and successive modulations all the way to the other’, triggering
“paroxysms” to suddenly burst forth and ‘flare up like fires in different spots’ (Artaud 1958, 97).

Figure 55. “Anonymous: Because none of us are as cruel as all of us”. Demotivational poster (accessed 2
September 2019). https://theemptypage.wordpress.com/2013/07/29/the-31-greatest-trolls-of-all-time-22anonymous-2004-2008/.

That the cruelty of this mode of spectatorship applies not only to the mediatized other but to the
spectator itself is conveyed by the web-vernacular wisdom that “What has been seen cannot be unseen”
(fig. 56). Described as ‘an Internet axiom which states that one literally cannot get rid of the mental
image that becomes part of the memory after looking at a disturbing photo or a video’,40 a well-known
iteration of this memetic phrase displays a cat whose facial expression reveals a mix of stupefaction
and fear at what is seen. What is thematized as cruel in this case is the irreversibility of information, or
what could be called its disenchanting spell: the inability to “un-know” something once it has been
brought to your attention, the impossibility of returning to a state where you did not possess that
knowledge.

40

In this context, the phrase acts as a parody on a quote by the Canadian cartoonist David Sim, who said that ‘once a profound
truth has been seen, it cannot be “unseen”’. Know Your Meme. https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/what-has-been-seencannot-be-unseen.
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On the level of thematic content, the phrase ‘What has been seen cannot be unseen’ more specifically
references the omnipresence of disturbing images on the Internet, e.g. those indexed by early so-called
“shock” or “gore” sites like Rotten.com.41 Created in 1996, Rotten.com (“An archive of disturbing
illustration”) characterizes itself as ‘the soft white underbelly of the net, eviscerated for all to see: Rotten
dot com collects images and information from many sources to present the viewer with a truly
unpleasant experience’ (where this unpleasantness must be read as an ironic acknowledgement of the
pleasure that is actually derived from viewing disturbing and taboo contents).42 The name of the website
Something Awful jokingly refers to those simultaneously “awful” and fascinating databases of the
disgusting whose main purpose is to provide access to a collection of the most horrible and disturbing
visual materials available online. It is in the context of the cruelty of online spectatorship and the
exposure to “shocking” materials that the reference to stupidity in Something Awful’s tagline ‘The
Internet makes you stupid’ should be understood: stupid, as in the Latin stupidus: ‘“struck senseless,”
from stupere “be stunned, amazed, confounded”’.43

Figure 56. “What has been seen…Cannot be un-seen” (accessed 2 September 2019).
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/what-has-been-seen-cannot-be-unseen.

The label “pornographic” also fits to more formally describe the relation of the anonymous spectator
to the mediatized other, revealing a more problematic side to rule 34 (“If it exists there’s porn of it”)
discussed in section 4.3. In using this label to describe certain aspects of online spectatorship and
interaction, “pornographic” does not exclusively refer to the representation of erotic contents, but has
to do with the modes through which objects are objectified by a voyeuristic gaze – one that derives

41

According to Wikipedia, ‘a shock site is a website that is intended to be offensive or disturbing to its viewers. They contain
material of high shock value, generally of a pornographic, scatological, graphically violent, insulting, obscenely
vulgar, profane, or otherwise provocative nature’. “Shock site”. Wikipedia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shock_site.
42
Rotten came out of the MindVox network, an early ISP and bulletin board founded in 1992 in New York City by members
of the Legion of Doom hacker ensemble. The site contains many older materials that were already being circulated within
certain Usenet groups built around ‘obscure archives of fetish porn and crime scene photos’ and other fringe interests. The
Rotten Library is described as ‘an unforgettable collection of all that mankind swore to forget, but which we have trapped in
agonizing clarity to remember always … as we present to you the lowest that we have traveled and the worst of what we have
become’ (www.rotten.com).
43
“Stupid”. Online Etymology Dictionary. https://www.etymonline.com/word/stupid.
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pleasure from seeing while remaining unseen. Citing Gloria Steinem’s work on the difference between
erotica and pornography, in Violence and the Media Carter and Weaver write: ‘the affix “graphos” in
pornography, meaning “description of”, implies that there is a “distance between subject and
object...replac[ing] a spontaneous yearning for closeness with objectification and voyeurism”’ (Carter
and Weaver 2003, 97).
A blog entry on Psychology Today lists some of the features that inhere to digital media use that can
be called pornographic: ‘a lack of real intimacy; an absence of genuine relationship; a relentless
onslaught of high-intensity imagery; a certain formulaic-ness; a mechanicalness; anonymousness;
compulsivity; […] visualness as opposed to narrative story’ (Schultz 2009). Pornography in this sense
can be understood as ‘a system of representation that reinforces the commercial logic of the market
economy’, in which ‘[t]he whole body becomes a visual surface of changeable parts, offered as
exchange-objects’ (Braidotti 1991, 146). In her feminist critique of pornography, Susanne Kappeler
(Kappeler 1986) develops this expanded notion of pornography as a “system of representation”. It is
this broader notion of pornography as both a corruption and a site of pleasure related to voyeuristic
spectatorship that allow shock sites like Rotten.com to be analyzed as “horrorporn” (Jones 2010), gore,
or death porn (Tait 2008, 94). As Jones shows, not only the objectified other but the viewer itself is
violated in the process of pornofication. Reduced to a generic avatar on the web, the consumer of
horrorporn is almost ‘as deconstructed as the object-body of the shock image’ (Jones 2010, 11).44
Jones’ observation casts a more problematic light on the stock avatar meme discussed in the second
chapter, which, in fig. 57, is accompanied by the phrase “Internet Hate Machine”. Seen from the
perspective of the cruelty of digital spectatorship, the faceless face of the absent profile picture becomes
symptomatic of what Mark Seltzer, in his analysis of the serial killer, defines as a “pathological public
sphere” (Seltzer 1995, 124). Like the serial killer – who, for Seltzer, ‘typifies typicality, the becoming
abstract and general of the individuality of the individual’ (Seltzer 1995, 128) – the image of the stock
avatar marks an im-personal experience of the self from the perspective of statistics. This is an
experience of ‘typicality at the level of the subject’ (Seltzer 1995, 124) where the self starts to bleed
into and identify with its social environment, one which, as we saw, also agonized Musil’s protagonist
in The Man Without Qualities. The unique affordances of 4chan – the seemingly endless list of
anonymous threads that do not distinguish between different users – could be said to contribute to what
Seltzer, in the case of the serial killer, describes as ‘the subject’s over-identification with others and
[…] with place’ (Seltzer 1995, 139).
The loss of a personal or singular sense of identity that the generic avatar can be seen to enact, and
that Seltzer attributes to the modern serial killer, can thus be understood as issuing from ‘the anxietyproducing erosion of the distinction between living and machinal processes, their mutual absorption
into the flows of information’ (Seltzer 1995, 136). The phrase “Internet Hate Machine” shows how such
a collective impersonation of the impersonal is associated with a machinic subjectivity, one that is
automatous rather than autonomous. Like the serial killer, then, Anon is ‘the mass in person […] a
simulated person, a type of nonperson’. He, she, it, represents the moment when the digital subject –
reduced to an avatar – becomes ‘inseparable from media-facilitated processes of imitation, simulation,
and identity contagion’ (Seltzer 1995, 138-9).
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It is precisely such juxtapositions that create an affectively supercharged oscillation between lust and disgust capable of
capturing the spectator’s attention unconditionally. By doing so, the shock site radically enacts and thus makes visible a crucial
aspect of the Internet’s attention-based economy (Beller 2006; Bueno 2017), where what is at stake is precisely such an
unconditional immersion in the content offered. Rather than possessing a status aparte in the overall media ecosystem, violent
or otherwise taboo shock images lay bare the modes of spectatorship that characterize seemingly mundane and unproblematic
forms of digital media consumption.
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Figure 57. “Anonymous: Internet Hate Machine” (accessed 2 September 2019).
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/Internet-hate-machine/photos/page/3.

Similarly, the headless suit trope mirrors the impersonal and generic forms of agency and power that
pervade the present global conjuncture. What is unmasked in this collectively staged masquerade is a
world of hidden power, simulation, and control. In an article situating youth culture as a response to
modern disciplinary regimes, Dick Hebdige discusses a photobook by Brian Griffin and Richard Smith
called Power. British Managament in Focus (Griffin and Smith 1981). Griffin and Smith photographed
over forty heads and captains of industry in their professional environment. The latter are all dressed in
monotone suits and placed in offices with fluorescent tubes ‘as anonymous, as interchangeable as the
faces they illuminate’, showing that ‘in societies like ours, power […] refuses to be personalised’ and
that
the real men of power […] are doubly unknowable: first, because they are so nondescript
that they fail to capture our imagination, and secondly, because they move in a world
which is so remote from our own that it is beyond our comprehension. Locked behind
closed doors, they remain indecipherable: forty-three faceless masks. (Hebdige 1983,
68)

Seen in this light, Marc Zuckerberg’s observation during a keynote in 2017 that ‘when you bring people
together, you never know where it will lead’, rings uncannily true.45 Zuckerberg’s own understanding
is of course a different one, namely that by fostering human connections and cultural exchanges,
platforms like Facebook bring the world together – a process that can be described in terms of “love”.
In this conventional discourse on the value of social media, hate, on the contrary, is understood as the
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“Bringing the World Closer Together” (June 2017). Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/notes/mark-zuckerberg/bringingthe-world-closer-together/10154944663901634/.
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result of a lack of “connectivity”. If people succumb to hating others, it is because they do not know or
understand them well enough. But does connectivity necessarily foster community, empathy, and social
engagement, rather than its opposite? It is this question that the “Internet Hate Machine” image raises
(and answers in the negative). Amateurishly photoshopped, it depicts 4chan as a machine that
transforms “Internets” (the input) into “hatred” (the output) (fig. 58).46 This conceptualizes hate as a
consequence of rather than due to a lack of connectivity, challenging one of the dominant social media
ideologemes, which associates connectivity with love.47

.
Figure 58. “Internet Hate Machine” meme (accessed 1 July 2019).
https://encyclopediadramatica.rs/INTERNET_HATE_MACHINE#/media/File:INTERNETHATE.jpg.

Returning to Bergson, in his essay on laughter he argues that for something to be deemed laughable
(rather than invite pity) requires an attitude of mental indifference and emotional detachment on the
part of the laugher. Once freed from ‘fellow feeling’, laughter arises from a ‘momentary anesthesia of
the heart’, cultivating a ‘pure intelligence’.48 Consequently, comedy ‘can only begin at the point where
our neighbor’s personality ceases to affect us’ (Bergson 1914, 134).49 When we read Bergson’s claim
that ‘we laugh every time a person gives us the impression of being a thing’ alongside Kracauer’s
observation that, in early cinema, the actor appears as nothing but ‘a thing among things’, the affinities
between laughter and media become evident. In 4chan’s vernacular, this connection is captured by the
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The phrase stems from one of the first television items on 4chan and Anonymous by Los Angeles Fox affiliate KTTV,
broadcast on July 26th 2007, in which a voice-over can be heard saying: ‘They attack innocent people, like an Internet hate
machine’ (0:34). YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ze-3l6V2Q1E. Conservative media have a long track record
of depicting the Internet as ‘the gateway to a monstrous otherworld’ (Brottman 2007, 179).
47
In anons’ largely satirical cultivation of hate versus love yet another element of the opposition between mask and face culture
is brought to light.
48
The forms of indifference and detachment that Bergson sees as enabling conditions for laughter (and its socially corrective
powers) are quite similar to those Simmel ascribes to “urban man” (sic) in his essay on the mental life of the city. The latter
precludes any real affective investment in the ethical personality of the other, who is reduced to merely one operating link in
a network of functional mechanisms. Moreover, preserving one’s own personality under these conditions can only be done ‘at
the price of devaluating the whole objective world, a devaluation which in the end unavoidably drags one’s own personality
down into a feeling of the same worthlessness’ (Simmel 1950, 416) and which can quickly ‘break out into hatred and fight’
(Simmel 1950, 416).
49
In contrast to classical theater, which depends on establishing an emotional identification between audience and hero, the
essence of the commedia dell’arte that Bergson mentions in his essay is ‘the emancipation from all sympathetic concern’ (Lea
1962, 65). Similarly, for Sontag, both slapstick and pornography are geared to ‘a deadening or neutralization or distancing of
the audience’s emotions, [and of] its ability to identify in a “humane way and to make moral judgments about situations of
violence’ (Sontag 2002, 220).
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term “lulz”, described by Coleman as ‘a spirited but often malevolent brand of humor etymologically
derived from lol’ (itself an acronym of the phrase ‘laughing out loud’) (Coleman 2014, 4). In online
mask culture, “lulz” signifies a particularly cruel and pornographic form of disengaged laughter.50
In the end, the Guy Fawkes mask’s enigmatic grin leaves us wondering: does it celebrate, in a
Bakhtinian key, the grotesquely swarming and masquerading media bodies that roam anonymous
imageboards like 4chan? Does it embody the profanating forces that Benjamin, Agamben, and others
attributed to the prospect of a progressive mass media culture? Or does its grin betray a cynical insight
into the violence that mediatic globalization exerts upon its users, who are in turn used up by it, and on
the subjects and objects of its cruel forms of spectatorship and interaction alike? The Conclusion takes
up these questions once more, not with the ambition to answer them once and for all, but to at least and
at last to present them as clearly as possible.
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“I did it for the lulz”. Know Your Meme. https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/i-did-it-for-the-lulz.
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Conclusion
In this study I have taken “profanation” to refer to a radical promise inscribed in mass culture, to
eliminate the distances and separations between people and things maintained by previous social
formations. But profanation does not constitute a mere negative gesture (the destruction of the sacred);
it also indicates what might arrive in the empty space left by the sacred, i.e. what it positively enables
to come into existence. In this respect, the concept of profanation is consonant with another key term
that I have used in the second half of this study, namely that of the carnivalesque, for which every death
is also always a new beginning. The paradox (or irony, if you will) of my reading of online mask culture
in these terms, as an overcoming of the separations inscribed in most conventional conceptions of what
it means to be a person, to have an identity, or to belong to a community, is that interaction on
imageboards like 4chan remains premised on the separation between individual users in their own
isolated private spheres, e.g. behind a computer screen or on a mobile device. This separation, which
precedes and grounds the forms of online life that promise to (and to an extent actually do) overcome
it, resonates with Agamben’s own conclusion that the prospect of a genuine profanation of life has been
suspended by the capitalist society of the spectacle. And yet…this promise continues to haunt the
present as its “could have been” and “could still be”, lingering at the margins of contemporary culture.
In Chapter 4, I described how, in The Prelude, Wordsworth’s narrator suffers a loss of identity when
he takes in the Bartholomew Fair as an ‘endless stream of men and moving things […] reduced / To
one identity, by differences / That have no law, no meaning, and no end’ (Wordsworth 1850, 159; 182).
Just as for Wordsworth the fair allegorizes modernity’s deterritorializing torrent, so by its random
coupling of strangers the 18th century masquerade prefigures modernity as an “incest of forms”. The
“parliament of monsters” brought about by the fair and the masquerade signifies a condition in which
previously stable identities come under erasure and start to enter into new configurations. As the
historical process where ‘everything solid melts into air, [and] everything holy is profaned’, capitalist
modernity is more cogently conceptualized by Marx and Engels as a system that constantly transgresses
its own limits, tearing apart and reconfiguring the forms of life it (re)produces – a theatrum mundi of
ever-shifting masks, as portrayed so luridly in the work of Ensor. In this context, anonymity comes to
name the alienating and disenchanting effects of modernity and its relentless “mediatization” of life,
meaning its mediation by capital, labor, money, and (bio)power, as well as the forms more
conventionally indicated by the term media, including the Internet. In its hybridizing force (Kraidy
2007), the latter especially brings into circulation and contact the speech, images, thoughts, and feelings
of a globally interconnected multitude (Virno 2004).
The fact that Wordsworth’s characterization of the fair, Castle’s portrayal of the masquerade, and
Marx’s account of capitalist modernity would not be misplaced as descriptions of anonymous
imageboards like 4chan attests to the latter’s affinity with these larger historical constellations of mass
and mask culture. This study has explored what I referred to as the online mask culture of anonymous
imageboards in contrast to the face culture of social media platforms. And just as online mask culture
has its historical precedents, so face culture is not without its precursors in its essentially antimasquerading, anti-mass sentiments. While otherwise highly divergent phenomena, we may think of
Heidegger’s disgust over the inauthenticity of the they, Kierkegaard’s despair over the “phantom
public”, Warren and Brandeis’ attempt to alleviate the excesses of “mass curiosity”, and even Ensor’s
conflicted relationship to the masked masses that followed him throughout his life and his oeuvre as
such precursors.
Conversely, the comic-materialist worlds of the commedia dell’arte and Chaplin, the collusion of
strangers in the public restroom or on Chatroulette, the centipedal formations of the Tiller girls, the
jouissance in a repetitive existence without identity of Lyotard’s industrial masses, as well as many
other cases discussed throughout this study, do not merely act as historical precedents but as imaginative
models to understand the new forms of digital sociality and culture that imageboards like 4chan gave
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rise to: its anonymous and carnivalesque immersion in the digital mass, its commoning of faces through
the use of reaction pictures, its relentless parodying of online identity and of the Internet as a space of
play, its excremental visions of how digital content circulates, and its vernacular self-understanding as
a grotesque media body. What these imaginative models reveal is that the roots of online mask culture
(and its opposition to the dominant face culture) run much deeper and wider than might appear at first
sight. Focusing on these models where mass and mask converge, or are instead pulled apart in an
attempt to insulate the person against the mass and restore the individual to her proper face and name,
proved to be a fruitful approach for getting at the profane media logic of anonymous imageboard
culture. However, beyond 4chan this study also provides a critical historical and theoretical framework
that could potentially be applied to other online (sub)cultural spaces on Reddit, YouTube, or Instagram,
as well as to other domains of contemporary culture rooted in the tradition of mass and/or mask.
I proceeded by looking at four types of tropes on or about 4chan that embody the profane media
logic of anonymous imageboard culture, over and against the personalizing and individualizing logic
of social media platforms. The latter logic is understood as neutralizing the Internet’s profanating
potentials, which would allow users to freely engage in a collective and experimental exploration of
new identities and common uses of the world. The first type of trope that I analyzed includes the anon
and Anonymous pseudonyms, the Guy Fawkes mask, and the stock avatar. These were found to reflect
the anonymous and ephemeral character of interaction on 4chan. The second type of trope includes the
“Rules of the Internet” and the “Internet. Serious Business.” memes, as well as the demotivational poster
format. These imagine the web in carnivalesque terms as an inverted and parodic play world opposed
to the “serious” worlds of official life and mainstream culture. The third type of trope includes the
human centipede, the naked obese man, and the green monster image. As part of 4chan’s excremental
visions, this type of trope imagines the web as a grotesque media body. The final and fourth type of
trope that I discussed includes the phrases “Co-existence has created a fucking monster”, “No one is as
cruel as all of us”, and “Internet Hate Machine”. These vernacular statements, I argued, reflect the
systemic and epistemological violence exerted by mediatic globalization through its cruel modes of
anonymous spectatorship and interaction.
Through these four types of tropes – and specifically their cultivation of a collective im-personality,
their rendering of the Internet as an inverted play world, and their scatological imaginary of 4chan as
the Internet’s lower bodily stratum – online mask culture envisions itself as the subcultural (and to a
certain extent repressed) Other of the hegemonic face culture of mainstream platforms, where
individually persistent and personalized identities have become the new norm. Images like the stock
avatar and the naked obese man represent an alternative to the personalized configuration of the online
self on social media platforms, where you are always already “someone”, and where festive immersion
in the social text is suspended by its alignment to profiles. On platforms, the swarms that roam the
bottom of the web may only appear in the ascetic guise of the social network and the digital other as
friend. On 4chan, instead, not having a face is a precondition for absorption and participation in a mass
body that can only be constructed out of any-bodies that never quite harden into definite some-bodies.
Similarly, the immersion of users in the grotesque media body of 4chan enables them to become
Anyone, rather than the insular yet hyperconnected You of social media, even when – considering the
privileged position of young white men on the Internet – the ability to become anyone online has never
really been for everyone. The benefits yielded by anonymity as culture are tied to this demographic that
historically (but therefore also contingently) occupies and continues to hold hostage this part of the
web. The same tie has led online anonymity to be associated with misogynistic and racist hate speech
and harassment. The latter has arguably pushed many marginalized voices that could have benefitted
from anonymity to seek the relative shelter of social media platforms (which, of course, have themselves
proven to be far from immune from cases of online harassment, cases that can be aggravated by the
asymmetrical access provided to victims’ real identities). The four types of tropes that comprise 4chan’s
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subcultural imaginary all reflect this fundamental ambivalence of Internet culture, reveling in the new
modes of pleasure that anonymous online spaces provide, while also embodying the monstrous and
inhuman dimensions of the present global-digital conjuncture.
As an example of this monstrous side, we might turn to the rise of the alt right, whose adherents
started to congregate on 4chan’s “Politically Incorrect” (/pol/) board in the lead up to Trump’s election
as US president in 2016. The fiercest criticism of anonymous imageboard culture as complicit with the
rise of the alt right comes from Angela Nagle, who argues that 4chan’s transgressive and carnivalesque
subcultural style should be seen as ‘the real creative energy behind the new right-wing sensibility
online’ (Nagle 2017a). Although much can be said about the doubtful assumptions on the basis of which
Nagle constructs her claim that the transgressive tradition in art, theory, and popular culture (including
anonymous imageboards) is inherently flawed and should be abandoned, from this perspective the
profane and carnivalesque reading of anonymous imageboard culture that I have developed in this study
may indeed appear as glossing over the highly troublesome phenomena that historically and presently
exist on imageboards like 4chan.51
However, while the association of 4chan with the alt right is certainly warranted in the case of
4chan’s “Politically Incorrect” board, as well as with regard to the misogyny and racism that pervade
this part of the Internet, it does not implicate the whole of anonymous imageboard culture, as Nagle
seems to suggest. In fact, the alt right’s binary and identitarian ideology (man versus woman, white
versus black, the strong individual versus the “sheeple”, the West versus the rest, free speech versus
censorship, etc.) seems to me necessarily at odds with the profane and carnivalesque ethos of online
mask culture as I have described it in this study, which instead cultivates fluid and hybrid identities,
and interaction with strangers (masquerading); embraces the “leveling” qualities of the Internet; revels
in the impurity of digital matter; and parodies the Internet as inherently “unserious”, thus precluding
the formation of a system of political values and ideological beliefs. If the alt right casts a bad light on
irony and transgressive laughter, this is not because there is something inherently wrong with these
practices, as Nagle argues, but because the alt right practices them in bad faith. When pressed to justify
or even affirm their values or beliefs, proponents of the alt right deflect to their supposedly ironic and
trollish intent, or to their right to say anything they like, while, through the message’s subtext, still
communicating genuine belief to those “in the know”.
Moreover, just as Benjamin and Kracauer, by probing the “surface phenomena” of mass culture for
the new and potentially progressive elements they contained, did not thereby condone mass culture as
a whole (both are in fact fiercely critical of its commodifying logic and its ideology of mass distraction
and media spectacle), so my account of online mask culture is not so much an integral defense of
anonymous imageboard culture as a whole, as an attempt to lift out those aspects and tendencies that
hint at the profanating undercurrent that runs through Internet culture. Additionally, just as Benjamin
witnessed the recruitment of mass culture in the service of fascism and its aestheticization of politics,
so I am disturbed by the reactionary turn of digital culture, given the recruitment of many people into
the fold of new right-wing reactionary movements, however ironic or meme-savvy they may pretend to
be.
Still, despite chan culture’s recent reactionary turn, the anonymous media practices that I have
described in this study remain open to contesting appropriations, which brings me back to the story of
the Atlantis space shuttle in the Introduction. Things that remain and outlive their official function, like
the Atlantis in its military airbase lot, are liminal in the sense that they are overdetermined places of
transition where something no longer has the form it once possessed, but has not yet crystalized into
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Nagle develops this line of critique in her monograph on the alt right (Nagle 2017b). For similar criticisms, see Beran (2019);
Cramer (2017).
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the new form it will soon assume.52 Momentarily suspended between two orders of things, liminal
spaces like the retired shuttle are supercharged with contrarian possibilities. In the desert, between the
official use of the Atlantis as an instrument and symbol of US imperial power, and its musealization as
a relic from a heroic past, there opens up a liminal space of new, alternative uses. These in-between
spaces are “anonymous” in the sense that the names of the old order are no longer valid, but the names
of the order to come are not yet decided on. The early Internet also represents such a space, where
computer networking technologies had outgrown their stated Cold War purpose as a decentralized
provision against nuclear attacks on key communication infrastructures, but had not yet fully assumed
their function as a new form of platform capitalism.
Agamben’s notion of “inoperativity” deals with the question of what can be done with something
once it has been retired and thus becomes for the first time separable from its function. For Agamben,
there are at least two kinds of usages made possible by this separability. The first places the inoperative
thing in a separate and privileged sphere of glorifying exhibition, whereas the second attempts to
appropriate the object from below, ‘with regard to the new potentialities that the suspension of its
canonical functions may open up’ (Prozorov 2014, 40). As it turns out, these two options correspond to
my example of the exhibition of the Atlantis as a museum piece glorifying US space exploration, on
the one hand, and its profane use as a living facility for outcasts, on the other.
The point is that in the liminal space of anonymous imageboards that continue to proliferate at the
margins of the new platform economy, many strange things materialize: many monsters – defined as
both preceding and outliving form – find refuge there. On the basis of this definition, 4chan would
indeed be a monster of sorts. But the monster, as Chapter 5 showed, is an ambivalent figure, as it can
be both a symbol of carnivalesque collectivity and an object of fear and disgust. Looked at from one
side, it may appear cheerful, reveling in the pleasures of its abundant fantasy life. Seen from the other
side, however, it evokes horror. Whereas recent discussions on 4chan have understandably highlighted
this last side, the present study has sought to give voice to the first, so as to do justice to the profane
forms of life that exist, somewhere, between mass and mask.
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On the notion of the liminal, see Turner (1969; 1982).
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Summary
Between Mass and Mask: The Profane Media Logic of Anonymous Imageboard Culture
This study seeks to critically interrogate the profane media logic of anonymous imageboard culture and
its opposition to the mainstream social media culture of platforms like Facebook. The imageboard 4chan
was chosen as the main case study for the way it radically embodies and thereby uniquely renders visible
the “profanating” forces that I argue inhere in contemporary (digital) culture as a whole, but whose
emancipatory legacies are neutralized by the “face culture” of social media platforms. In contrast to the
latter, the media practices that characterize 4chan’s “mask culture” are anti- and impersonal rather than
personal; ephemeral and aleatory rather than persistent and predictable; collective rather than
individual; stranger- rather than friend-oriented; and radically public and contagious, rather than
privatized, filtered and contained. These practices are reflected in 4chan’s subcultural iconography,
which thereby offers a unique view on mask culture that takes the vernacular perspective of its
participants into account.
The part of 4chan’s iconography relevant to this study is comprised of four main thematic strands.
Firstly, contrary to platforms who interpellate the user as an individual possessing a persistent personal
identity clearly distinct from others, on 4chan the user is imagined as an anonymous and opaque voice
that is interchangeable with an indeterminate number of unknown others (as exemplified by the anon
and Anonymous pseudonyms, the Guy Fawkes mask, and the stock avatar tropes). Secondly, contrary
to platforms’ politics of authenticity centered on “real names” and “true identities”, 4chan remains
committed to an earlier Internet imaginary which takes the Internet to constitute a “virtual” space of
parody and play (as exemplified by the demotivational poster format and “Internet. Serious Business”
meme). Thirdly, users on 4chan represent online interaction in carnivalesque terms as a festive
immersion in a grotesque media body, which undermines the personalizing logic of social media
platforms and their insistence on clearly delineated identities (as exemplified by the human centipede,
the naked obese man, and the green monster tropes). Fourthly, contrary to the idealizing ideology of
platforms, 4chan users imagine the Internet as a cruel media spectacle (as exemplified by the memetic
phrases “Co-existence has created a fucking monster”, “Internet Hate Machine” and “No one is as cruel
as all of us”).
Chapter 1 familiarizes the reader with 4chan, and develops the opposition between mask and face
culture. Sections 1.1 and 1.2 introduce 4chan as well as its roots in Japanese imageboard culture and
the North American forum Something Awful. Section 1.3 situates 4chan within the larger
transformations of the Internet in the previous decades, showing how social media platforms have
marginalized an earlier formation of web culture centered on the kinds of anonymity and collective
identity play that sites like 4chan continue to cultivate.
Chapter 2 discusses the anon and Anonymous pseudonyms, the Guy Fawkes mask, and the stock
avatar as subcultural tropes that I argue reflect the ephemeral and impersonal modes of sociality that
characterize 4chan. After introducing these tropes and their significance in online mask culture (2.1),
subsequent sections develop a genealogy of the different meanings of anonymity that these tropes can
be seen to mobilize and articulate. I will look at shifts in anonymity from merely signifying unknown
authorship to a symptomatic modern condition (2.2), to an impersonal mode of existence that inheres
in everyday life (2.3), to a phenomenon of mediation (2.4), using various sociological and
phenomenological accounts of anonymity.
Chapter 3 looks at how 4chan’s impersonal iconography traces back to the larger deterritorializing
and profanating forces unleashed in and by capitalist modernity. Section 3.1 looks at how the modern
formulation of a right to privacy in the US at the end of the 19th century can be linked to class-specific
anxieties over the increasingly impersonal forces of modernity and its new mass-mediated publics who
Benjamin argued desired to bring things closer by means of their technological reproduction. Section
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3.2 discusses Kracauer’s similar reflections on the mass ornament, as embodying the potential for a
truly progressive mass culture. Section 3.3 discusses the term “profanation” as the name Agamben gives
to this conflicted development, as well as the roots of this idea in Marxist and sociological accounts of
modernity as entailing the “disenchantment” of the world. Finally, section 3.4 discusses two instances
of anonymous mass publicness: the public restroom as a place for anonymous reading and writing, as
well as for fleeting (homo)sexual encounters, and the random videochat portal Chatroulette.
Chapter 4 sets out to investigate the affinities that pertain between “mass” and “mask”, i.e. between
the “profanations” of mass media culture and those of popular festive culture. Section 4.1 turns to the
way mass-modern forms of collectivity are described in terms of the carnivalesque. Section 4.2 looks
at how this thematic intersection manifests itself in anonymous imageboard culture as a “commoning
of faces”. Section 4.3 then turns to the carnivalesque significance of laughter as tethered to the
impersonal and comic-materialist world view inherent to online mask culture. Finally, section 4.4 takes
up the connection between mass and mask in the context of 4chan’s essentially parodic and playful use
of online discourse.
Chapter 5 explores the subcultural significance of 4chan’s “excremental visions”, the way it
describes itself in carnivalesque terms as a grotesque media body. Section 5.1 discusses how 4chan is
represented by both insiders and outsiders as the bottom of the web, e.g. as its sewer or underbelly.
Section 5.2 analyzes the human centipede meme, which represents the Internet as a gigantic digestive
tract. Section 5.3 analyzes the image of a naked obese man which represents 4chan as a single, mass
body. Section 5.4 argues that images like the human centipede or naked obese man celebrate the
collective and im-personal life of language and subjectivity, the common element in culture, and the
constant metamorphosis of the mass body over the self-same identity of the individual person, as these
phenomena are manifested on 4chan. Finally, section 5.5 looks at the green monster image as enacting
the darker, more problematic aspects of online mask culture, and of the modes of cruel spectatorship
that the Internet enables more generally.
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Samenvatting
Tussen massa en masker: De profane medialogica van anonieme plaatjesforumcultuur
Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de profane medialogica van anonieme plaatjesforumcultuur en vergelijkt
deze met de mainstream socialemediacultuur van platforms zoals Facebook. Het plaatjesforum 4chan
dient als primaire casus vanwege de manier waarop het de profanerende krachten van de hedendaagse
digitale cultuur als geheel radicaal belichaamt, maar wiens emancipatoire nalatenschap geneutraliseerd
wordt door de “gezichtscultuur” van socialemediaplatforms. In tegenstelling tot die laatste zijn de
mediapraktijken die 4chans “maskercultuur” kenmerken anti- en onpersoonlijk, in plaats van
persoonlijk; vluchtig en toevallig, in plaats van permanent en voorspelbaar; collectief in plaats van
individueel; gericht op vreemden in plaats van vrienden; en radicaal publiek in plaats van
geprivatiseerd, gefilterd en ingedamd. Deze praktijken ziet men terug in 4chans subculturele beeldtaal,
die een uniek zicht biedt op de maskercultuur en die bovendien het perspectief van de gebruikers in
acht neemt.
Het aspect van 4chans beeldtaal dat relevant is voor deze studie bestaat uit vier thematische kernen.
Ten eerste wordt de gebruiker op 4chan voorgesteld als een anoniem personage dat inwisselbaar is met
een onbepaald aantal anderen (zoals in de anon en Anonymous pseudoniemen, het Guy Fawkesmasker,
en de generieke avatar). Dit in tegenstelling tot platforms die de gebruiker als individu met een vaste
persoonlijke identiteit aanspreken. Ten tweede blijft 4chan gecommitteerd aan een eerdere
internetcultuur die het web als virtuele speelruimte voorstelt (zoals in het “demotivational posterformat” en de “Internet. Serious Business.” meme). Dit in tegenstelling tot de authenticiteitspolitiek van
platforms, waarin echte namen en identiteiten centraal staan. Ten derde representeren gebruikers van
4chan online interactie op carnavaleske wijze, als een feestelijk opgaan in het groteske medialichaam,
op een manier die de personaliserende logica en focus op duidelijke onderscheidbare identiteiten van
socialemediaplatforms ondermijnt. Ten vierde, wederom in tegenstelling tot de idealiserende ideologie
van platforms, verbeelden 4chan gebruikers het internet als een wreed mediaspektakel (zoals in de
frases “Co-existence has created a fucking monster”, “Internet Hate Machine” en “No one is as cruel
as all of us”).
Hoofdstuk 1 introduceert 4chan en ontwikkelt de tegenstelling tussen masker- en gezichtscultuur.
Secties 1.1 en 1.2 beschrijven 4chan, de Japanse plaatjesforumcultuur en het Noord-Amerikaanse forum
Something Awful die aan 4chan voorafgingen. Sectie 1.3 plaatst 4chan in de bredere transformaties van
het internet in de voorgaande decennia. Deze sectie laat zien hoe socialemediaplatforms een eerdere
fase van internetcultuur – waarin de vormen van anonimiteit en collectief spel met identiteit die op
4chan nog altijd doorgang vinden centraal stonden – gemarginaliseerd hebben.
Hoofdstuk 2 bespreekt de anon- en Anonymouspseudoniem, het Guy Fawkesmasker, en de
generieke avatar als subculturele figuren die de vluchtige en onpersoonlijke interactiemodi op 4chan
kenmerken. Na de introductie van deze figuren en hun belang binnen online maskercultuur (2.1)
ontwikkelen de volgende secties een genealogie van de verschillende betekenissen van anonimiteit die
door deze figuren gearticuleerd worden. Ik kijk vooral naar verschuivingen in de betekenis van
anonimiteit van onbekend auteurschap naar een moderne conditie (2.2), naar een kenmerk van de
geleefde alledaagsheid (2.3), naar een fenomeen van mediation als zodanig (2.4). Hierbij maak ik
gebruik van verschillende sociologische en fenomenologische begrippen van anonimiteit.
Hoofdstuk 3 laat zien hoe 4chans onpersoonlijke beeldtaal zich verhoudt tot de bredere
ontwrichtende en profanerende krachten die in de kapitalistische moderniteit vrijkomen. Sectie 3.1
onderzoekt hoe de moderne idee van een recht op privacy in de VS aan het einde van de 19e eeuw aan
ontstond als reactie op wat Benjamin zag als een progressief verlangen van de massa om de dingen
dichterbij te brengen door middel van hun technologische reproduceerbaarheid. Sectie 3.2 bespreekt
Kracauers vergelijkbare reflecties op het massaornament als een belichaming van een potentieel
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progressieve massacultuur. Sectie 3.3 bespreekt de term profanatie die Agamben aan deze ontwikkeling
geeft, en de oorsprong van dit idee in marxistische en sociologische theorieën van de moderniteit als
onttovering van de wereld. Sectie 3.4 bespreekt twee voorbeelden van anonieme massapublieken: het
publieke toilet als plaats voor anonieme vormen van lezen en schrijven en voor vluchtige
(homo)seksuele ontmoetingen, als ook het videochatportaal Chatroulette.
Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoekt de verwantschap tussen de “massa” en het “masker”, d.w.z. tussen de
profanaties van massamediacultuur en populaire carnavalscultuur. Sectie 4.1 bekijkt de manier waarop
moderne vormen van collectiviteit in carnavaleske termen worden beschreven. Sectie 4.2 onderzoekt
hoe deze verwantschap zich manifesteert in anonieme plaatjesforumcultuur als een gemeenschappelijk
gebruik van gezichten. In sectie 4.3 verschuift de aandacht naar het carnavaleske belang van lachen als
onderdeel van het onpersoonlijke en komisch-materialistische wereldbeeld van online maskercultuur.
Ten slotte bekijkt sectie 4.4 de relatie tussen massa en masker in de context van 4chans parodiërende
en speelse verhouding tot online taalgebruik.
Hoofdstuk 5 verkent het subcultureel belang van 4chans scatologische wereldbeeld en de manier
waarop het zichzelf beschrijft als een grotesk medialichaam. Sectie 5.1 bespreekt hoe 4chan door zowel
binnen- als buitenstaanders als de onderkant van het web afgebeeld wordt, bijvoorbeeld als een riool of
onderbuik. Sectie 5.2 analyseert de “human centipede” meme, waarin het internet als een gigantisch
spijsverteringsstelsel wordt afgebeeld. Sectie 5.3 analyseert het beeld van een naakte zwaarlijvige man
dat 4chan als één groot lichaam afbeeldt. Sectie 5.4 laat zien dat zulke beelden het collectieve en
onpersoonlijke leven van taal en subjectiviteit, het gemeenschappelijke aspect van cultuur en de
constante metamorfose van het massalichaam op 4chan bejubelen. Dit in tegenstelling tot de altijd
identieke identiteit van de individuele persoonlijkheid. Ten slotte analyseert sectie 5.5 het beeld van het
groene monster als een belichaming van de donkere en meer problematische aspecten van online
maskercultuur, en van de wrede vormen van voyeurisme die het internet faciliteert.
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